NOTICE OF THE TOWN COUNCIL

TOWN COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING
January 18, 2022 at 6:00 PM
Argyle Town Hall, 308 Denton Street, Argyle, Texas

AGENDA
Notice is hereby given as required by Title 5, Chapter 551.041 of the Government Code that the Argyle Town
Council will meet in a Town Council Regular Meeting on Tuesday, January 18, 2022 at 6:00 PM at the Argyle
Town Hall, 308 Denton Street, Argyle, Texas.

CALL TO ORDER
INVOCATION
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
American Flag
Texas Flag: "Honor the Texas Flag; I pledge allegiance to thee Texas, one state under God, one
and indivisible."
OPEN FORUM
This is an opportunity for the public to address the Town Council on any matter of public business, except
public hearings. Comments related to public hearings will be heard when the specific hearing begins.
Each speaker is limited to five (5) minutes, unless the speaker requires the assistance of a translator, in
which case the speaker is limited to ten (10) minutes, in accordance with applicable law. Each speaker
shall approach the podium and state their name and address. Speakers shall address the governing body
with civility that is conducive to appropriate public discussion. Speakers can address only the governing
body as a whole and not individual city officials or employees. The public cannot speak from the gallery
but only from the podium. Per the Texas Open Meetings Act, the Council is prohibited from deliberating
or taking action on any matter not listed on the agenda. The Council may only: (1) make a statement of
fact regarding the item; (2) make a recitation of existing policy regarding the item; or (3) propose the
item be placed on a future agenda, in accordance with Council adopted procedures.
ITEMS OF COMMUNITY INTEREST
The Filing Period for the May 7, 2022 General Election is January 19th thru February 18th. Council places
for election on the ballot are Council Member Place 1, Council Member Place 3 and Council Member
Place 5. Candidate packets are available from the Town Secretary's Office.
There will also be a Special Election on May 7, 2022 with propositions to consider the renewal of the
one-half of one percent (1/2%) Street Maintenance and Repairs Sales and Use Tax and renewal of the
one-quarter of one percent (1/4%) Crime Control Prevention District Sales and Use Tax.
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The next Argyle Business Association meeting will be held on Thursday, January 20th at 8 a.m. at Argyle
Town Hall and hosted by The Cross Timbers Gazette.
On Wednesday, January 26th a Community Meeting regarding Hillwood's proposed Harvest Town Center
will be held at the Argyle Middle School Auditorium, 191 S US 377, Argyle beginning at 7:15 p.m.
The Planning & Zoning Commission regular meeting will be on Wednesday, February 2nd at 6 p.m. at
Town Hall.
The Town Council will meet on Monday, February 7th at 6 p.m. at Town Hall.
The Municipal Development District Board will meet on Tuesday, February 8th at 6 p.m. at Town Hall.
STAFF REPORTS
(Staff Reports are for discussion only. No action may be taken on items listed under this portion of the
agenda, other than to provide general direction to staff or to direct staff to place such items of a future
agenda for action.)
1.

Quarterly Financial Reports for October 1, 2021 thru December 31, 2021

2.

List of Council Requests for Agenda Items and Status

3.

Active Development Review Committee Project List

CONSENT AGENDA
Any Council member may request an item on the Consent Agenda to be taken up for individual
consideration.
4.

Approve the January 3, 2022 Regular Town Council Meeting Minutes

PUBLIC HEARINGS AND ACTION ITEMS
5.
Hold public hearing and consider an ordinance amendment (TDS-21-010) for amendments
to Chapter 3 Building Regulations and Chapter 5 Fire Prevention and Protection of the Code
of Ordinances of the Town of Argyle.
a)Staff Presentation
b) Public Hearing
c) Discussion
d) Action
6.

Hold public hearing and consider an ordinance amendment (TDS-21-004) to Article V, Tree
Preservation, of the Town of Argyle Town Development Standards regarding various
amendments to the tree preservation requirements and other related tree ordinance
provisions in the Town Development Standards.
a) Staff Presentation
b) Public Hearing
c) Discussion
d) Action
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7.

Approve a Professional Services Agreement Task Order with Freese and Nichols to evaluate
providing wastewater service to the area west of I-35W via the Crawford Road Sewer Line
project versus a City of Denton wastewater line situated north of Robson Ranch Road.

EXECUTIVE SESSION
As authorized by Section 551.071 of the Texas Government Code (Consultation with Town Attorney),
this meeting may be convened into closed Executive Session for the purpose of seeking confidential legal
advice from the Town Attorney on any agenda item herein.
RECONVENE INTO OPEN SESSION AND TAKE ANY RESULTING ACTION
In accordance with Texas Government Code, Section 551, the Town Council will reconvene into Open
Session and consider action, if any, on matters discussed in Executive Session.
RECEIVE REQUESTS FROM COUNCIL MEMBERS/STAFF FOR ITEMS TO BE PLACED ON FUTURE MEETING
AGENDA
Discussion under this section must be limited to whether or not the Council wishes to include a potential
item on a future agenda.
ADJOURN

CERTIFICATION
I hereby certify that the above notice was posted in the bulletin board at Argyle Town Hall, 308 Denton
Street, Argyle, Texas, by 5:00 p.m. on the 14th day of January, 2022.

Dianna Buchanan
Dianna Buchanan, TRMC Town Secretary/Town Treasurer
Persons with disabilities who plan to attend this public meeting and who may need auxiliary aid
or services are requested to contact the Argyle Town Hall 48 hours in advance, at 940-464-7273,
and reasonable accommodations will be made for assistance.
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Item 1.

Mayor and Council
Agenda Item
Memorandum
ITEM TYPE

MEETING DATE:

Staff Report

January 18, 2022

PRESENTER:
Dianna Buchanan, Town Secretary/Town Treasurer
ITEM DESCRIPTION:
FY22 First Quarter Financial Report
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 First Quarter (Q1) financial report shows the revenues and
expenditures at the 25% completion mark of the fiscal year. For the General Fund,
revenues are over expenditures for Q1 by $1,158,606. As a point of comparison, for the
same period in Fiscal Year 2021 revenues were reported over expenditures by $806,917.
General Fund Revenues received for the FY22 Q1 were $2,106,679, equal to
approximately 39.75% of the revenues budgeted for FY22. For comparison, FY21 Q1
revenues reported received were $1,845,050. Total FY22 Q1 General Fund
expenditures were $947,071 and expenditures are at 17.88% of the adopted budget so
they are 7.12% lower than the 25% completion mark of the budget year. For
comparison, FY21 Q1 reported expenditures were $1,038,133. For Q1 the Town has
received $154,106 for Street Maintenance and Repairs Sales Tax. To summarize, the
Town has collected more revenue at the 25% budget completion mark and spent less for
expenses for FY22 compared to the same period for FY21.
The October through December 2021 Quarterly Sales Tax Change Analysis Summary
reflects totals for collections for the Town and Street Maintenance in the amount of
$494,999. This is a 4.3% increase in collections compared to the same period of 2021.
Note that the tool used to report these numbers changed during 2021 and so the
comparison from year to year in the detailed categories will not reflect accurate
percentages of change. The categories are defined differently by both services which
results with comparing apples to oranges instead of apples to apples.
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Investment reports for the months of October, November and December 2021 are
included as well as the FY22 Q1 investment report. The Detail of Security Holdings on
page 6 of the quarterly investment report provides balances of bank accounts and
investment accounts held by the Town through 12/31/2021. Bank account balances as
of 12/31/2021 totalled $18,942,360.27 which includes $18,595.39 earned interest for Q1.
Investment account balances for the same period totalled $19,916,331.29 which includes
$178.53 earned interest for Q1.
The Municipal Development District sales tax collections for the first quarter of FY 2022
total $77,772.11 averaging approximately $25,924 per month.
The anticipated audit completion for FY 2021 is still on schedule for the month of February
2022 and upon completion the auditor will provide a complete report to Town Council.

FISCAL IMPACT:
Not Applicable
Proposed Expenditure:
General Ledger Code:
Proposed Revenue:
Budget Amendment Required:
Financial Review Completed by:

No

LEGAL REVIEW:
Not applicable.
ATTACHMENTS:
A. First Quarter FY22 Budget Report
B. First Quarter FY21 Budget Report for Comparison
C. Oct., Nov. and Dec. Monthly FY 22 Investment Reports
D. First Quarter FY22 Investment Report
E. October through December 2021 (FY22 1st Quarter) Sales Tax Report

RECOMMENDED MOTION AND/OR ACTION:
Review the information. No action is needed.
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Item 1.

TOWN OF ARGYLE
FY 21-22 QUARTERLY BUDGET REPORT
1ST QUARTER (OCT - DEC, 2021)
25% OF FISCAL YEAR COMPLETE

FUNDS

ADOPTED
BUDGET

Y-T-D
ACTUAL

% OF
BUDGET

BUDGET
BALANCE

GENERAL FUND
REVENUES
Ad valorem tax
Sales tax
Franchise tax
Municipal court
Permits & registrations
Construction permits
Development
Other revenues
Transfers In
Other proceeds
TOTAL REVENUES

2,547,132
997,000
420,000
225,000
41,000
742,075
33,000
118,300
173,485
5,296,992

1,233,966
310,367
100,641
48,561
12,640
369,206
16,421
13,878
2,105,679

48.45%
31.13%
23.96%
21.58%
30.83%
49.75%
49.76%
11.73%
0.00%
0.00%
39.75%

1,313,166
686,633
319,359
176,439
28,360
372,869
16,579
104,422
173,485
3,191,313

EXPENDITURES
Town Council
Administration
Finance
Municipal Court
Information Technology
Police Administration
Police Operations
Animal Control
Community Development
Comm. Devel. - Inspections
Street Maint. Administration
Street Maintenance
Transfers to Other Funds
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

234,665
551,636
366,448
122,245
197,921
401,495
1,615,204
28,000
481,352
360,632
383,996
463,858
89,540
5,296,992

11,745
192,164
39,308
25,373
26,824
93,420
284,900
3,953
73,807
72,905
55,220
67,454
947,071

5.01%
34.84%
10.73%
20.76%
13.55%
23.27%
17.64%
14.12%
15.33%
20.22%
14.38%
14.54%
0.00%
17.88%

222,920
359,472
327,140
96,872
171,097
308,075
1,330,304
24,047
407,545
287,727
328,776
396,404
89,540
4,349,921

-

1,158,608

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES
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Item 1.

TOWN OF ARGYLE
FY 21-22 QUARTERLY BUDGET REPORT
1ST QUARTER (OCT - DEC, 2021)
25% OF FISCAL YEAR COMPLETE

FUNDS
SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS

ADOPTED
BUDGET

Y-T-D
ACTUAL

% OF
BUDGET

BUDGET
BALANCE

MUNICIPAL DEV DISTRICT FUND
REVENUES

285,000

79,142

27.77%

205,858

EXPENDITURES

416,920

16,258

3.90%

400,662

(131,920)

62,884

REVENUES

227,200

79,251

34.88%

147,949

EXPENDITURES

200,025

14,444

7.22%

185,581

27,175

64,807

REVENUES

453,000

154,106

34.02%

298,894

EXPENDITURES

187,650

-

0.00%

187,650

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

265,350

154,106

50,000

-

0.00%

50,000

-

-

0.00%

-

50,000

-

REVENUES

7,620

1,434

18.82%

6,186

EXPENDITURES

7,500

110

1.47%

7,390

120

1,324

REVENUES

7,500

1,731

23.08%

5,769

EXPENDITURES

3,700

-

0.00%

3,700

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

3,800

1,731

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

(194,804)

CRIME CONTROL & PREVENTION FUND

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

(37,632)

STREET MAINTENANCE SALES TAX FUND

111,244

BUILDING MAINTENANCE FUND
REVENUES
EXPENDITURES
REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

50,000

COURT TECHNOLOGY FUND

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

(1,204)

COURT SECURITY FUND

2,069
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TOWN OF ARGYLE
FY 21-22 QUARTERLY BUDGET REPORT
1ST QUARTER (OCT - DEC, 2021)
25% OF FISCAL YEAR COMPLETE

FUNDS
PARKLAND DEDICATION FUND
REVENUES

ADOPTED
BUDGET

Y-T-D
ACTUAL

% OF
BUDGET

BUDGET
BALANCE

204,665

91,664

44.79%

113,001

45,000

341

0.00%

44,659

159,665

91,323

REVENUES

2,977

1,000

EXPENDITURES

3,700

25,123

(21,423)

(24,123)

23,400

EXPENDITURES
REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

68,342

TREE REFORESTATION FUND

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

(723)

33.59%

1,977

LEOSE TRAINING FUND
REVENUES

1,300

-

0.00%

1,300

EXPENDITURES

1,300

-

0.00%

1,300

-

-

REVENUES

4,875

5,234

107.37%

EXPENDITURES

6,344

-

0.00%

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

-

POLICE DONATIONS FUND

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

(1,469)

5,234

(359)
6,344
(6,703)

SENIOR CITIZENS ORGANIZATION
REVENUES

2,685

-

0.00%

2,685

EXPENDITURES

2,600

-

0.00%

2,600

85

-

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

85
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Item 1.

TOWN OF ARGYLE
FY 21-22 QUARTERLY BUDGET REPORT
1ST QUARTER (OCT - DEC, 2021)
25% OF FISCAL YEAR COMPLETE

FUNDS
CAPITAL PROJECTS FUNDS

ADOPTED
BUDGET

Y-T-D
ACTUAL

% OF
BUDGET

BUDGET
BALANCE

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS FUND
REVENUES

2,589,600

3,624,007

139.94%

770,100

739,070

95.97%

1,819,500

2,884,937

622,746

247,500

39.74%

375,246

-

-

0.00%

-

622,746

247,500

21,500

-

0.00%

21,500

-

-

0.00%

-

21,500

-

REVENUES

751,914

348,181

46.31%

403,733

EXPENDITURES

763,750

-

0.00%

763,750

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

(11,836)

EXPENDITURES
REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

(1,034,407)
31,030
(1,065,437)

ROADWAY IMPACT FEES FUND
REVENUES
EXPENDITURES
REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

375,246

EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT FUND
REVENUES
EXPENDITURES
REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

21,500

DEBT SERVICE FUND

348,181

(360,017)
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TOWN OF ARGYLE
FY 21-22 QUARTERLY BUDGET REPORT
1ST QUARTER (OCT - DEC, 2021)
25% OF FISCAL YEAR COMPLETE

FUNDS
UTILITY FUNDS

ADOPTED
BUDGET

Y-T-D
ACTUAL

% OF
BUDGET

BUDGET
BALANCE

WASTEWATER UTILITY OPERATING FUND
REVENUES

1,091,947

342,739

31.39%

749,208

EXPENDITURES

1,148,667

56,330

4.90%

1,092,337

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

(56,720)

286,409

(343,129)

WASTEWATER CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
REVENUES
EXPENDITURES
REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

2,008,000
941,708
1,066,292

226,769

0.00%

2,008,000

24.08%

714,939

(226,769)

1,293,061

WASTEWATER DEVELOPMENT FUND
REVENUES

585,298

282,670

48.30%

302,628

EXPENDITURES

547,832

359,123

65.55%

188,709

37,466

(76,453)

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

113,919
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TOWN OF ARGYLE
FY 20-21 QUARTERLY BUDGET REPORT
1ST QUARTER (OCT - DEC, 20)
25% OF FISCAL YEAR COMPLETE

FUNDS
GENERAL FUND

ADOPTED
BUDGET

Y-T-D
ACTUAL

% OF
BUDGET

REVENUES
Ad valorem tax
Sales tax
Franchise tax
Municipal court
Permits & registrations
Construction permits
Development
Other revenues
Transfers In
Other proceeds
TOTAL REVENUES

2,406,771
784,500
423,454
215,000
42,200
408,721
160,000
72,150
173,671
4,686,467

1,245,266
271,717
89,150
42,565
10,580
163,041
11,700
11,031
1,845,050

51.74%
34.64%
21.05%
19.80%
25.07%
39.89%
7.31%
15.29%
0.00%
0.00%
39.37%

EXPENDITURES
Town Council
Administration
Finance
Municipal Court
Information Technology
Police Administration
Police Operations
Animal Control
Community Development
Comm. Devel. - Inspections
Street Maint. Administration
Street Maintenance
Transfers to Other Funds
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

241,266
517,561
281,421
121,805
165,730
402,295
1,353,961
27,128
354,413
241,920
313,756
420,733
55,492
4,497,481

50,287
151,529
53,735
25,546
35,005
135,026
284,436
8,396
96,453
43,342
73,271
81,107
1,038,133

20.84%
29.28%
19.09%
20.97%
21.12%
33.56%
21.01%
30.95%
27.21%
17.92%
23.35%
19.28%
0.00%
23.08%

188,985

806,917

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES
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TOWN OF ARGYLE
FY 20-21 QUARTERLY BUDGET REPORT
1ST QUARTER (OCT - DEC, 20)
25% OF FISCAL YEAR COMPLETE

FUNDS
SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS

ADOPTED
BUDGET

Y-T-D
ACTUAL

% OF
BUDGET

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUND
REVENUES

209,369

68,538

32.74%

EXPENDITURES

332,821

28,471

8.55%

(123,452)

40,067

REVENUES

174,662

66,006

37.79%

EXPENDITURES

197,234

17,070

8.65%

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

(22,572)

48,936

REVENUES

413,224

135,281

32.74%

EXPENDITURES

207,678

-

0.00%

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

205,546

135,281

500

-

-

-

500

-

REVENUES

4,330

1,427

32.96%

EXPENDITURES

8,467

11,242

132.77%

(4,137)

(9,815)

3,735

1,717

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES
CRIME CONTROL & PREVENTION FUND

STREET MAINTENANCE SALES TAX FUND

BUILDING MAINTENANCE FUND
REVENUES
EXPENDITURES
REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

0.00%
#DIV/0!

COURT TECHNOLOGY FUND

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES
COURT SECURITY FUND
REVENUES

45.97%
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TOWN OF ARGYLE
FY 20-21 QUARTERLY BUDGET REPORT
1ST QUARTER (OCT - DEC, 20)
25% OF FISCAL YEAR COMPLETE

FUNDS
EXPENDITURES
REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

ADOPTED
BUDGET
3,400

Y-T-D
ACTUAL
-

% OF
BUDGET
0.00%

335

1,717

REVENUES

95,681

17,662

18.46%

EXPENDITURES

35,000

674

0.00%

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

60,681

16,988

REVENUES

2,950

1,300

EXPENDITURES

1,500

1,330

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

1,450

PARKLAND DEDICATION FUND

TREE REFORESTATION FUND
44.07%

(30)

LEOSE TRAINING FUND
REVENUES

1,300

-

0.00%

EXPENDITURES

1,200

-

0.00%

100

-

REVENUES

4,500

4,393

97.62%

EXPENDITURES

6,344

-

0.00%

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES
POLICE DONATIONS FUND

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

(1,844)

4,393

SENIOR CITIZENS ORGANIZATION
REVENUES

2,685

-

0.00%

EXPENDITURES

2,600

333

12.81%

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

85

(333)
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Item 1.

TOWN OF ARGYLE
FY 20-21 QUARTERLY BUDGET REPORT
1ST QUARTER (OCT - DEC, 20)
25% OF FISCAL YEAR COMPLETE

FUNDS
CAPITAL PROJECTS FUNDS

ADOPTED
BUDGET

Y-T-D
ACTUAL

% OF
BUDGET

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS FUND
REVENUES

2,589,600

238,780

9.22%

EXPENDITURES

4,998,600

18,163

0.00%

(2,409,000)

220,617

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES
ROADWAY IMPACT FEES FUND
REVENUES
EXPENDITURES
REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

332,164

55,000

16.56%

-

-

0.00%

332,164

55,000

22,300

-

0.00%

-

46,200

0.00%

EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT FUND
REVENUES
EXPENDITURES
REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

22,300

(46,200)

REVENUES

694,419

333,279

47.99%

EXPENDITURES

769,795

-

0.00%

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

(75,376)

DEBT SERVICE FUND

333,279
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TOWN OF ARGYLE
FY 20-21 QUARTERLY BUDGET REPORT
1ST QUARTER (OCT - DEC, 20)
25% OF FISCAL YEAR COMPLETE

FUNDS
UTILITY FUNDS

ADOPTED
BUDGET

Y-T-D
ACTUAL

% OF
BUDGET

WASTEWATER UTILITY OPERATING FUND
REVENUES

826,720

210,488

25.46%

EXPENDITURES

826,583

176,509

21.35%

137

33,979

REVENUES

2,008,000

2,000,000

99.60%

EXPENDITURES

1,918,920

-

0.00%

89,080

2,000,000

283,394

294,342

-

-

283,394

294,342

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES
WASTEWATER CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND

REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES
WASTEWATER DEVELOPMENT FUND
REVENUES
EXPENDITURES
REVENUES OVER/ (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

103.86%
#DIV/0!
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NOTE: Report is Comparing Quarter 1 of Fiscal Year 2022 (Oct-Dec) aka Calendar Q4

Item 1.
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Investment Portfolio Summary

Town of Argyle

For the Month Ended
October 31, 2021

Prepared by
HilltopSecurities Asset Management
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Table of Contents / Market Recap
MARKET RECAP - OCTOBER 2021:

Report Name
Certification Page
Executive Summary
Benchmark Comparison
Detail of Security Holdings
Change in Value
Earned Income
Investment Transactions
Amortization and Accretion
Projected Fixed Income Cash Flows

Daily covid cases in the U.S. declined by another -40% during the month of October, although cases
were still up +30% year-over-year. But, while the fourth wave was retreating in the U.S., global cases
spiked in the last two weeks of the month, indicating the fight to eradicate the virus isn’t yet over. While
the covid nightmare lingers, supply chain disruptions continue. Extreme shipping congestion,
especially on the West Coast, prompted President Biden to open the Los Angeles and Long Beach
ports 24/7. These two ports move approximately 35% of all shipping containers in the U.S.
Unfortunately, simply keeping the ports open does little to walk the estimated 200,000 stranded
containers off the ships …and even if that enormous task were accomplished, there wouldn’t be
adequate storage facilities …and even if there were, there wouldn’t be nearly enough trucks and trains
to move the goods to their ultimate destination. It’s already a mess, and demand by U.S. consumers
will only grow as the holiday buying season approaches. This unprecedented supply/demand
imbalance has kept inflationary pressure near a three-decade high with headline CPI climbing back to
a +5.4% annual pace in September and core PCE rising to +4.4%, its highest level since 1991. Both
indicators are expected to move even higher in October. A big part of the rise in inflation and the
tangled supply chain has to do with workers, specifically an odd lack of workers to fill open positions.
Nonfarm payrolls rose by just +194k during the month, a fraction of the 10.4 million job openings
posted in August, leaving total payrolls 5.4 million short of the pre-pandemic level of 18 months ago.
Economic growth gradually slowed throughout the third quarter as covid-wary consumers steered
clear of services and were unable to secure needed goods. Consumer spending, which typically
contributes around two-thirds of GDP, plunged, driving economic growth from a +6.7% pace in the
second quarter to a +2.0% pace in the third. Auto production, hamstrung by the severe shortage of
microprocessors, was one of several drags on growth. Residential construction was another, which
seems counter-intuitive in the midst of an historic housing boom. Homebuilders were unable to meet
demand during the quarter due to extreme shortages of skilled workers and ongoing difficulty finding
construction materials.
Market yields climbed sharply in October as investors decided the Fed’s transitory inflation promise
had grown stale. Inflation expectations rose, driving the yield on two-year Treasury notes up from
0.28% to 0.50% and three-year notes from 0.50% to 0.75%. Fed officials expect to begin tapering back
on QE purchases as soon as November but haven’t yet validated market expectations for a rate hike
as early as August 2022. Policy-makers will keep an eye on inflation and hope that growth is able to
resume, while the media reacquaints itself with the term “stagflation” and Congress debates the debt
ceiling once again, along with not one, but two, trillion dollar spending packages. Uncertainty, which
has been a constant market companion for the last 20 months, will be ever-present in final two months
of the year.
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Town of Argyle
Investment Officers' Certification

Item 1.

For the Month Ended
October 31, 2021
This report is prepared for the Town of Argyle (the “Entity”) in accordance with Chapter 2256 of the Texas Public Funds Investment Act ("PFIA"). Section
2256.023(a) of the PFIA states that: “Not less than quarterly, the investment officer shall prepare and submit to the governing body of the entity a written report
of the investment transactions for all funds covered by this chapter for the preceding reporting period.” This report is signed by the Entity’s investment officers
and includes the disclosures required in the PFIA. To the extent possible, market prices have been obtained from independent pricing sources.
The investment portfolio complied with the PFIA and the Entity’s approved Investment Policy and Strategy throughout the period. All investment transactions
made in the portfolio during this period were made on behalf of the Entity and were made in full compliance with the PFIA and the approved Investment Policy.

Officer Names and Titles:
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Executive Summary
As of 10/31/21

Account Summary
Beginning Values as of 09/30/21
Par Value
Market Value
Book Value
Unrealized Gain /(Loss)
Market Value %

Weighted Avg. YTW
Weighted Avg. YTM

Allocation by Security Type

Ending Values as of 10/31/21

15,730,784.59
15,730,784.59
15,730,784.59
0.00
100.00%

16,037,994.35
16,037,994.35
16,037,994.35
0.00
100.00%

0.406%
0.406%

0.428%
0.428%

Allocation by Issuer

Maturity Distribution %
100%

BANK DEP 94%
LGIP
6%
Total:
100%

Credit Quality

100%

80%

60%

1STGTYBK 75%
POINTBK
19%
TEXPOOL
6%
Total:
100%

AAA
6%
Collateralized 94%
Total:
100%

40%

20%

0%

Overnight

Weighted Average Days to Maturity: 1

Print Date: 11/22/2021

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 5:31 pm

Page 4 of 8
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Benchmark Comparison

As of 10/31/2021

1.20%

1.00%

0.80%

0.60%

0.40%

0.20%

0.00%
Jun-20

Jul-20

Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21
1-YR CMT

3-MO CMT

6-MO CMT

TEXPOOL

Jul-21

Aug-21 Sep-21 Oct-21

Town of Argyle

Note 1: CMT stands for Constant Maturity Treasury. This data is published in Federal Reserve Statistical Release H.15 and represents an average of all actively traded Treasury securities having that time remaining until maturity. This is a
standard industry benchmark for Treasury securities. The CMT benchmarks are moving averages. The 3-month CMT is the daily average for the previous 3 months, the 6-month CMT is the daily average for the previous 6 months, and the
1-year and 2-year CMT's are the daily averages for the previous 12-months.
Note 2: Benchmark data for TexPool is the monthly average yield.

Print Date: 11/22/2021

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 5:31 pm
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Detail of Security Holdings

As of 10/31/2021

CUSIP

Settle
Date

CPN

Mty Date

Par Value

Orig Cost

Book Value

Mkt
Price

Days
Market Value to Mty

Sec. Description

1GTYBKCC

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - CCPD

400,288.37

100.000

400,288.37

400,288.37

100.000

400,288.37

1GTYBKGF

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Pooled Cash

10,349,994.47

100.000

10,349,994.47

10,349,994.47

100.000

10,349,994.47

1GTYBKIS

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Int & Sinking

5,989.39

100.000

5,989.39

5,989.39

100.000

1GTYBKMDD

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - MDD

956,990.03

100.000

956,990.03

956,990.03

1GTYBKTRZ

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - TIRZ No. 1

278,088.11

100.000

278,088.11

PTBKCC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - CCPD

47.36

100.000

PTBKEDC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - EDC

0.02

PTBKGF

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Pooled Cash

PTBKIS

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Int & Sinking

PTBKMDD

BANK DEP

Point Bk - MDD

PTBKTIRZ1

BANK DEP

Point Bk - TIRZ No. 1

Next Call

Call Type

Purch
Price

Sec. Type

Days
to Call

YTM

YTW

1

0.500

0.500

1

0.500

0.500

5,989.39

1

0.500

0.500

100.000

956,990.03

1

0.500

0.500

278,088.11

100.000

278,088.11

1

0.500

0.500

47.36

47.36

100.000

47.36

1

0.270

0.270

100.000

0.02

0.02

100.000

0.02

1

0.000

0.000

3,057,816.15

100.000

3,057,816.15

3,057,816.15

100.000

3,057,816.15

1

0.270

0.270

14,803.76

100.000

14,803.76

14,803.76

100.000

14,803.76

1

0.270

0.270

133.24

100.000

133.24

133.24

100.000

133.24

1

0.270

0.270

0.05

100.000

0.05

0.05

100.000

0.05

1

0.000

0.000

15,064,150.95

100.000

15,064,150.95

15,064,150.95

100.000

15,064,150.95

1

0.453

0.453

Bank Accounts

Total for Bank Accounts
Investment Accounts
TXPLAREDC

LGIP

TexPool - EDC

808,564.64

100.000

808,564.64

808,564.64

100.000

808,564.64

1

0.035

0.035

TXPLARGF

LGIP

TexPool - Pooled Cash

100,546.92

100.000

100,546.92

100,546.92

100.000

100,546.92

1

0.035

0.035

TXPLARRCI

LGIP

TexPool - Roadway CIP

429.91

100.000

429.91

429.91

100.000

429.91

1

0.035

0.035

TXPLARWWD

LGIP

TexPool - WW Development

64,301.93

100.000

64,301.93

64,301.93

100.000

64,301.93

1

0.035

0.035

973,843.40

100.000

973,843.40

973,843.40

100.000

973,843.40

1

0.035

0.035

16,037,994.35

100.000

16,037,994.35

16,037,994.35

100.000

16,037,994.35

1

0 0.428

0.428

Total for Investment Accounts

Total for Town of Argyle

Print Date: 11/22/2021

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 5:31 pm
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Change in Value

From 09/30/2021 to 10/31/2021

CUSIP

Security Type

Security Description

09/30/21
Book Value

Cost of
Purchases

385,472.23

14,816.14

0.00

0.00

0.00

400,288.37

385,472.23

400,288.37

14,816.14

10,958,732.24

0.00

(608,737.77)

0.00

0.00

10,349,994.47

10,958,732.24

10,349,994.47

(608,737.77)

Maturities /
Calls / Sales

Amortization /
Accretion

Realized
Gain/(Loss)

10/31/21
Book Value

09/30/21
Market Value

10/31/21
Market Value

Change in
Mkt Value

Bank Accounts
1GTYBKCC

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - CCPD

1GTYBKGF

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Pooled Cash

1GTYBKIS

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Int & Sinking

1GTYBKMDD

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - MDD

2,199.29

3,790.10

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,989.39

2,199.29

5,989.39

3,790.10

932,161.99

24,828.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

956,990.03

932,161.99

956,990.03

24,828.04

364.77

277,723.34

0.00

0.00

0.00

278,088.11

364.77

278,088.11

277,723.34

47.35

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

47.36

47.35

47.36

0.01
0.00

1GTYBKTRZ

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - TIRZ No. 1

PTBKCC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - CCPD

PTBKCRF

BANK DEP

Point Bk - CRF

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

PTBKEDC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - EDC

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.00

PTBKGF

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Pooled Cash

2,463,080.56

594,735.59

0.00

0.00

0.00

3,057,816.15

2,463,080.56

3,057,816.15

594,735.59

14,800.39

3.37

0.00

0.00

0.00

14,803.76

14,800.39

14,803.76

3.37

133.21

0.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

133.24

133.21

133.24

0.03

0.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.00

14,756,992.10

915,896.62

(608,737.77)

0.00

0.00

15,064,150.95

14,756,992.10

15,064,150.95

307,158.85

PTBKIS

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Int & Sinking

PTBKMDD

BANK DEP

Point Bk - MDD

PTBKTIRZ1

BANK DEP

Point Bk - TIRZ No. 1

Total for Bank Accounts
Investment Accounts
TXPLAREDC

LGIP

TexPool - EDC

808,522.39

42.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

808,564.64

808,522.39

808,564.64

42.25

TXPLARGF

LGIP

TexPool - Pooled Cash

100,541.65

5.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

100,546.92

100,541.65

100,546.92

5.27

TXPLARRCI

LGIP

TexPool - Roadway CIP

429.91

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

429.91

429.91

429.91

0.00

TXPLARWWD

LGIP

TexPool - WW Development

64,298.54

3.39

0.00

0.00

0.00

64,301.93

64,298.54

64,301.93

3.39

973,792.49

50.91

0.00

0.00

0.00

973,843.40

973,792.49

973,843.40

50.91

15,730,784.59

915,947.53

(608,737.77)

0.00

0.00

16,037,994.35

15,730,784.59

16,037,994.35

307,209.76

Total for Investment Accounts

Total for Town of Argyle

Print Date: 11/22/2021

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 5:31 pm
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Earned Income

From 09/30/2021 to 10/31/2021

Interest Rec'd /
Sold / Matured

Interest Purchased

Ending Accrued

Disc Accr /
Prem Amort

168.86

168.86

0.00

0.00

0.00

168.86

4,507.87

4,507.87

0.00

0.00

0.00

4,507.87

1.35

1.35

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.35

402.60

402.60

0.00

0.00

0.00

402.60

19.16

19.16

0.00

0.00

0.00

19.16

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.00

641.79

641.79

0.00

0.00

0.00

641.79

Point Bk - Int & Sinking

0.00

3.37

3.37

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.37

Point Bk - MDD

0.00

0.03

0.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.03

0.00

5,745.04

5,745.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,745.04

Security Type

Security Description

1GTYBKCC

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - CCPD

0.00

1GTYBKGF

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Pooled Cash

0.00

1GTYBKIS

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Int & Sinking

0.00

1GTYBKMDD

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - MDD

0.00

1GTYBKTRZ

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - TIRZ No. 1

0.00

PTBKCC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - CCPD

0.00

PTBKGF

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Pooled Cash

PTBKIS

BANK DEP

PTBKMDD

BANK DEP

CUSIP

Beg. Accrued

Interest Earned

Net Income

Bank Accounts

Total for Bank Accounts
Investment Accounts
TXPLAREDC

LGIP

TexPool - EDC

0.00

42.25

42.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

42.25

TXPLARGF

LGIP

TexPool - Pooled Cash

0.00

5.27

5.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.27

TXPLARWWD

LGIP

TexPool - WW Development

0.00

3.39

3.39

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.39

Total for Investment Accounts

0.00

50.91

50.91

0.00

0.00

0.00

50.91

Total for Town of Argyle

0.00

5,795.95

5,795.95

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,795.95

Print Date: 11/22/2021

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 5:31 pm
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Item 1.

Investment Portfolio Summary

Town of Argyle

For the Month Ended
November 30, 2021

Prepared by
HilltopSecurities Asset Management
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Item 1.

Table of Contents / Market Recap
MARKET RECAP - NOVEMBER 2021:

Report Name
Certification Page
Executive Summary
Benchmark Comparison
Detail of Security Holdings
Change in Value
Earned Income
Investment Transactions
Amortization and Accretion
Projected Fixed Income Cash Flows

The story of the month was the emergence of a new covid variant, dubbed “Omicron.” Renewed fears
and precautionary restrictions on international travel were among the early reactions. The first
documented U.S. case didn’t show up until the end of November, with the patient experiencing only
mild symptoms and apparently not spreading the virus to family members. There is, however, concern
over an apparent tripling in the number of mutations from the Delta variant as well as the efficacy of
vaccines against the new strain. Government-imposed shutdowns are unlikely in the U.S., but an
obvious worry is that Americans will self-quarantine, cancel travel plans and thereby slow economic
growth. This, in itself, might not be a bad thing as a drop on the demand side could ease inflationary
pressure. Inflation continues to be a problem for Fed officials with the headline consumer price index
(CPI) already at its highest level in over 31 years at 6.2%. Feeling the pressure of rapidly rising
inflation, Fed Chair Powell announced the FOMC would begin tapering back on its $120 billion in
monthly asset purchases, reducing that amount by $15 billion every month until reaching zero around
mid-2022. He emphasized that the taper would need to be fully completed before committee members
would even consider rate hikes. Less than a month later, Fed officials seem poised to double the taper
pace, which would conclude the QE program by March, inherently bringing the target date for the initial
rate hike forward. The bond market is currently pricing in three rate increases for 2022. Fed members
have not confirmed this view, but a faster taper would certainly introduce that possibility.
The economic data released in November was mixed. Third quarter GDP was weak with a +2.1%
quarter-over-quarter annualized growth rate. Fourth quarter growth seems to have picked up, but the
economic landscape continues to be quite bumpy. Jobs seemingly have returned, as evidenced by a
JOLT survey showing 10.4 million job openings in September, but workers are taking their time
accepting these positions. The October employment report showed an increase in nonfarm payrolls of
+531k. This respectable gain still left company payrolls roughly four million jobs shy of the
pre-pandemic count. Focused more on inflation, short market yields continued to climb during the
month as it became increasingly evident that the Fed could begin tightening rates sooner rather than
later. The 12-month Treasury bill yield doubled during the month from 0.11% to 0.22%, and the
two-year Treasury note yield climbed to 0.64% late in the month before backing off. The economic and
interest rate outlook will ultimately depend on the severity of the Omicron variant and the inflation trend
over the next few months. By starting with the QE taper, Fed officials have granted themselves the
flexibility to weigh both factors before announcing the first hike.
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Town of Argyle
Investment Officers' Certification

Item 1.

For the Month Ended
November 30, 2021
This report is prepared for the Town of Argyle (the “Entity”) in accordance with Chapter 2256 of the Texas Public Funds Investment Act ("PFIA"). Section
2256.023(a) of the PFIA states that: “Not less than quarterly, the investment officer shall prepare and submit to the governing body of the entity a written report
of the investment transactions for all funds covered by this chapter for the preceding reporting period.” This report is signed by the Entity’s investment officers
and includes the disclosures required in the PFIA. To the extent possible, market prices have been obtained from independent pricing sources.
The investment portfolio complied with the PFIA and the Entity’s approved Investment Policy and Strategy throughout the period. All investment transactions
made in the portfolio during this period were made on behalf of the Entity and were made in full compliance with the PFIA and the approved Investment Policy.

Officer Names and Titles:
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Executive Summary
As of 11/30/21

Account Summary
Beginning Values as of 10/31/21
Par Value
Market Value
Book Value
Unrealized Gain /(Loss)
Market Value %

Weighted Avg. YTW
Weighted Avg. YTM

Allocation by Security Type

Ending Values as of 11/30/21

16,037,994.35
16,037,994.35
16,037,994.35
0.00
100.00%

18,157,352.54
18,157,352.54
18,157,352.54
0.00
100.00%

0.428%
0.428%

0.434%
0.434%

Allocation by Issuer

Maturity Distribution %
100%

BANK DEP 95%
LGIP
5%
Total:
100%

Credit Quality

100%

80%

60%

1STGTYBK 76%
POINTBK
19%
TEXPOOL
5%
Total:
100%

AAA
5%
Collateralized 95%
Total:
100%

40%

20%

0%

Overnight

Weighted Average Days to Maturity: 1

Print Date: 12/20/2021

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 5:07 pm

Page 4 of 8
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Benchmark Comparison

As of 11/30/2021

1.20%

1.00%

0.80%

0.60%

0.40%

0.20%

0.00%
Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21 Jul-21 Aug-21 Sep-21 Oct-21 Nov-21
1-YR CMT

3-MO CMT

6-MO CMT

TEXPOOL

Town of Argyle

Note 1: CMT stands for Constant Maturity Treasury. This data is published in Federal Reserve Statistical Release H.15 and represents an average of all actively traded Treasury securities having that time remaining until maturity. This is a
standard industry benchmark for Treasury securities. The CMT benchmarks are moving averages. The 3-month CMT is the daily average for the previous 3 months, the 6-month CMT is the daily average for the previous 6 months, and the
1-year and 2-year CMT's are the daily averages for the previous 12-months.
Note 2: Benchmark data for TexPool is the monthly average yield.
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Detail of Security Holdings

As of 11/30/2021

CUSIP

Settle
Date

CPN

Mty Date

Par Value

Orig Cost

Book Value

Mkt
Price

Days
Market Value to Mty

Sec. Description

1GTYBKCC

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - CCPD

425,523.53

100.000

425,523.53

425,523.53

100.000

425,523.53

1GTYBKGF

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Pooled Cash

12,298,216.99

100.000

12,298,216.99

12,298,216.99

100.000

12,298,216.99

1GTYBKIS

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Int & Sinking

47,125.85

100.000

47,125.85

47,125.85

100.000

1GTYBKMDD

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - MDD

980,902.42

100.000

980,902.42

980,902.42

1GTYBKTRZ

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - TIRZ No. 1

395.47

100.000

395.47

PTBKCC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - CCPD

47.38

100.000

PTBKEDC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - EDC

0.02

PTBKGF

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Pooled Cash

PTBKIS

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Int & Sinking

PTBKMDD

BANK DEP

Point Bk - MDD

PTBKTIRZ1

BANK DEP

Point Bk - TIRZ No. 1

Next Call

Call Type

Purch
Price

Sec. Type

Days
to Call

YTM

YTW

1

0.500

0.500

1

0.500

0.500

47,125.85

1

0.500

0.500

100.000

980,902.42

1

0.500

0.500

395.47

100.000

395.47

1

0.500

0.500

47.38

47.38

100.000

47.38

1

0.280

0.280

100.000

0.02

0.02

100.000

0.02

1

0.000

0.000

3,416,304.16

100.000

3,416,304.16

3,416,304.16

100.000

3,416,304.16

1

0.280

0.280

14,807.08

100.000

14,807.08

14,807.08

100.000

14,807.08

1

0.270

0.270

133.27

100.000

133.27

133.27

100.000

133.27

1

0.200

0.200

0.05

100.000

0.05

0.05

100.000

0.05

1

0.000

0.000

17,183,456.22

100.000

17,183,456.22

17,183,456.22

100.000

17,183,456.22

1

0.456

0.456

Bank Accounts

Total for Bank Accounts
Investment Accounts
TXPLAREDC

LGIP

TexPool - EDC

808,608.61

100.000

808,608.61

808,608.61

100.000

808,608.61

1

0.038

0.038

TXPLARGF

LGIP

TexPool - Pooled Cash

100,552.39

100.000

100,552.39

100,552.39

100.000

100,552.39

1

0.038

0.038

TXPLARRCI

LGIP

TexPool - Roadway CIP

429.91

100.000

429.91

429.91

100.000

429.91

1

0.038

0.038

TXPLARWWD

LGIP

TexPool - WW Development

64,305.41

100.000

64,305.41

64,305.41

100.000

64,305.41

1

0.038

0.038

973,896.32

100.000

973,896.32

973,896.32

100.000

973,896.32

1

0.038

0.038

18,157,352.54

100.000

18,157,352.54

18,157,352.54

100.000

18,157,352.54

1

0 0.434

0.434

Total for Investment Accounts

Total for Town of Argyle

Print Date: 12/20/2021

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 5:08 pm
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Change in Value

From 10/31/2021 to 11/30/2021

CUSIP

Security Type

Security Description

10/31/21
Book Value

Cost of
Purchases

Maturities /
Calls / Sales

Amortization /
Accretion

Realized
Gain/(Loss)

11/30/21
Book Value

10/31/21
Market Value

11/30/21
Market Value

Change in
Mkt Value

Bank Accounts
1GTYBKCC

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - CCPD

1GTYBKGF

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Pooled Cash

400,288.37

25,235.16

0.00

0.00

0.00

425,523.53

400,288.37

425,523.53

25,235.16

10,349,994.47

1,948,222.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

12,298,216.99

10,349,994.47

12,298,216.99

1,948,222.52

1GTYBKIS

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Int & Sinking

1GTYBKMDD

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - MDD

5,989.39

41,136.46

0.00

0.00

0.00

47,125.85

5,989.39

47,125.85

41,136.46

956,990.03

23,912.39

0.00

0.00

0.00

980,902.42

956,990.03

980,902.42

1GTYBKTRZ

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - TIRZ No. 1

23,912.39

278,088.11

0.00

(277,692.64)

0.00

0.00

395.47

278,088.11

395.47

(277,692.64)

PTBKCC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - CCPD

PTBKCRF

BANK DEP

Point Bk - CRF

47.36

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

47.38

47.36

47.38

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

PTBKEDC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - EDC

0.00

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.02

0.02

PTBKGF

BANK DEP

0.00

Point Bk - Pooled Cash

3,057,816.15

358,488.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

3,416,304.16

3,057,816.15

3,416,304.16

358,488.01

14,803.76

3.32

0.00

0.00

0.00

14,807.08

14,803.76

14,807.08

3.32

133.24

0.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

133.27

133.24

133.27

0.03

0.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.00

15,064,150.95

2,396,997.91

(277,692.64)

0.00

0.00

17,183,456.22

15,064,150.95

17,183,456.22

2,119,305.27

PTBKIS

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Int & Sinking

PTBKMDD

BANK DEP

Point Bk - MDD

PTBKTIRZ1

BANK DEP

Point Bk - TIRZ No. 1

Total for Bank Accounts
Investment Accounts
TXPLAREDC

LGIP

TexPool - EDC

808,564.64

43.97

0.00

0.00

0.00

808,608.61

808,564.64

808,608.61

43.97

TXPLARGF

LGIP

TexPool - Pooled Cash

100,546.92

5.47

0.00

0.00

0.00

100,552.39

100,546.92

100,552.39

5.47

TXPLARRCI

LGIP

TexPool - Roadway CIP

429.91

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

429.91

429.91

429.91

0.00

TXPLARWWD

LGIP

TexPool - WW Development

64,301.93

3.48

0.00

0.00

0.00

64,305.41

64,301.93

64,305.41

3.48

973,843.40

52.92

0.00

0.00

0.00

973,896.32

973,843.40

973,896.32

52.92

16,037,994.35

2,397,050.83

(277,692.64)

0.00

0.00

18,157,352.54

16,037,994.35

18,157,352.54

2,119,358.19

Total for Investment Accounts

Total for Town of Argyle

Print Date: 12/20/2021
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Print Time: 5:08 pm
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Earned Income

From 10/31/2021 to 11/30/2021

Interest Rec'd /
Sold / Matured

Interest Purchased

Ending Accrued

Disc Accr /
Prem Amort

169.03

169.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

169.03

4,653.96

4,653.96

0.00

0.00

0.00

4,653.96

8.36

8.36

0.00

0.00

0.00

8.36

398.10

398.10

0.00

0.00

0.00

398.10

11.54

11.54

0.00

0.00

0.00

11.54

0.02

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.00

746.13

746.13

0.00

0.00

0.00

746.13

Point Bk - Int & Sinking

0.00

3.32

3.32

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.32

Point Bk - MDD

0.00

0.03

0.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.03

0.00

5,990.49

5,990.49

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,990.49

Security Type

Security Description

1GTYBKCC

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - CCPD

0.00

1GTYBKGF

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Pooled Cash

0.00

1GTYBKIS

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Int & Sinking

0.00

1GTYBKMDD

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - MDD

0.00

1GTYBKTRZ

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - TIRZ No. 1

0.00

PTBKCC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - CCPD

0.00

PTBKGF

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Pooled Cash

PTBKIS

BANK DEP

PTBKMDD

BANK DEP

CUSIP

Beg. Accrued

Interest Earned

Net Income

Bank Accounts

Total for Bank Accounts
Investment Accounts
TXPLAREDC

LGIP

TexPool - EDC

0.00

43.97

43.97

0.00

0.00

0.00

43.97

TXPLARGF

LGIP

TexPool - Pooled Cash

0.00

5.47

5.47

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.47

TXPLARWWD

LGIP

TexPool - WW Development

0.00

3.48

3.48

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.48

Total for Investment Accounts

0.00

52.92

52.92

0.00

0.00

0.00

52.92

Total for Town of Argyle

0.00

6,043.41

6,043.41

0.00

0.00

0.00

6,043.41

Print Date: 12/20/2021

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 5:08 pm
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Item 1.

Investment Portfolio Summary

Town of Argyle

For the Month Ended
December 31, 2021

Prepared by
HilltopSecurities Asset Management
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Item 1.

Table of Contents / Market Recap
MARKET RECAP - DECEMBER 2021:

Report Name
Certification Page
Executive Summary
Benchmark Comparison
Detail of Security Holdings
Change in Value
Earned Income
Investment Transactions
Amortization and Accretion
Projected Fixed Income Cash Flows

The month of December was a headscratcher. Omicron cases absolutely exploded, becoming the
dominant strain within three weeks of detection, while new daily COVID cases smashed the previous
high from last January and quickly climbed toward the one million new cases per day mark.
Fortunately, hospitalizations and fatalities haven’t followed the same trajectory as prior strains, which
supports the belief that the latest variant isn’t nearly as severe. The front-loaded holiday spending
season appeared to be solid, and GDP growth improved significantly from the previous quarter as
indicated by the Atlanta’s Fed’s GDPNow measure of +7.4% as of January 4th. Usually, hiring is well
correlated with economic growth, but the November employment report was a disappointment as only
210k jobs were added to company payrolls. Some of the miss can blamed on faulty seasonal
adjustment factors, but it’s becoming clear that the labor market is very tight, which means continued
pressure on wages.
As growth accelerated in the final quarter of another uneven year, and employers paid higher wages to
attract and retain workers, inflation climbed higher. Both the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and Personal
Consumption Expenditures (PCE) climbed to levels not seen since the early 80’s, and Fed officials
finally acknowledged that inflationary pressure would not be retreating any time soon. At the
December FOMC meeting, committee members announced a doubling of the taper pace, which would
effectively end asset purchases in mid-March. Fed officials also released an updated “dot plot” that
was significantly more hawkish than the previous rate outlook. September’s dot plot showed
committee members were equally split on whether the first 25 bps hike would take place at the end of
2022 or the beginning of 2023. The updated December outlook clearly indicated three 25 bps hikes in
2022, with liftoff occurring as early as the second quarter. The most recent Bloomberg survey showed
forecasts by U.S. economists mirrored Fed expectations. Yields climbed throughout month as the
bond market adjusted to the dramatic shift in the outlook. The two-year Treasury note, trading at a
yield of 0.26% in early October, ended December at 0.73% and would drift higher in the initial days of
2022.
The bond market ended the month of December having priced-in all three expected rate increases for
the year 2022. Although at this point it would be a surprise if the Fed did not begin the tightening
process in May or June, the past two years have introduced quite a few surprises. If inflation were to
rise further in 2022, the Fed could hike more aggressively, but if prices retreat, the Fed would be
afforded patience. Both the FOMC and the nation’s economists expect inflationary pressure to fall;
what’s far from clear, with CPI at a 40-year high, is when this price moderation will start.
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Town of Argyle
Investment Officers' Certification

Item 1.

For the Month Ended
December 31, 2021
This report is prepared for the Town of Argyle (the “Entity”) in accordance with Chapter 2256 of the Texas Public Funds Investment Act ("PFIA"). Section
2256.023(a) of the PFIA states that: “Not less than quarterly, the investment officer shall prepare and submit to the governing body of the entity a written report
of the investment transactions for all funds covered by this chapter for the preceding reporting period.” This report is signed by the Entity’s investment officers
and includes the disclosures required in the PFIA. To the extent possible, market prices have been obtained from independent pricing sources.
The investment portfolio complied with the PFIA and the Entity’s approved Investment Policy and Strategy throughout the period. All investment transactions
made in the portfolio during this period were made on behalf of the Entity and were made in full compliance with the PFIA and the approved Investment Policy.

Officer Names and Titles:

35
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Executive Summary
As of 12/31/21

Account Summary
Beginning Values as of 11/30/21
Par Value
Market Value
Book Value
Unrealized Gain /(Loss)
Market Value %

Weighted Avg. YTW
Weighted Avg. YTM

Allocation by Security Type

Ending Values as of 12/31/21

18,157,352.54
18,157,352.54
18,157,352.54
0.00
100.00%

19,916,331.29
19,916,331.29
19,916,331.29
0.00
100.00%

0.434%
0.434%

0.436%
0.436%

Allocation by Issuer

Maturity Distribution %
100%

BANK DEP 95%
LGIP
5%
Total:
100%

Credit Quality

100%

80%

60%

1STGTYBK 76%
POINTBK
19%
TEXPOOL
5%
Total:
100%

AAA
5%
Collateralized 95%
Total:
100%

40%

20%

0%

Overnight

Weighted Average Days to Maturity: 1

Print Date: 1/11/2022

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 9:53 pm
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Benchmark Comparison

As of 12/31/2021

1.20%

1.00%

0.80%

0.60%

0.40%

0.20%

0.00%
Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21 Jul-21 Aug-21 Sep-21 Oct-21 Nov-21 Dec-21
1-YR CMT

3-MO CMT

6-MO CMT

TEXPOOL

Town of Argyle

Note 1: CMT stands for Constant Maturity Treasury. This data is published in Federal Reserve Statistical Release H.15 and represents an average of all actively traded Treasury securities having that time remaining until maturity. This is a
standard industry benchmark for Treasury securities. The CMT benchmarks are moving averages. The 3-month CMT is the daily average for the previous 3 months, the 6-month CMT is the daily average for the previous 6 months, and the
1-year and 2-year CMT's are the daily averages for the previous 12-months.
Note 2: Benchmark data for TexPool is the monthly average yield.

Print Date: 1/11/2022
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Print Time: 9:54 pm
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Detail of Security Holdings

As of 12/31/2021

CUSIP

Settle
Date

CPN

Mty Date

Par Value

Orig Cost

Book Value

Mkt
Price

Days
Market Value to Mty

Sec. Description

1GTYBKCC

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - CCPD

444,845.59

100.000

444,845.59

444,845.59

100.000

444,845.59

1GTYBKGF

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Pooled Cash

13,348,583.46

100.000

13,348,583.46

13,348,583.46

100.000

13,348,583.46

1GTYBKIS

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Int & Sinking

350,369.79

100.000

350,369.79

350,369.79

100.000

1GTYBKMDD

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - MDD

996,577.76

100.000

996,577.76

996,577.76

1GTYBKTRZ

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - TIRZ No. 1

35,089.18

100.000

35,089.18

PTBKCC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - CCPD

47.39

100.000

PTBKEDC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - EDC

0.02

PTBKGF

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Pooled Cash

PTBKIS

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Int & Sinking

PTBKMDD

BANK DEP

Point Bk - MDD

PTBKTIRZ1

BANK DEP

Point Bk - TIRZ No. 1

Next Call

Call Type

Purch
Price

Sec. Type

Days
to Call

YTM

YTW

1

0.500

0.500

1

0.500

0.500

350,369.79

1

0.500

0.500

100.000

996,577.76

1

0.500

0.500

35,089.18

100.000

35,089.18

1

0.500

0.500

47.39

47.39

100.000

47.39

1

0.270

0.270

100.000

0.02

0.02

100.000

0.02

1

0.000

0.000

3,751,903.15

100.000

3,751,903.15

3,751,903.15

100.000

3,751,903.15

1

0.280

0.280

14,810.58

100.000

14,810.58

14,810.58

100.000

14,810.58

1

0.280

0.280

133.30

100.000

133.30

133.30

100.000

133.30

1

0.270

0.270

0.05

100.000

0.05

0.05

100.000

0.05

1

0.000

0.000

18,942,360.27

100.000

18,942,360.27

18,942,360.27

100.000

18,942,360.27

1

0.456

0.456

Bank Accounts

Total for Bank Accounts
Investment Accounts
TXPLAREDC

LGIP

TexPool - EDC

808,670.66

100.000

808,670.66

808,670.66

100.000

808,670.66

1

0.038

0.038

TXPLARGF

LGIP

TexPool - Pooled Cash

100,560.11

100.000

100,560.11

100,560.11

100.000

100,560.11

1

0.038

0.038

TXPLARRCI

LGIP

TexPool - Roadway CIP

429.91

100.000

429.91

429.91

100.000

429.91

1

0.038

0.038

TXPLARWWD

LGIP

TexPool - WW Development

64,310.34

100.000

64,310.34

64,310.34

100.000

64,310.34

1

0.038

0.038

973,971.02

100.000

973,971.02

973,971.02

100.000

973,971.02

1

0.038

0.038

19,916,331.29

100.000

19,916,331.29

19,916,331.29

100.000

19,916,331.29

1

0 0.436

0.436

Total for Investment Accounts

Total for Town of Argyle

Print Date: 1/11/2022

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 9:54 pm
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Change in Value

From 11/30/2021 to 12/31/2021

CUSIP

Security Type

Security Description

1GTYBKCC

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - CCPD

1GTYBKGF

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Pooled Cash

1GTYBKIS

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Int & Sinking

1GTYBKMDD

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - MDD

1GTYBKTRZ

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - TIRZ No. 1

PTBKCC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - CCPD

PTBKCRF

BANK DEP

PTBKEDC
PTBKGF

11/30/21
Book Value

Cost of
Purchases

Maturities /
Calls / Sales

Amortization /
Accretion

Realized
Gain/(Loss)

12/31/21
Book Value

11/30/21
Market Value

12/31/21
Market Value

Change in
Mkt Value

Bank Accounts
425,523.53

19,322.06

0.00

0.00

0.00

444,845.59

425,523.53

444,845.59

19,322.06

12,298,216.99

1,050,366.47

0.00

0.00

0.00

13,348,583.46

12,298,216.99

13,348,583.46

1,050,366.47

47,125.85

303,243.94

0.00

0.00

0.00

350,369.79

47,125.85

350,369.79

303,243.94

980,902.42

15,675.34

0.00

0.00

0.00

996,577.76

980,902.42

996,577.76

15,675.34

395.47

34,693.71

0.00

0.00

0.00

35,089.18

395.47

35,089.18

34,693.71

47.38

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

47.39

47.38

47.39

0.01

Point Bk - CRF

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

BANK DEP

Point Bk - EDC

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.00

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Pooled Cash

3,416,304.16

335,598.99

0.00

0.00

0.00

3,751,903.15

3,416,304.16

3,751,903.15

335,598.99

14,807.08

3.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

14,810.58

14,807.08

14,810.58

3.50

133.27

0.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

133.30

133.27

133.30

0.03

0.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.00

17,183,456.22

1,758,904.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

18,942,360.27

17,183,456.22

18,942,360.27

1,758,904.05

PTBKIS

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Int & Sinking

PTBKMDD

BANK DEP

Point Bk - MDD

PTBKTIRZ1

BANK DEP

Point Bk - TIRZ No. 1

Total for Bank Accounts
Investment Accounts
TXPLAREDC

LGIP

TexPool - EDC

808,608.61

62.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

808,670.66

808,608.61

808,670.66

62.05

TXPLARGF

LGIP

TexPool - Pooled Cash

100,552.39

7.72

0.00

0.00

0.00

100,560.11

100,552.39

100,560.11

7.72

TXPLARRCI

LGIP

TexPool - Roadway CIP

429.91

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

429.91

429.91

429.91

0.00

TXPLARWWD

LGIP

TexPool - WW Development

64,305.41

4.93

0.00

0.00

0.00

64,310.34

64,305.41

64,310.34

4.93

973,896.32

74.70

0.00

0.00

0.00

973,971.02

973,896.32

973,971.02

74.70

18,157,352.54

1,758,978.75

0.00

0.00

0.00

19,916,331.29

18,157,352.54

19,916,331.29

1,758,978.75

Total for Investment Accounts

Total for Town of Argyle

Print Date: 1/11/2022
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Print Time: 9:54 pm
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Earned Income

From 11/30/2021 to 12/31/2021

Interest Rec'd /
Sold / Matured

Interest Purchased

Ending Accrued

Disc Accr /
Prem Amort

185.77

185.77

0.00

0.00

0.00

185.77

5,335.01

5,335.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,335.01

55.27

55.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

55.27

420.96

420.96

0.00

0.00

0.00

420.96

5.34

5.34

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.34

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.00

853.97

853.97

0.00

0.00

0.00

853.97

Point Bk - Int & Sinking

0.00

3.50

3.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.50

Point Bk - MDD

0.00

0.03

0.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.03

0.00

6,859.86

6,859.86

0.00

0.00

0.00

6,859.86

Security Type

Security Description

1GTYBKCC

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - CCPD

0.00

1GTYBKGF

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Pooled Cash

0.00

1GTYBKIS

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Int & Sinking

0.00

1GTYBKMDD

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - MDD

0.00

1GTYBKTRZ

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - TIRZ No. 1

0.00

PTBKCC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - CCPD

0.00

PTBKGF

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Pooled Cash

PTBKIS

BANK DEP

PTBKMDD

BANK DEP

CUSIP

Beg. Accrued

Interest Earned

Net Income

Bank Accounts

Total for Bank Accounts
Investment Accounts
TXPLAREDC

LGIP

TexPool - EDC

0.00

62.05

62.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

62.05

TXPLARGF

LGIP

TexPool - Pooled Cash

0.00

7.72

7.72

0.00

0.00

0.00

7.72

TXPLARWWD

LGIP

TexPool - WW Development

0.00

4.93

4.93

0.00

0.00

0.00

4.93

Total for Investment Accounts

0.00

74.70

74.70

0.00

0.00

0.00

74.70

Total for Town of Argyle

0.00

6,934.56

6,934.56

0.00

0.00

0.00

6,934.56

Print Date: 1/11/2022

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 9:54 pm

Page 8 of 8
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Item 1.

Investment Portfolio Summary

Town of Argyle

For the Quarter Ended
December 31, 2021

Prepared by
HilltopSecurities Asset Management
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Item 1.

Table of Contents / Market Recap
MARKET RECAP - DECEMBER 2021:

Report Name
Certification Page
Executive Summary
Benchmark Comparison
Detail of Security Holdings
Change in Value
Earned Income
Investment Transactions
Amortization and Accretion
Projected Fixed Income Cash Flows

The month of December was a headscratcher. Omicron cases absolutely exploded, becoming the
dominant strain within three weeks of detection, while new daily COVID cases smashed the previous
high from last January and quickly climbed toward the one million new cases per day mark.
Fortunately, hospitalizations and fatalities haven’t followed the same trajectory as prior strains, which
supports the belief that the latest variant isn’t nearly as severe. The front-loaded holiday spending
season appeared to be solid, and GDP growth improved significantly from the previous quarter as
indicated by the Atlanta’s Fed’s GDPNow measure of +7.4% as of January 4th. Usually, hiring is well
correlated with economic growth, but the November employment report was a disappointment as only
210k jobs were added to company payrolls. Some of the miss can blamed on faulty seasonal
adjustment factors, but it’s becoming clear that the labor market is very tight, which means continued
pressure on wages.
As growth accelerated in the final quarter of another uneven year, and employers paid higher wages to
attract and retain workers, inflation climbed higher. Both the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and Personal
Consumption Expenditures (PCE) climbed to levels not seen since the early 80’s, and Fed officials
finally acknowledged that inflationary pressure would not be retreating any time soon. At the
December FOMC meeting, committee members announced a doubling of the taper pace, which would
effectively end asset purchases in mid-March. Fed officials also released an updated “dot plot” that
was significantly more hawkish than the previous rate outlook. September’s dot plot showed
committee members were equally split on whether the first 25 bps hike would take place at the end of
2022 or the beginning of 2023. The updated December outlook clearly indicated three 25 bps hikes in
2022, with liftoff occurring as early as the second quarter. The most recent Bloomberg survey showed
forecasts by U.S. economists mirrored Fed expectations. Yields climbed throughout month as the
bond market adjusted to the dramatic shift in the outlook. The two-year Treasury note, trading at a
yield of 0.26% in early October, ended December at 0.73% and would drift higher in the initial days of
2022.
The bond market ended the month of December having priced-in all three expected rate increases for
the year 2022. Although at this point it would be a surprise if the Fed did not begin the tightening
process in May or June, the past two years have introduced quite a few surprises. If inflation were to
rise further in 2022, the Fed could hike more aggressively, but if prices retreat, the Fed would be
afforded patience. Both the FOMC and the nation’s economists expect inflationary pressure to fall;
what’s far from clear, with CPI at a 40-year high, is when this price moderation will start.
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Town of Argyle
Investment Officers' Certification

Item 1.

For the Quarter Ended
December 31, 2021
This report is prepared for the Town of Argyle (the “Entity”) in accordance with Chapter 2256 of the Texas Public Funds Investment Act ("PFIA"). Section
2256.023(a) of the PFIA states that: “Not less than quarterly, the investment officer shall prepare and submit to the governing body of the entity a written report
of the investment transactions for all funds covered by this chapter for the preceding reporting period.” This report is signed by the Entity’s investment officers
and includes the disclosures required in the PFIA. To the extent possible, market prices have been obtained from independent pricing sources.
The investment portfolio complied with the PFIA and the Entity’s approved Investment Policy and Strategy throughout the period. All investment transactions
made in the portfolio during this period were made on behalf of the Entity and were made in full compliance with the PFIA and the approved Investment Policy.

Officer Names and Titles:
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Executive Summary
As of 12/31/21

Account Summary
Beginning Values as of 09/30/21
Par Value
Market Value
Book Value
Unrealized Gain /(Loss)
Market Value %

Weighted Avg. YTW
Weighted Avg. YTM

Allocation by Security Type

Ending Values as of 12/31/21

15,730,784.59
15,730,784.59
15,730,784.59
0.00
100.00%

19,916,331.29
19,916,331.29
19,916,331.29
0.00
100.00%

0.406%
0.406%

0.436%
0.436%

Allocation by Issuer

Maturity Distribution %
100%

BANK DEP 95%
LGIP
5%
Total:
100%

Credit Quality

100%

80%

60%

1STGTYBK 76%
POINTBK
19%
TEXPOOL
5%
Total:
100%

AAA
5%
Collateralized 95%
Total:
100%

40%

20%

0%

Overnight

Weighted Average Days to Maturity: 1

Print Date: 1/11/2022

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 6:17 pm

Page 4 of 8
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Benchmark Comparison

As of 12/31/2021

1.20%

1.00%

0.80%

0.60%

0.40%

0.20%

0.00%
Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21 Jul-21 Aug-21 Sep-21 Oct-21 Nov-21 Dec-21
1-YR CMT

3-MO CMT

6-MO CMT

TEXPOOL

Town of Argyle

Note 1: CMT stands for Constant Maturity Treasury. This data is published in Federal Reserve Statistical Release H.15 and represents an average of all actively traded Treasury securities having that time remaining until maturity. This is a
standard industry benchmark for Treasury securities. The CMT benchmarks are moving averages. The 3-month CMT is the daily average for the previous 3 months, the 6-month CMT is the daily average for the previous 6 months, and the
1-year and 2-year CMT's are the daily averages for the previous 12-months.
Note 2: Benchmark data for TexPool is the monthly average yield.

Print Date: 1/11/2022

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 6:17 pm

Page 5 of 8
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Detail of Security Holdings

As of 12/31/2021

CUSIP

Settle
Date

CPN

Mty Date

Par Value

Orig Cost

Book Value

Mkt
Price

Days
Market Value to Mty

Sec. Description

1GTYBKCC

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - CCPD

444,845.59

100.000

444,845.59

444,845.59

100.000

444,845.59

1GTYBKGF

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Pooled Cash

13,348,583.46

100.000

13,348,583.46

13,348,583.46

100.000

13,348,583.46

1GTYBKIS

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Int & Sinking

350,369.79

100.000

350,369.79

350,369.79

100.000

1GTYBKMDD

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - MDD

996,577.76

100.000

996,577.76

996,577.76

1GTYBKTRZ

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - TIRZ No. 1

35,089.18

100.000

35,089.18

PTBKCC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - CCPD

47.39

100.000

PTBKEDC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - EDC

0.02

PTBKGF

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Pooled Cash

PTBKIS

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Int & Sinking

PTBKMDD

BANK DEP

Point Bk - MDD

PTBKTIRZ1

BANK DEP

Point Bk - TIRZ No. 1

Next Call

Call Type

Purch
Price

Sec. Type

Days
to Call

YTM

YTW

1

0.500

0.500

1

0.500

0.500

350,369.79

1

0.500

0.500

100.000

996,577.76

1

0.500

0.500

35,089.18

100.000

35,089.18

1

0.500

0.500

47.39

47.39

100.000

47.39

1

0.270

0.270

100.000

0.02

0.02

100.000

0.02

1

0.000

0.000

3,751,903.15

100.000

3,751,903.15

3,751,903.15

100.000

3,751,903.15

1

0.280

0.280

14,810.58

100.000

14,810.58

14,810.58

100.000

14,810.58

1

0.280

0.280

133.30

100.000

133.30

133.30

100.000

133.30

1

0.270

0.270

0.05

100.000

0.05

0.05

100.000

0.05

1

0.000

0.000

18,942,360.27

100.000

18,942,360.27

18,942,360.27

100.000

18,942,360.27

1

0.456

0.456

Bank Accounts

Total for Bank Accounts
Investment Accounts
TXPLAREDC

LGIP

TexPool - EDC

808,670.66

100.000

808,670.66

808,670.66

100.000

808,670.66

1

0.038

0.038

TXPLARGF

LGIP

TexPool - Pooled Cash

100,560.11

100.000

100,560.11

100,560.11

100.000

100,560.11

1

0.038

0.038

TXPLARRCI

LGIP

TexPool - Roadway CIP

429.91

100.000

429.91

429.91

100.000

429.91

1

0.038

0.038

TXPLARWWD

LGIP

TexPool - WW Development

64,310.34

100.000

64,310.34

64,310.34

100.000

64,310.34

1

0.038

0.038

973,971.02

100.000

973,971.02

973,971.02

100.000

973,971.02

1

0.038

0.038

19,916,331.29

100.000

19,916,331.29

19,916,331.29

100.000

19,916,331.29

1

0 0.436

0.436

Total for Investment Accounts

Total for Town of Argyle

Print Date: 1/11/2022

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 6:17 pm
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Change in Value

From 09/30/2021 to 12/31/2021

CUSIP

Security Type

Security Description

09/30/21
Book Value

Cost of
Purchases

Maturities /
Calls / Sales

Amortization /
Accretion

Realized
Gain/(Loss)

12/31/21
Book Value

09/30/21
Market Value

12/31/21
Market Value

Change in
Mkt Value

Bank Accounts
1GTYBKCC

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - CCPD

1GTYBKGF

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Pooled Cash

1GTYBKIS

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Int & Sinking

1GTYBKMDD

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - MDD

1GTYBKTRZ

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - TIRZ No. 1

PTBKCC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - CCPD

PTBKCRF

BANK DEP

PTBKEDC

385,472.23

59,373.36

0.00

0.00

0.00

444,845.59

385,472.23

444,845.59

59,373.36

10,958,732.24

2,998,588.99

(608,737.77)

0.00

0.00

13,348,583.46

10,958,732.24

13,348,583.46

2,389,851.22

2,199.29

348,170.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

350,369.79

2,199.29

350,369.79

348,170.50

932,161.99

64,415.77

0.00

0.00

0.00

996,577.76

932,161.99

996,577.76

64,415.77

364.77

312,417.05

(277,692.64)

0.00

0.00

35,089.18

364.77

35,089.18

34,724.41

47.35

0.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

47.39

47.35

47.39

0.04

Point Bk - CRF

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

BANK DEP

Point Bk - EDC

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.00

PTBKGF

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Pooled Cash

2,463,080.56

1,288,822.59

0.00

0.00

0.00

3,751,903.15

2,463,080.56

3,751,903.15

1,288,822.59

PTBKIS

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Int & Sinking

14,800.39

10.19

0.00

0.00

0.00

14,810.58

14,800.39

14,810.58

10.19

PTBKMDD

BANK DEP

Point Bk - MDD

133.21

0.09

0.00

0.00

0.00

133.30

133.21

133.30

0.09

PTBKTIRZ1

BANK DEP

Point Bk - TIRZ No. 1

0.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.00

14,756,992.10

5,071,798.58

(886,430.41)

0.00

0.00

18,942,360.27

14,756,992.10

18,942,360.27

4,185,368.17

Total for Bank Accounts
Investment Accounts
TXPLAREDC

LGIP

TexPool - EDC

808,522.39

148.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

808,670.66

808,522.39

808,670.66

148.27

TXPLARGF

LGIP

TexPool - Pooled Cash

100,541.65

18.46

0.00

0.00

0.00

100,560.11

100,541.65

100,560.11

18.46

TXPLARRCI

LGIP

TexPool - Roadway CIP

429.91

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

429.91

429.91

429.91

0.00

TXPLARWWD

LGIP

TexPool - WW Development

64,298.54

11.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

64,310.34

64,298.54

64,310.34

11.80

973,792.49

178.53

0.00

0.00

0.00

973,971.02

973,792.49

973,971.02

178.53

15,730,784.59

5,071,977.11

(886,430.41)

0.00

0.00

19,916,331.29

15,730,784.59

19,916,331.29

4,185,546.70

Total for Investment Accounts

Total for Town of Argyle

Print Date: 1/11/2022

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 6:17 pm
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Item 1.

Town of Argyle
Earned Income

From 09/30/2021 to 12/31/2021

Interest Rec'd /
Sold / Matured

Interest Purchased

Ending Accrued

Disc Accr /
Prem Amort

523.66

523.66

0.00

0.00

0.00

523.66

14,496.84

14,496.84

0.00

0.00

0.00

14,496.84

64.98

64.98

0.00

0.00

0.00

64.98

1,221.66

1,221.66

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,221.66

36.04

36.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

36.04

0.04

0.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.04

0.00

2,241.89

2,241.89

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,241.89

Point Bk - Int & Sinking

0.00

10.19

10.19

0.00

0.00

0.00

10.19

Point Bk - MDD

0.00

0.09

0.09

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.09

0.00

18,595.39

18,595.39

0.00

0.00

0.00

18,595.39

Security Type

Security Description

1GTYBKCC

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - CCPD

0.00

1GTYBKGF

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Pooled Cash

0.00

1GTYBKIS

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - Int & Sinking

0.00

1GTYBKMDD

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - MDD

0.00

1GTYBKTRZ

BANK DEP

First Gty Bk - TIRZ No. 1

0.00

PTBKCC

BANK DEP

Point Bk - CCPD

0.00

PTBKGF

BANK DEP

Point Bk - Pooled Cash

PTBKIS

BANK DEP

PTBKMDD

BANK DEP

CUSIP

Beg. Accrued

Interest Earned

Net Income

Bank Accounts

Total for Bank Accounts
Investment Accounts
TXPLAREDC

LGIP

TexPool - EDC

0.00

148.27

148.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

148.27

TXPLARGF

LGIP

TexPool - Pooled Cash

0.00

18.46

18.46

0.00

0.00

0.00

18.46

TXPLARWWD

LGIP

TexPool - WW Development

0.00

11.80

11.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

11.80

Total for Investment Accounts

0.00

178.53

178.53

0.00

0.00

0.00

178.53

Total for Town of Argyle

0.00

18,773.92

18,773.92

0.00

0.00

0.00

18,773.92

Print Date: 1/11/2022

Page 1 of 1

Print Time: 6:17 pm
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Item 2.

Mayor and Council
Agenda Item
Memorandum
ITEM TYPE

MEETING DATE:

Staff Report

January 18, 2022

PRESENTER:
Town Administrator Rich Olson
ITEM DESCRIPTION:
List of Council requests showing status.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Details regarding requests for items made by Council.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Not Applicable
Proposed Expenditure:
General Ledger Code:
Proposed Revenue:
Budget Amendment Required:
Financial Review Completed by:

No

LEGAL REVIEW:
Not applicable.
ATTACHMENTS:
List
RECOMMENDED MOTION AND/OR ACTION:
None.
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Item 2.

COUNCIL REQUESTS
PENDING ITEMS
Request Meeting
Date
2021.08.16

Requestor
MPT Schmidt

2021.10.18

MPT Schmidt

2021.11.01

CM Myers

2022.01.03

Schmidt

Description of Request
Item to consider establishment of a
budgeting process committee.
Wants information regarding building
permit fees charged by the Town and
comparison of fees charged by other
entities
Council Member Myers asked for an
update on Town’s properties and the
facility study.
Discussion about town brand

Assigned to Dept./Staff

Responsive Item Date/
Meeting Date

Summary of
Followup/Action

Council/Town Treasurer

Pending

Planned report for 2nd
meeting in January

Development

1/3/2022

2022.01.03 Staff will
present requested
information

Town Administrator

6/21/2021

Waiting on response
to MDD project
number MDD 2021-5

Communications

2/12/2022
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Item 2.

COUNCIL REQUESTS
PENDING ITEMS
Request Meeting
Date

Requestor

Description of Request

Assigned to
Dept./Staff

Responsive Item
Date/ Meeting Date

Communications

Ongoing

Summary of
Followup/Action

2021.01.04

Livingston

Calling for volunteers to plan a community event at Unity Park

2021.02.01

Bradford

Staff provide an assessment of signage in the town outlining approvals and compliance,
including temporary signage

Development

TBD

TBD

2021.02.01

Bradford

Staff to review the Sign ordinance to discuss any possible revisions

Development

TBD

TBD

2021.08.02

MPT Schmidt

Establishment of a subcommittee to review and suggest methods to standardize the
evaluation process for city employees.

Council/Town
Administrator

Pending

2021.08.02

CM Bradford

Item reviewing the Town's Ordinances relating to the temporary and permanent signs.

Development

TBD

2021.08.16

MPT Schmidt

Item to consider estalbishment of a committee regarding the employee evaluation
process.

Council/Town
Administrator

Pending

2021.09.07

Mayor Livingston

Followup request for an agenda item regarding development standards including
thoroughfares, including uses such as signage heights for drive thrus, etc.

Development

TBD

TBD

2021.10.04

MPT Schmidt

Provide Idea of the Audit Process used for reviewing Tree Mitigation on projects that are
3 years old

Development

TBD

TBD

2022.01.03

Schmidt

Information on privacy fences and how it will be applied to current residents

Town Attorney/ Rich
Olson

Ongoing

TBD
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Item 2.

COUNCIL REQUESTS
COMPLETED REQUESTS
Request
Meeting Date

Requestor

Description of Request
Recognition of the Argyle Marching Band and Football team

Assigned to
Dept./Staff

Responsive
Item Date/
Meeting Date

Town Secretary

1/19/2021

Summary of Followup/Action

2021.01.04

Livingston

2021.01.19

Hermann

2021.01.19

Livingston

2021.01.19

Schmidt

2021.01.19

Hermann

2021.02.01

Schmidt

2021.02.01

Schmidt

2021.02.01

Schmidt

2021.02.16

Schmidt

2021.03.01

Schmidt

2021.03.15

Myers

Construct an RFP for design build process for town hall and parsonage

2021.04.05

Schmidt

Schmidt asked for an update on the current status of the Quiet Zone
project future road improvements (outside of the current bond issuance)
diagram (flow chart) of the current development process presentation on
bond info

Various

4/19/2021

Rich will send out FYI
Troy and Rich working on - duplicate request
Harrison working on flow chart
bond presentation scheduled for 04-19

2021.05.03

Schmidt

Schmidt asked for Staff review the Contractor Registration process and
penalties provided in the ordinance for violations

Development/
Town
Administrator

11/15/2021

Public hearing and adoption of Ord. 2021-27

2021.05.03

Schmidt

Create a development checklist with a flow chart

Development

10/18/2021

2021.05.03

Schmidt

Review Code Enforcement processes and technology

Development

11/1/2021

2021.05.03

Schmidt

Improve the Town’s live-streaming services of meetings

Town Secretary

6/21/2021

2021.05.17

Schmidt

Staff provide an overview and status of the development ordinances and
processes to be completed. (time table of completion)

Development/
Town
Administrator

10/18/2021

Councilmember Hermann asked Staff for an update and overview of the
Town
Strategic Plan
Administrator
Staff to schedule the Quarterly Public discussion of the Strategic Plan
Town
and the format for that meeting
Administrator
Staff to review and provide an update regarding any necessary
Town Secretary
technology upgrades required for meetings
Staff to prepare recognition of Liberty Christian’s Volleyball and Cheer
Town Secretary
teams
Update and additional discussion regarding proposed changes to the
Development
setback requirements
Staff schedule a work session for the Quarterly Public discussion of the
Town
Strategic Plan before the end of March
Administrator
To further discuss the Town’s Bond capacity
Schmidt requested discussion items for Landuse Chart and
Thoroughfare plan at a future meeting
Updated report on the status of Town Roads and the priority list to
perform maintenance or construction on the roads

3/1/2021
3/1/2021
6/21/2021
2/1/2021
8/21/2021

Public Hearing and adoption of Ord. 2021-22

3/1/2021

Town Treasurer

4/19/2021

Development

10/21/2021

Public Works

7/26/2021

Town
Administrator

6/21/2021

Scheduled to be presented at 2nd meeting in
April
Staff Report provided and Task Order No. 2
for FNI
Duplicate request from November 2020

Town Staff working with Town Attorney on
development process improvments with
workflows.
Staff presended staff report and update.
Mayor Livingston had an audio vendor come
by to review our equipment - made some
changes on board and said our equipment is
adequate
Public Hearing and adoption of Ord. 2021-26
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Best practices review of contractor registration process; what is required
of contractors, what checks are done, how to handle suspensions,
appeals, liability insurance requirements and followup, annual process,
who pulls master electrician permits - Review with Town Attorney to
make sure the TOwn has the ability to suspend or deny a contractor penalties that we can assess.
Prepare an amendment to the TDS allowing for administrative review
and eliminating ground mounted panels

2021.05.17

Livingston

2021.05.19

Council / PZ

2021.06.07

MPT Schmidt

2021.06.07

CM Bradford

2021.07.19

MPT Schmidt

2021.07.19

CM Bradford

2021.08.02

CM Bradford

2021.08.02

Mayor Livingston Staff provide the status of the Land Use Chart updates.

2021.08.16

CM Bradford

Report on the Status of the Tree Ordinance Update.

2021.09.07

CM Bradford

Report on the status of the Tree Ordinance update

2021.09.20

CM Myers

Strategic Plan Update

CM Bradford

Wants to fold in the Capital Improvements Plan (CIP)) in with the Strategic Plan
Update. A presentation over the CIP-what it is, what the intent of all the items
are, the process for approving and updating that plan. Really CIP 101 to a
degree. Confirmed for wastewater and general fund.

2021.09.20

Development

11/15/2021

Public Hearing and adoption of Ord. 2021-27

Development

8/2/2021

Public Hearing and adoption of Ord. 2021-16

Town
Administrator/
Public Works

7/26/2021

Development

10/18/2021

Development

8/2/2021

Staff presented staff report and update

Councilmember Bradford asked Staff to provide an update on the current
status of the Tree Preservation Ordinance.

Town Attorney/
Development

9/20/2021

Staff presented staff report and update

Update on the Status of the Tree Preservation Ordinance.

Town Attorney/
Development

9/20/2021

Staff presented staff report and update

Development

10/21/2021

Staff Report provided and Task Order No. 2
for FNI

Town Attorney/
Development

9/20/2021

Staff presented staff report and update

9/20/2021

Staff gave report.

10/18/2021

Update provided

Councilmember Schmidt requested that Staff review the Town’s plan for roads,
provide an interpretation of the maintenance responsibilities for bar ditches,
and review the amount of runoff from the Oaks and Lakes developments.
Councilmember Bradford requested that Staff provide a process or
system to document items such as drainage or tree mitigation which are
required by the property owner.
Councilmember Schmidt requested Staff bring back information to
Council on the process staff follows for the permit applications received
by the Town.

Town Attorney/
Development
Town
Administrator
Town
Administrator

Staff presented update on the GIS needs
assesment and how to use GIS to meet this
request.

10/4/2021

Item was placed on the agenda

2021.10.04

MPT Schmidt

Contact from Interested Candidate for Financial Oversight Committee-wants to schedule Interview

Town Secretary

12/6/2021

Staff published this committee opening on
website and social media with application
closing date of 11/30/2021; scheduled
interview with other board vacancy interviews
for 12/6/2021

2021.10.04

MPT Schmidt

Wants to review possible Council Retreat Dates

Town
Administrator/
Town Secretary

12/6/2021

Agenda Item: Information provided to Town
Council in October 29th, 2021 FYI

2021.10.18

MPT Schmidt

Information regarding issues with Crawford Road so soon after
completion of construction and repair recommendation

Town
Administrator

11/30/2021

Multiple memos sent to Town Council- Last
memo sent 11/30/2021.
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2021.10.18

MPT Schmidt

Schedule interviews to fill vacancies on the Financial Oversight
Committee, the Municipal Development District and the Planning and
Zoning Commission

2021.10.18

CM Delashaw

Code violations for the last three months and the resolutions for same

2021.10.18

CM Delashaw

2021.11.01

CM Bradford

2021.11.01

MPT Schmidt

2021.11.01

CM Myers

Town Secretary

12/6/2021

Scheduled interviews for 12/6/2021

DevelopmentCode
Enforcement

11/1/2021

2021.11.01 Staff Report provided

11/1/2021

Staff Report provided

12/6/2021

Agenda Item 12/6/2021.

Would like information regarding which five streets the Police
Department issue the most tickets for speeding; number of warnings;
Police Dept.
number of tickets for speeding; how many fines; as well as a breakdown
of the percentage of fines that goes to the State
Council Member Bradford wants to discuss the best use for the CLFRF
Town
funds and if the Town can pool the funds with other local entities the
Administrator
received CLFRF funds to fund larger regional projects.
Mayor Pro Tem Schmidt and Council Member Delashaw would like staff
Town
to follow up regarding the centennial marker that was moved from Argyle
Administrator
to the courthouse square in Denton.
Council Member Myers would like a proclamation for Keep Argyle
Beautiful and their contributions to community projects including the
Town Secretary
Veteran’s Day flag display and Christmas Tree Lighting Event.

2021.11.15

MPT Schmidt

List of Council Requests with Status Updates to Council each meeting

2021.11.15

CM Bradford

DRC Item List "Briefing"

2021.11.01

MPT Schmidt

Mayor Pro Tem Schmidt asked that information be provided by the
Community Development Director regarding resident “do-it-yourselfers”
permitting process and timeline improvement for issuance.

Dec-21

Requested information from the Texas
Historical Commission- memo will be sent
week of November 29th, 2021.

12/6/2021

Proclamation on Agenda

Town Secretary

12/6/2021

Existing Council Request List Updated. List to be
part of each Regular Council Packet as attachment
for Item "RECEIVE REQUESTS FROM COUNCIL
MEMBERS/STAFF FOR ITEMS TO BE PLACED
ON FUTURE MEETING AGENDA".

Development

12/6/2021

2021.11.01 Staff will include DRC list in each
Council packet beginning with the December
6th, 2022 meeting.

01/03/22

2022.01.03 Staff will present requested
information

Development
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Mayor and Council
Agenda Item
Memorandum
ITEM TYPE

MEETING DATE:

Staff Report

January 18, 2022

PRESENTER:
Harrison Wicks, Planner II
ITEM DESCRIPTION:
Active Development Review Committee Project List.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The Active Development Review Committee Project List is included for Council's
information.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Not Applicable
Proposed Expenditure:
General Ledger Code:
Proposed Revenue:
Budget Amendment Required:
Financial Review Completed by:

No

LEGAL REVIEW:
Not applicable.
ATTACHMENTS:
DRC Project List
RECOMMENDED MOTION AND/OR ACTION:
None.
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Active DRC Project List - 1.13.2022
Project #

Project Name

1

TDS-21-004

Tree Preservation

2

TDS-21-010

3

Type/Location

Status

Comments

Text Amendment

Sch. for TC 1.18.2022

Pub Hrg: Consider proposed amendments to Article V. Tree Preservation of the Town of Argyle Development
Standards based on findings and recommendations from the ad-hoc Tree Review Committee that met on
11.8.21. PZ Commission recommended approval of TDS-21-004 during their meeting on 1.5.22.

2018 ICC Code Revisions

Text Amendment

Sch. for TC 1.18.2022

Pub Hrg: For select revisions to the 2018 ICC Code updates that were previously approved by Town Council
on 10.18.21. PZ will review and make a recommendation to Town Council. PZ Commission recommended
approval of TDS-21-010 during their meeting on 1.5.22.

SP-22-001

St. Argyle Sign Exception

Site Plan

Sch. for PZ 2.2.2022

The applicant has requested a special exception to the sign regulations to have a larger sign than what is
allowed for this type of non-residential structure. Such request shall be made through the site plan process
and by a plan that shall provide such details and specifications as the commission may reasonably require. PZ
will review and make a recommendation to Town Council.

4

PP-22-001

Harvest Town Center

Preliminary Plat

Sch. for PZ 2.2.2022

Apart of the Harvest by Hillwood development and subject to the Belmont Agreement executed between the
Belmont Fresh Water Supply Dist #2 and Town of Argyle, this preliminary plat contains 11 lots on 69.08 acres
in the Town of Argyle ETJ, and bounded by FM 407 to the souh, I35W on the east, Harveest Way on the west,
and Homestead Way on the north.

5

FP-21-020

Argyle Landing

Final Plat

Sch. for PZ 2.2.2022

The applicant provided a letter requesting a 30-day extension and to schedule the final plat for the PZ
meeting on 2.2.22. Preliminary Plat (PP-21-004) was approved with conditions by PZ on 5.5.21.

Freese and Nichols (FNI) staff provided a memo and report for Task Order #2. TC will review the memo and
report from FNI for recommended amendments to land uses in the Town Development Standards. PZ in their
meeting on 12.15.21 recommended select revisions related to Wedding Facility and Winery uses. TC in their
meeting on 1.3.22 recommended select revisions related to financial institutions, assisted living facilities,
moter vehicle rental facilites, wedding facility, and winery uses.

6

TDS-21-007

Land Use

Text Amendment

Under Review by Town Staff, Public
Hrgs to be scheduled in March 2022

7

TBD

Comprehensive Plan Update

Task Order #5

Under Review by Town Staff

Town staff is working with Freese and Nichols (FNI) on the scope of work for Task Order #5 for updates to the
comprehensive plan to specifically focus on strategic plans for commercial centers along FM 407 and US HWY
377.

8

SP-21-005

Argyle Pediatrics, OT-1 Medical Office
Bldg

Site Plan

Approved by TC 1.3.2022

Site Plan (SP-21-005) for Argyle Pediatrics, being 0.804 acres situated in the J. Gazaway Survey, Abstract No.
481 in the Town of Argyle, Denton County, Texas; being located in the Town of Argyle at the southeast corner
of Village Way and US HWY 377. PZ recommended approval as presented with one variance and two
conditions and the site plan will be scheduled for TC on 1.3.22.

9

FP-21-004

Christian Brothers Automotive

Final Minor Plat

Approved by Staff 5.19.2021

This final plat (minor) is for 1.24 acres in the Argyle Crossing development off of Hwy 377 in the Town of Argyle ETJ. The
town only has authority over platting, signage, and tree preservation in the ETJ. Site plans and construction plans will
be reviewed and approved by Denton County.

10

PP-20-003

North Avalon Addition Preliminary
Plat

South side of FM 407, east of I-35W

Approved by PZ 2.3.2021

On 2.3.2021 PZ approved the preliminary plat. The applicant will now proceed with construction plans and final plat.

11

FP-20-014

The Well Community Church
Lot 8, Block A Final Plat

North side of FM 407, east of I-35W

Approved by PZ 11.4.2020

Final Plat for 1 non-residential lot for the new Well Church building on approximately 12.97 acres

12

FP-20-005

Southwest corner of Gateway Blvd. and
FM 407

Approved by Staff 3.27.2020

Valley Creek Church

-

Need executed plat to file from applicant
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Item 4.

Mayor and Council
Agenda Item
Memorandum
ITEM TYPE

MEETING DATE:

Consent Agenda

January 3, 2022

PRESENTER:
Dianna Buchanan, Town Secretary/Town Treasurer
ITEM DESCRIPTION:
Consider approval of the December 6, 2021 Regular Town Council meeting minutes as
recorded.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The minutes of the Town Council Meeting are recorded by the Town Secretary and
presented to the Council for approval.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Not Applicable
Proposed Expenditure:
General Ledger Code:
Proposed Revenue:
Budget Amendment Required:
Financial Review Completed by:

No

LEGAL REVIEW:
Not applicable.
ATTACHMENTS:
A. Minutes
RECOMMENDED MOTION AND/OR ACTION:
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I move to approve the December 6, 2021 minutes of the Town Council of Argyle as
recorded.
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TOWN COUNCIL TOWN COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING
January 03, 2022 at 6:00 PM
Argyle Town Hall, 308 Denton Street, Argyle, Texas

MINUTES

CALL TO ORDER
Mayor Livingston Called the regular meeting to order at 6:01 p.m.
COUNCIL PRESENT
MAYOR
MAYOR PRO TEM, PLACE 2
COUNCIL MEMBER PLACE 1
COUNCIL MEMBER PLACE 3
COUNCIL MEMBER PLACE 4
COUNCIL MEMBER PLACE 5

BRYAN LIVINGSTON
RONALD SCHMIDT
JOAN DELASHAW
SHERRI MYERS
CYNTHIA HERMANN
RICK BRADFORD

STAFF PRESENT
TOWN ADMINISTRATOR
TOWN ATTORNEY
TOWN SECRETARY/TOWN TREASURER
ASSISTANT TOWN SECRETARY
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR

RICHARD OLSON
BRENDA MCDONALD
DIANNA BUCHANAN
BAILEY LOVE
EMILIO SANCHEZ
HARRISON WICKS

INVOCATION
Mayor Livingston provided the invocation.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Mayor Livingston led the pledges to the American Flag and Texas Flag.
OPEN FORUM
There was no one to speak at this time.
ITEMS OF COMMUNITY INTEREST
Mayor Livingston announced the following items:
Planning and Zoning Commission, Wednesday, January 5th, 6 pm, Town Hall
Mornings with the Mayor, Saturday, January 8th, 9 am, Town Hall
Municipal Development District Board, Tuesday, January 11th, 6 pm, Town Hall
Town Offices closed Monday, January 17th in observance of Martin Luther King Holiday
Town Council, Tuesday, January 18th, 6 pm, Town Hall

January 03, 2022 Council Minutes
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STAFF REPORTS
(Staff Reports are for discussion only. No action may be taken on items listed under this portion of the
agenda, other than to provide general direction to staff or to direct staff to place such items of a future
agenda for action.)
1.

Review of the building permit fees and comparison of surrounding communities as well as
possible "Do it Yourself" Permit Process
Development Director Emilio Sanchez gave a presentation on the item. The council had
discussion on the cost comparison, and Mayor Pro Tem Schmidt requested a cost analysis be
completed to ensure that the permit costs the town is charging is an accurate charge for the
citizen/contractor paying for the permit. Town Administrator Olson stated that staff could
hire a company to run the cost analysis.

2.

Receive memo and markup of changes from Freese and Nichols regarding various
amendments to zoning districts, land use charts, definitions, and other land use related
provisions in the Town Development Standards
Planner II Harrison Wicks provided information about the changes. The council discussed the
changes and were advised by the Town Attorney Brenda McDonald, the ordinance should
be looked at for non-depository banks so that banks and payday lenders can be looked at
separately. She also advised that the council should consider adding rehab facilities and
skilled nursing facilities. Council Member Myers inquired about separating medical facilities
from commercial facilities and Council Member Bradford requested Town Administrator
Olson to put that topic on the council retreat agenda.

3.

Active Development Review Committee Project List
Council received the list of projects which is placed on each Council agenda.

4.

List of Council Requests for Agenda Items and Status.
Council received the list.

Mayor Livingston directed to consider item number ten at this time.
10.

Consider for approval Site Plan (SP-21-005) for Argyle Pediatrics, being 0.804 acres situated
in the J. Gazaway Survey, Abstract No. 481 in the Town of Argyle, Denton County, Texas;
being located in the Town of Argyle at the southeast corner of Village Way and US HWY
377.
Planner II Harrison Wicks summarized the request. The council discussed the site plan and
had concerns about the fence on the southeast corner of the property. After discussion
amongst the council regarding the fence for this application and a previous council meeting
regarding this fence location, the applicant, Dr. Carrie Jones advised that her team had
discussed the fence with abutting residents and that they were okay with a stockade fence
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if it is kept in good condition. Town Attorney McDonald advised the council that the council
can move forward with the site plan as submitted as the applicant was following the
requirements set forth at the time of application.
ACTION ITEM 10

APPROVED

MOTION BY MAYOR PRO TEM SCHMIDT AND MOTION SECONDED BY TO APPROVE SITE
PLAN (SP-21-005) FOR ARGYLE PEDIATRICS. MOTION APPROVED 5-0.
Mayor Livingston recessed the meeting at 7:57 p.m. Mayor Livingston reconvened the meeting at
8:18 p.m. He directed the meeting back to item 5. of the agenda.
DISCUSSION ITEMS
(Items are for discussion only. No action may be taken on items listed under this portion of the agenda,
other than to provide general direction to staff or to direct staff to place such items on a future agenda
for action.)
5.

Program for Argyle Community Engagement (PACE) meeting process
Planner II Harrison Wicks presented a summary of the PACE meeting process. Mayor Pro
Tem Schmidt and Council Member Bradford requested that staff be the primary facilitators
for PACE meetings. Council Member Hermann believes that more information is needed to
decide about when a PACE meeting should be required and requested additional
information about requirements from staff.

CONSENT AGENDA
Any Council member may request an item on the Consent Agenda to be taken up for individual
consideration.
6.

Approve the December 6, 2021 Regular Town Council Meeting Minutes
ACTION ITEM 6

APPROVED

MOTION BY COUNCIL MEMBER HERMANN AND MOTION SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER BRADFORD TO APPROVE THE CONSENT AGENDA. MOTION APPROVED 5-0.
PUBLIC HEARING ITEMS
7.
Hold Public Hearing and consider for approval an ordinance amendment (TDS-21-009) to
Article III, Zoning of the Town of Argyle Town Development Standards regarding various
amendments to setbacks and bufferyards for commercially zoned districts adjacent to
residentially zoned districts in the Town Development Standards.
a) Staff Presentation –Planner II Harrison Wicks presented the ordinance amendment.
b) Hold Public Hearing--Mayor Livingston opened the public hearing at 9:13 pm. There was
no one to speak. Mayor Livingston closed the public hearing at 9:13 pm.
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c) Discussion—Held discussion. Council Member Hermann and Mayor Livingston requested
more information, specifically an example of the houses on Rusk and how those residents’
homes would be protected. Town Administrator Olson advised staff will provide more
information and graphics. Town Attorney McDonald advised that because a public hearing
was held today, council would not be required to hold a second public hearing on this matter,
however, they will need to set a specific date to table the item to.
d) Action
ACTION ITEM 7

TABLED

MOTION BY COUNCIL MEMBER HERMANN TO TABLE THIS ITEM UNTIL THE FEBURARY 7TH,
2022 COUNCIL MEETING. COUNCIL MEMBER MYERS SECONDED. MOTION APPROVED. 5-0.
ACTION ITEMS
8.

Approve February 12, 2022 as the Town Council Retreat Date and hire the Mejorando Group
to facilitate the retreat.
Town Administrator Olson summarized the item. The venue is to be determined.
ACTION ITEM 8

APPROVED

MOTION BY COUNCIL MEMBER HERMANN AND SECOND BY COUNCIL MEMBER BRADFORD
TO APPROVE THE COUNCIL RETREAT DATE OF FEBURARY 12TH, 2022 AND CONTRACT WITH
THE MEJORANDO GROUP AS FACILITATORS. MOTION APPROVED. 5-0.
9. Discuss and consider approval of Resolution 2022-01 authorizing a contract with Atkins
Brothers Equipment Company for construction of Phase II of the U.S. 377 Sewer Line
Relocation Project and authorize the Mayor to execute the necessary documents on behalf
of the Town.
Council Member Myers requested that staff contact Atkins Brothers Equipment Company
about their quote for the Hydroseed Surface Restoration. Town Administrator Olson will do
so to confirm if the amount will be reduced.
ACTION ITEM 9

APPROVED

MOTION BY COUNCIL MEMBER BRADFORD AND SECOND BY MAYOR PRO TEM SCHMIDT
TO APPROVE RESOLUTION 2022-01 AUTHORIZING A CONTRACT WITH ATKINS BROTHERS
EQUIPMENT COMPANY FOR CONSTRUCTION OF PHASE II OF THE US 377 SEWER LINE
RELOCATION PROJECT AND THE MAYOR TO EXECUTE ANY NECESSARY DOCUMENTS.
MOTION APPROVED 5-0.
10.

Consider for approval Site Plan (SP-21-005) for Argyle Pediatrics, being 0.804 acres
situated in the J. Gazaway Survey, Abstract No. 481 in the Town of Argyle, Denton
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County, Texas; being located in the Town of Argyle at the southeast corner of Village Way
and US HWY 377.
Item heard prior to Item 5 of the agenda and approved.
11. TABLED-Consider approval of Ordinance 2021-28 Approving the Town of Argyle Logo and
Amending Chapter 1 "General Provisions" of the Code of Ordinances to add a new Article
1.11 "Town Logo" (12/6/2021).
Town Secretary/Town Treasurer Buchanan presented the Ordinance 2021-28 regarding the
town logo. Mayor Livingston requested an update on the “style guide”. Staff will handle the
style guide administratively.
ACTION ITEM 11

APPROVED

MOTION BY COUNCIL MEMBER MYERS AND SECOND BY MAYOR PRO TEM SCHMIDT TO
APPROVE. ORDINANCE 2021-28 APPROVING THE TOWN OF ARGYLE LOGO AND
AMENDING CHAPTER 1 "GENERAL PROVISIONS" OF THE CODE OF ORDINANCES TO ADD A
NEW ARTICLE 1.11 "TOWN LOGO" MOTION APPROVED 5-0.
12. TABLED-Consider approval of Resolution 2021-71 amending the length of terms for places
on the Financial Oversight Committee and staggering terms (12/6/2021)
Town Secretary/Town Treasurer Buchanan summarized the item.
ACTION ITEM 12

APPROVED

MOTION BY COUNCIL MEMBER SCHMIDT AND SECOND BY COUNCIL MEMBER HERMANN
TO APPROVE RESOLUTION 2021-71 AMENDING THE LENGTH OF TERMS FOR PLACES ON
THE FINANCIAL OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE AND STAGGERING TERMS. MOTION APPROVED.
5-0.
RECEIVE REQUESTS FROM COUNCIL MEMBERS/STAFF FOR ITEMS TO BE PLACED ON NEXT MEETING
AGENDA
Mayor Pro Tem Schmidt requested information about the standard for privacy fences and how it will
be applied to current residents and requested a discussion about the town brand be planned. Council
Member Hermann requested that this be discussed at the Council Retreat.
ADJOURN
Mayor Livingston adjourned the meeting at 10:04 pm.
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Bryan Livingston, Mayor
ATTEST:

Dianna Buchanan,
TRMC Town Secretary/Town Treasurer
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Mayor and Council
Agenda Item
Memorandum
ITEM NO.

ITEM TYPE

MEETING DATE:

xx

Public Hearing Item

January 18, 2022

PRESENTER:
Harrison Wicks, Interim Director of Community Development
ITEM DESCRIPTION:
Hold public hearing and consider an ordinance amendment (TDS-21-010) for
amendments to Chapter 3 Building Regulations and Chapter 5 Fire Prevention and
Protection of the Code of Ordinances of the Town of Argyle.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Project Update:
During their meeting on January 5, 2022, the P & Z Commission reviewed the proposed
amendments to the recently approved International Code Council's (ICC) 2018 code
versions and motioned to recommend approval of Ordinance amendment (TDS-21-010)
as presented by Town staff. The final vote was 6-0 in the affirmative.
Background/Development Review Analysis:
During their meeting on October 6, 2021, the P & Z Commission held a public hearing
and recommended approval of draft ordinance 2021-26. Town Council in their meeting
on October 18, 2021 held a public hearing and approved Ordinance 2021-26, adopting
the 2018 ICC code versions.
Development Review Analysis:
Upon further review, it has come to our attention that select revisions and additions to the
building regulations in the Town are needed to ensure quality building standards and best
practices. Below are additions and revisions to the 2018 ICC Code that are recommended
as part of the TDS-21-010 proposed amendments:
1. Adopt the 2018 International Swimming Pool and Spa Code (ISPSC) with local
amendments as approved by NCTCOG.
2. Amend building regulations to change the requirement from 6,000 square foot to 5,000
square foot for buildings requiring automatic sprinkler systems.
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Staff Recommendation:
Town staff forwards the recommendation from the P & Z Commission to Ordinance
amendment (TDS-21-010) for your consideration as presented.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Not Applicable
Proposed Expenditure:
General Ledger Code:
Proposed Revenue:
Budget Amendment Required:
Financial Review Completed by:

No

LEGAL REVIEW:
The item was previously reviewed and is the same.
ATTACHMENTS:
Exhibit A - DRAFT Ordinance with select revisions
RECOMMENDED MOTION AND/OR ACTION:
Move to approve Ordinance amendment (TDS-21-010) for amendments to Chapter 3
Building Regulations and Chapter 5 Fire Prevention and Protection of the Code of
Ordinances of the Town of Argyle, regarding the adoption of the 2018 International
Swimming Pool and Spa Code (ISPSC) with local amendments as approved by NCTCOG
and amending building regulations to change the requirement from 6,000 square foot to
5,000 square foot for buildings requiring automatic sprinkler systems.
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Exhibit A
ORDINANCE NO. ___________
AN ORDINANCE OF THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF ARGYLE, DENTON
COUNTY, TEXAS, AMENDING THE CODE OF ORDINANCES BY AMENDING
CHAPTER III, “BUILDING REGULATIONS” AND CHAPTER V, “FIRE PREVENTION
AND PROTECTION” BY ADOPTING THE INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE, 2018
EDITION, WITH AMENDMENTS; INTERNATIONAL EXISTING BUILDING CODE, 2018
EDITION, WITH AMENDMENTS; INTERNATIONAL FIRE CODE, 2018 EDITION, WITH
AMENDMENTS; INTERNATIONAL RESIDENTIAL CODE, 2018 EDITION, WITH
AMENDMENTS; INTERNATIONAL MECHANICAL CODE, 2018 EDITION, WITH
AMENDMENTS; INTERNATIONAL PLUMBING CODE, 2018 EDITION, WITH
AMENDMENTS; INTERNATIONAL FUEL GAS CODE, 2018 EDITION, WITH
AMENDMENTS; NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE, 2017 EDITION, WITH
AMENDMENTS; INTERNATIONAL ENERGY CONSERVATION CODE, 2018 EDITION,
WITH AMENDMENTS; INTERNATIONAL SWIMMING POOL AND SPA CODE, 2018
EDITION, WITH AMENDMENTS; PROVIDING A SEVERABILITY CLAUSE;
PROVIDING A SAVINGS CLAUSE; PROVIDING A PENALTY OF FINE NOT TO
EXCEED THE SUM OF TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS ($2,000); AND PROVIDING FOR
AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

WHEREAS, the International Code Council (ICC) has developed a set of comprehensive and coordinated national
model construction codes (known generally as the "International Codes"); and
WHEREAS, the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) has developed a national model electrical code;
WHEREAS, the Town of Argyle has been involved throughout the development process of the International Codes
and the National Electrical Code through participation with the North Texas Chapter of the International Code
Council and through the regional review process by the Regional Codes Coordinating Committee of the North
Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG); and
WHEREAS, the creation of the 2018 editions of the International Codes by the ICC and the 2017 edition of the
National Electrical Code was in conjunction with the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO), the
organization whose codes the Town of Argyle has adopted for many years; and
WHEREAS, the International Codes and the National Electrical Code have been reviewed by the NCTCOG and
Town staff; and
WHEREAS, the Town's building and construction codes are intended to be updated periodically, with the 2018
editions of the International Codes and the 2017 edition of the National Electrical Code being the most current
published building and construction codes for which local amendments have been developed; and
WHEREAS, the Town Council of the Town of Argyle has determined that it is in the best interest of the residents
of the Town of Argyle to adopt the 2018 editions of the International Building Code and the 2017 edition of the
National Electrical Code, as stated herein, as the minimum standards for the construction, use, occupancy and
maintenance of buildings and structures within the Town limits, as set forth herein, and to adopt local amendments
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to said codes in order to account for unique local practices and/or conditions relating to the design and construction
of structures within the Town;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF ARGYLE,
DENTON COUNTY, TEXAS, THAT:
SECTION 1. The Code of Ordinances of the Town of Argyle, Texas, be amended by amending Chapter III,
Building Regulations, to read as follows:
“CHAPTER III
BUILDING REGULATIONS”
Sec. 3.03.001. Adoption of building codes.
1.

There is hereby adopted by the Town for the purpose of establishing rules and regulations for the
construction, alteration, removal, demolition, equipment, use and occupancy, location and maintenance
of buildings and structures, within the Town, including permits and penalties, the following model
codes with amendments and authority to adopt policies thereto as set forth in this Article:
a.

The 2018 edition of the International Building Code, as published by the International Code
Council, except as it may be in conflict with the provisions of another ordinance of the Town
and as amended by Section 3.03.002.

b.

The 2018 edition of the International Existing Building Code, as published by the International
Code Council, except as it may be in conflict with the provisions of another ordinance of the
Town and as amended by Section 3.03.003.

c.

The 2017 edition of the National Electrical Code, as published by the National Fire Protection
Association, except as it may be in conflict with the provisions of any ordinance of the Town
and as amended by Section 3.04.031.

d.

The 2018 edition of the International Plumbing Code, as published by the International Code
Council, except as it may be in conflict with the provisions of another ordinance of the Town
and as amended by Section 3.05.031.

e.

The 2018 edition of the International Mechanical Code, as published by the International Code
Council, except as it may be in conflict with the provisions of another ordinance of the Town
and as amended by Section 3.06.001.

f.

The 2018 edition of the International Fuel Gas Code, as published by the International Code
Council, except as it may be in conflict with the provisions of another ordinance of the Town
and as amended by Section 3.07.001.

g.

The 2018 edition of the International Residential Code, as published by the International Code
Council, except as it may be in conflict with the provisions of another ordinance of the Town
and as amended by Section 3.08.001.

h.

The 2018 edition of the International Energy Conservation Code, as published by the
International Code Council, except as it may be in conflict with the provisions of another
ordinance of the Town and as amended by Section 3.09.001.
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2.

i.

The 2018 edition of the International Fire Code, as published by the International Code
Council, except as it may be in conflict with the provisions of another ordinance of the Town
and as amended by Section 5.02.001.

ii.

The 2018 edition of the International Swimming Pool and Spa Code, as published by the
International Code Council, except as it may be in conflict with the provisions of another
ordinance of the Town and as amended by Section 3.11.

The codes adopted by reference in subsection (1) of this section are hereby amended as follows:
a.

The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this section, shall have the meanings
ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning.
“Permanent toilet facilities” means a room in an existing building (including a construction
trailer) or in the building being constructed with a water closet installed in such room which
conforms to the plumbing code and is continuously available to all workers involved in a
construction project.
“Temporary toilet facilities” means a portable, fully enclosed, chemically sanitized toilet which
is serviced and cleaned at least once each week.

b.

Every construction project requiring a permit within the Town shall have adequate toilet
facilities for workers associated with the project. The following shall be considered adequate
facilities:
Residential construction projects: At least one permanent toilet facility shall be maintained in
each subdivision for the employees or subcontractors of each builder holding a permit for a
building in that subdivision. A toilet facility must be provided by each builder as long as the
builder holds an active permit in the subdivision.

Sec. 3.03.002 Amendments to the International Building Code, 2018 edition.
The following amendments to the International Building Code, 2018 edition, as adopted pursuant to
Section 3.03.001, are hereby adopted:
1.

Section 101.4 is amended to read as follows:
101.4 Referenced codes. The other codes listed in Sections 101.4.1 through 101.4.8 and referenced
elsewhere in this code, when specifically adopted, shall be considered part of the requirements of this
code to the prescribed extent of each such reference. Whenever amendments have been adopted to the
referenced codes and standards, each reference to said code and standard shall be considered to
reference the amendments as well. Any reference to NFPA 70 or the ICC Electrical Code shall mean
the Electrical Code as adopted.

2.

Section 101.4.8 is amended by adding the following:
101.4.8 Electrical. The provisions of the Electrical Code shall apply to the installation of electrical
systems, including alterations, repairs, replacement, equipment, appliances, fixtures, fittings and
appurtenances thereto.
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3.

Sections 103 and 103.1 are amended by replacing the phrase “Department of Building Safety”
with the phrase “Building Inspections Department” where it appears.

4.

Section [A]104.2.1 is amended by adding the following language after the phrase “Section 1612”
in the last sentence:
...104.10.1, and applicable provisions of Article V of the ALDC and the Code of Ordinance.

5.

Section 105.2 is amended to read as follows:
105.2 Work exempt from permit. Exemptions from permit requirements of this code shall not be
deemed to grant authorization for any work to be done in any manner in violation of the provisions of
this code or any other laws or ordinances of this jurisdiction. Permits shall not be required for the
following:
1. Water tanks supported directly upon grade if the capaTown does not exceed 5,000 gallons
(18,925 L) and the ratio of height to diameter or width does not exceed 2 to 1.
2. Sidewalks and driveways not more than 30 inches (762 mm) above adjacent grade, and not
over any basement or story below and which are not part of an accessible route.
3. Shade cloth structures constructed for nursery or agricultural purposes and not including
service systems.
4. Window awnings supported by an exterior wall of Group R-3, as applicable in Section 101.2,
and Group U occupancies.

6.

Section 109.2 is amended by adding Section 109.2.1 to read as follows:
Section 109.2.1; Plan Review Fees. When submittal documents are required by Section 109.1, a plan
review fee shall be paid at the time of submitting the submittal documents for plan review. Said plan
review fee shall be 25% of the building permit fee as established by resolution of the Town Council
from time to time. The plan review fees are in addition to the permit fees.

7.

Section 109 is amended by adding new Sections 109.7, 109.8, 109.8.1, 109.8.2, and 109.9 to read
as follows:
109.7

Re-inspection fee. A reinspection fee as established by resolution of the Town council may
be charged when:
1. The inspection called for is not ready when the inspector arrives.
2. No building address or permit card is clearly posted.
3. Town approved plans are not on the job site available to the inspector.
4. The building is locked or work otherwise not available for inspection when called.
5. The job site is red-tagged twice for the same item.
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6. The original red tag has been removed from the job site and/or,
7.

Violations exist on the property including failure to maintain erosion control, trash control
or tree protection.

Any re-inspection fees assessed shall be paid before any more inspections are made on that job site.

109.8 Work without permit.
109.8.1 Investigation. Whenever work for which a permit is required by this code has been
commenced without first obtaining a permit, a special investigation shall be made before a permit
may be issued for such work.
109.8.2 Fee. An investigation fee, in addition to the permit fee, shall be collected whether or not a
permit is subsequently issued. The investigation fee shall be equal to the amount of the permit fee
required by this code or the Town fee schedule as applicable, the payment of such investigation fee
shall not exempt the applicant from compliance with all other provisions of either this code or the
technical codes nor from the penalty described by law.
109.9 Unauthorized cover up fee. Any work concealed without first obtaining the required inspection
in violation of section 110 shall be assessed a fee established by the Town fee schedule.
8.

Section 110.3.5is amended by deleting the “Exception”.

9.

Section 116.5 is amended by adding a new Section 116.5.1 to read as follows:
116.5.1 Damage or renovations to existing structures. When a structure is renovated or is damaged
to 50% of the gross floor area or if the value of the damage or renovation exceeds 50% of the value of
the structure at the time of damage or renovation all requirements of this Code shall be complied with
in any such repair, fir, or renovation.

10.

Section 202 is amended by amending the definitions of “Ambulatory Care Facility,” “Atrium,”
“High-Rise Building,” and “Special Inspector” to read as follows:
AMBULATORY CARE FACILITY. Buildings or portions thereof used to provide medical, surgical,
psychiatric, nursing or similar care on a less than 24-hour basis to individuals who are rendered
incapable of self-preservation by the services provided. This group may include but not be limited to
the following:
- Dialysis centers
- Sedation dentistry
- Surgery centers
- Colonic centers
- Psychiatric centers
ATRIUM. An opening connecting three or more stories… {Balance remains unchanged}
HIGH-RISE BUILDING. A building with an occupied floor located more than 55 feet (16 764 mm)
above the lowest level of fire department vehicle access.
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SPECIAL INSPECTOR. A qualified person employed or retained by an approved agency who shall
prove to the satisfaction of the registered design professional in responsible charge and the Building
Official as having the competence necessary to inspect a particular type of construction requiring
special inspection.
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11.

Section 202 is amended by adding new definitions for the phrases “Assisted Living Facilities,”
and “Repair Garage” to read as follows:
ASSISTED LIVING FACILITIES. A building or part thereof housing persons, on a 24-hour basis,
who because of age, mental disability or other reasons, live in a supervised residential environment
which provides personal care services. The occupants are capable of responding to an emergency
situation without physical assistance from staff.
REPAIR GARAGE. A building, structure or portion thereof used for servicing or repairing motor
vehicles. This occupancy shall also include garages involved in minor repair, modification and
servicing of motor vehicles for items such as lube changes, inspections, windshield repair or
replacement, shocks, minor part replacement and other such minor repairs

12.

Section 303.1.3; is amended by to read as follows:
303.1.3 Associated with Group E occupancies. A room or space used for assembly purposes that is
associated with a Group E occupancy is not considered a separate occupancy except when applying the
assembly requirements of Chapter 10 and 11.

13.

Section 304.1 is amended to add the following to the list of occupancies, to read as follows:
Fire stations
Police stations with detention facilities for 5 or less

14.

Section 307.1.1. Paragraph 4 is amended to read as follows:
4. Cleaning establishments… (text unchanged) …with Section 707 or 1-hour horizontal assemblies
constructed in accordance with Section 711 or both. See also IFC Chapter 21, Dry Cleaning Plant.
Section 402.4.2.1 Tennant Separations is amended as follows:
Each tenant space shall be separated from other tenant spaces by a fire partition wall sheet rocked on
both sides and complying with Section 708.
Exception:
Existing conditions shall be subject to field inspection and reviewed for Approval at that time.

15.

Section 403.1 is amended by amending paragraph 3 under “Exceptions” to read as follows:
3.
The open-air portion of a building with a Group A-5 occupancy in accordance with Section
303.6.

16.

Section 403.3.2 is amended to read as follows:
[F]403.3.2 Water supply to required fire pumps. In buildings that are more than 120 feet (36.5 m) in
building height, required fire pumps shall be supplied by connections to no fewer than two water mains
located in different streets. Separate supply piping shall be provided between each connection to the
water main and the pumps. Each connection and the supply piping between the connection and the
pumps shall be sized to supply the flow and pressure required for the pumps to operate. (No change to
exception)
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17.

Section 403.3, is amended by deleting Paragraph 2 under “Exceptions.”

18.

Section 404.5 is amended by deleting the paragraph titled “Exception.”

19.

Section 406.3.5.1 is amended by adding the following sentence:
A fire separation is not required between a Group R-2 and U carport provided that the carport is entirely
open on all sides and that the distance between the two is at least 10 feet (3048 mm).

20.

Section 506.2 is amended by adding Section 506.2.2 to read as follows:
506.2.2 Open space limits. Open space shall be either on the same lot or dedicated for public use and
shall be accessed from a street or approved fire lane. In order to be considered as accessible, if not in
direct contact with a street or fire lane, a minimum 10-foot wide pathway meeting fire department
access from the street or approved fire lane shall be provided.

21.

Section 506.3.1 is amended by to read as follows:
506.3.1 Minimum percentage of perimeter. To qualify for an area factor increase based on frontage,
a building shall not have less than 25 percent of its perimeter on a public way or open space. In order
to be considered as accessible, if not in direct contact with a street or fire lane, a minimum 10-foot wide
pathway meeting fire department access from the street or approved fire lane shall be provided.

22.

Section 602.1.1 is amended by adding the following sentence to the end of the section:
Where a building contains more than one distinct type of construction, the building shall comply with
the most restrictive area, height, and stories for the lesser type of construction or be separated by fire
walls.

23.

Section 708.4.2 is amended by amending paragraph 1 under “Exceptions” to read as follows:
Exceptions:
1.

24.

Buildings equipped with an automatic sprinkler system installed throughout in accordance with
Section 903.3.1.1, or in accordance with Section 903.3.1.2 provided that sprinkler protection
is provided in the space between the top of the fire partition and the underside of the floor or
roof sheathing, deck or slab above as required for systems complying with Section 903.3.1.1.
Portions of buildings containing concealed spaces filled with noncombustible insulation as
permitted for sprinkler omission shall not apply to this exception for draftstopping.

Section 712.1.9 is amended by changing item 4 to read as follows:
4. Is not open to a corridor in Group I and H occupancies.

25.

Section 718.3 is amended by adding a paragraph title “Exceptions” to read as follows:
Exceptions: Buildings equipped throughout with an automatic sprinkler system in accordance with
Section 903.3.1.1. and provided that in combustible construction, sprinkler protection is provided in
the floor space.
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26.

Section 901.6.1 is amended by adding Section 901.6.1.1, to read as follows:
901.6.1.1 Standpipe Testing. Building owners/managers must maintain and test standpipe systems as
per NFPA 25 requirements. The following additional requirements shall be applied to the testing that
is required every 5 years.
1

The piping between the Fire Department Connection (FDC) and the standpipe shall be
back flushed or inspected by approved camera when foreign material is present or
when caps are missing, and also hydrostatically tested for all FDC’s on any type of
standpipe system. Hydrostatic testing shall also be conducted in accordance with
NFPA 25 requirements for the different types of standpipe systems.

2.

For any manual (dry or wet) standpipe system not having an automatic water supply
capable of flowing water through the standpipe, the tester shall connect hose from a
fire hydrant or portable pumping system (as approved by the fire code official) to each
FDC, and flow water through the standpipe system to the roof outlet to verify that each
inlet connection functions properly. Confirm that there are no open hose valves prior
to introducing water into a dry standpipe. There is no required pressure criteria at the
outlet. Verify that check valves function properly and that there are no closed control
valves on the system.

3.

Any pressure relief, reducing, or control valves shall be tested in accordance with the
requirements of NFPA 25. All hose valves shall be exercised.

4.

If the FDC is not already provided with approved caps, the contractor shall install such
caps for all FDC’s as required by the fire code official.

5.

Upon successful completion of standpipe test, place a blue tag (as per Texas
Administrative Code, Fire Sprinkler Rules for Inspection, Test and Maintenance
Service (ITM) Tag) at the bottom of each standpipe riser in the building. The tag shall
be check-marked as “Fifth Year” for Type of ITM, and the note on the back of the tag
shall read “5 Year Standpipe Test” at a minimum.

6.

The procedures required by Texas Administrative Code Fire Sprinkler Rules with
regard to Yellow Tags and Red Tags or any deficiencies noted during the testing,
including the required notification of the local Authority Having Jurisdiction (fire code
official) shall be followed.

7.

Additionally, records of the testing shall be maintained by the owner and contractor, if
applicable, as required by the State Rules mentioned above and NFPA 25.

8.

Standpipe system tests where water will be flowed external to the building shall not be
conducted during freezing conditions or during the day prior to expected night time
freezing conditions.

9.

Contact the fire code official for requests to remove existing fire hose from Class II
and III standpipe systems where employees are not trained in the utilization of this
firefighting equipment. All standpipe hose valves must remain in place and be provided
with an approved cap and chain when approval is given to remove hose by the fire code
official.
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27.

Section 903.1.1 is amended to read as follows:
[F]903.1.1 Alternative protection. Alternative automatic fire-extinguishing systems complying with
Section 904 shall be permitted in addition to automatic sprinkler protection where recognized by the
applicable standard, or as approved by the fire code official.

28.

Section 903.2 is amended to read as follows:
[F]903.2 Where required. Approved automatic sprinkler systems in new buildings and structures shall
be provided in the locations described in Section 903.2.1 through 903.2.12. Automatic sprinklers shall
not be installed in elevator machine rooms, elevator machine spaces, and elevator hoist ways, other
than pits where such sprinklers would not necessitate shunt trip requirements under any circumstances.
Storage shall not be allowed with the elevator machine room. Signage shall be provided at the entry
doors to the elevator machine room indicating “ELEVATOR MACHINERY – NO STORAGE
ALLOWED.”

29.

Section 903.2 is amended by deleted the paragraph titled “Exception”.

30.

Section 903.2.9 is amended by adding Section 903.2.9.3, to read as follows:
[F]903.2.9.3 Self-service storage facility. An automatic sprinkler system shall be installed throughout
all self-service storage facilities.

31.

[F]Section 903.2.11.3 is amended to read as follows:
903.2.11.3 Buildings over 35 feet in height. An automatic sprinkler system shall be installed
throughout buildings that have one or more stories, other than penthouses in compliance with Section
1510 of the International Building Code, that is located 35 feet (10668 mm) or more above the lowest
level of fire department vehicle access, measured to the finished floor.
Exception: Open parking structures in compliance with Section 406.5 of the International
Building Code, having no other occupancies above the subject garage.

32.

Section 903.2.11 is amended by adding Sections 903.2.11.7, 903.2.11.8, and 903.2.11.9 to read as
follows:
903.2.11.7 High-piled combustible storage. For any building with a clear height exceeding 12 feet
(4572 mm) see Chapter or 32 to determine if those provisions apply.
903.2.11.8 Spray booths and rooms. New and existing spray booths and spraying rooms shall be
protected by an approved automatic fire-extinguishing system.
903.2.11.9 Buildings over 5,000 sq. ft. An automatic sprinkler system shall be installed throughout
all buildings with a building area over 5,000 sq. ft. and in all existing buildings that are enlarged to be
5,000 sq. ft. or greater. For the purpose of this provision, fire walls shall not define separate buildings.
Exception: Open parking garages in compliance with Section 406.5 of the International Building Code.
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33.

Section 903.3.1.1.1 is amended to read as follows
[F]903.3.1.1.1 Exempt locations. When approved by the fire code official, automatic sprinklers shall
not be required in the following rooms or areas where such . . . {intervening text unchanged} . . . because
it is damp, of fire-resistance-rated construction or contains electrical equipment.
1. Any room where the application of water, or flame and water, constitutes a serious life or fire
hazard.
2. Any room or space where sprinklers are considered undesirable because of the nature of the
contents, when approved by the code official.
3. Generator and transformer rooms, under the direct control of a public utility, separated from
the remainder of the building by walls and floor/ceiling or roof/ceiling assemblies having a
fire-resistance rating of not less than 2 hours.
4. Elevator machine rooms, machinery spaces and hoist ways, other than pits where such
sprinklers would not necessitate shunt trip requirements under any circumstances.
5. Elevator machine rooms, machinery spaces, and hoistways, other than pits where such
sprinklers would not necessitate shunt trip requirements under any circumstances.

34.

Section 903.3.1.2 is amended by adding Section 903.3.1.2.3 to read as follows:
[F]903.3.1.2.3 Attached Garages and Attics. Sprinkler protection is required in attached garages, and
in the following attic spaces:
1. (Remainder Unchanged)
2. (Remainder Unchanged)
3. Attic spaces of buildings that are two or more stories in height above grade plane or above the
lowest level of fire department vehicle access.
4. Group R-4, Condition 2 occupancy attics not required by item 1 or 3 to have sprinklers shall comply
with one of the following; (Remainder Unchanged)

35.

Section 903.3.1.3 is amended to read as follows:
[F] 903.3.1.3 NFPA 13D sprinkler systems. Automatic sprinkler systems installed in one- and twofamily dwellings; Group R-3; Group R-4 Condition 1 and townhouses shall be permitted to be installed
throughout in accordance with NFPA 13D or in accordance with state law.

36.

Section 903.3.4 is amended by adding a new Section 903.3.1.4 to read as follows:
[F]903.3.1.4 Freeze protection. Freeze protection systems for automatic fire sprinkler systems shall
be in accordance with the requirements of the applicable referenced NFPA standard and this section.
903.3.1.4.1 Attics. Only dry-pipe, preaction, or listed automatic fire sprinkler systems shall be
allowed to protect attic spaces.
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Exception: Wet-pipe fire sprinkler systems shall be allowed to protect non-ventilated
attic spaces where:
1. The attic sprinklers are supplied by a separate floor control valve assembly
to allow ease of draining the attic system without impairing sprinklers
throughout the rest of the building, and
2. Adequate heat shall be provided for freeze protection as per the applicable
referenced NFPA standard, and
3. The attic space is a part of the building’s thermal, or heat, envelope, such
that insulation is provided at the roof deck, rather than at the ceiling level.
903.3.1.4.2 Heat trace/insulation. Heat trace/insulation shall only be allowed where approved
by the fire code official for small sections of large diameter water-filled pipe.
37.

Section 903.3.5 is amended by adding the following sentence to the end of the section:
Water supply as required for such systems shall be provided in conformance with the supply
requirements of the respective standards; however, every water-based fire protection system shall be
designed with a 10 psi safety factor. Reference Section 507.4 for additional design requirements.

38.

Section 903.4 is amended by adding the following paragraph after “Exceptions”:
Sprinkler and standpipe system water-flow detectors shall be provided for each floor tap to the sprinkler
system and shall cause an alarm upon detection of water flow for more than 45 seconds. All control
valves in the sprinkler and standpipe systems except for fire department hose connection valves shall
be electrically supervised to initiate a supervisory signal at the central station upon tampering.

39.

Section 903.4.2 is amended by adding the following sentence at the end of the section:
The alarm device required on the exterior of the building shall be weatherproof horn/strobe notification
appliance with a minimum 75 candela strobe rating, installed as close as practicable to the fire
department connection.

40.

Section 905.2 is amended to read as follows:
905.2 Installation standard. Standpipe systems shall be installed in accordance with this section and
NFPA 14. Manual dry standpipe systems shall be supervised with a minimum of 10 psig and a
maximum of 40 psig air pressure with a high/low alarm.

41.

Section 905.3 is amended by adding Section 905.3.9, to read as follows:
905.3.9 Building area. In buildings exceeding 10,000 square feet in area per story, and where any
portion of the building’s interior area is more than 200 feet (60960 mm) of travel, vertically and
horizontally, from the nearest point of fire department vehicle access. Class I automatic wet or manual
wet standpipes shall be provided.
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Exceptions:

42.

1.

Automatic dry and semi-automatic standpipes are allowed as provided for in NFPA
14.

2.

R-2 occupancies of four stories or less in height having no interior corridors.

Section 905.4, Paragraphs 1, 3 and 5 are amended to read as follows:
1.

In every required exit stairway, a hose connection shall be provided for each story above and
below grade plane. Hose connections shall be located at an intermediate landing between
stories, unless otherwise approved by the fire code official.

3.

In every exit passageway, at the entrance from the exit passageway to other areas of a building.
Exception: Where floor areas adjacent to an exit passageway are reachable from an exit
stairway hose connection by a … (remainder unchanged).

5.

43.

Section 905.4 is amended by adding a new Paragraph 7 to read as follows:
7.

44.

Where the roof has a slope less than four unit’s vertical in 12 unit’s horizontal (33.3-percent
slope), each standpipe shall be provided with a two-way hose connection located to serve the
roof or at the highest landing of an exit stairway with stair access to the roof provided in
accordance with Section 1011.12.

When required by this Chapter, standpipe connections shall be placed adjacent to all required
exits to the structure and at two hundred feet (200’) intervals along major corridors thereafter,
or as indicated by the fire code official.

Section 905.9 is amended by adding the following paragraph after “Exceptions”:
Sprinkler and standpipe system water-flow detectors shall be provided for each floor tap to the sprinkler
system and shall cause an alarm upon detection of water flow for more than 45 seconds. All control
valves in the sprinkler and standpipe systems except for fire department hose connection valves shall
be electrically supervised to initiate a supervisory signal at the central station upon tampering.

45.

Section 907.1 is amended by adding Section 907.1.4 to read as follows:
907.1.4 Design standards. Where a new fire alarm system is installed, the devices shall be addressable.
Fire alarm systems utilizing more than 20 smoke detectors shall have analog addressable.

46.

Section 907.2.1 is amended to read as follows:
907.2.1 Group A. A manual fire alarm system that activates the occupant notification system in
accordance with Section 907.5 shall be installed in Group A occupancies having an occupant load of
300 or more persons or more than 100 persons above or below the lowest level of exit discharge. Group
A occupancies not separated from one another in accordance with 707.3.10 of the International Building
Code shall be considered as a single occupancy for the purposes of applying this section. Portions of
Group E occupancies occupied for assembly purposes shall be provided with a fire alarm system as
required for the Group E occupancy.
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Activation of fire alarm notification appliances shall:
1. Cause illumination of the means of egress with light of not less than 1 foot-candle (11 lux)
at the walking surface level, and
2. Stop any conflicting or confusing sounds and visual distractions.
(“Exception” remains unchanged)
47.

Section 907.2.3 is amended by amending the first paragraph to read as follows:
907.2.3 Group E. A manual fire alarm system that initiates the occupant notification signal utilizing
an emergency voice/alarm communication system meeting the requirements of Section 907.5.2.2 and
installed in accordance with Section 907.6 shall be installed in Group E educational occupancies. When
automatic sprinkler systems or smoke detectors are installed, such systems or detectors shall be
connected to the building fire alarm system. An approved smoke detection system shall be installed in
Group E day care occupancies. Unless separated by a minimum of 100’ open space, all buildings,
whether portable buildings or the main building, will be considered one building for alarm occupant
load consideration and interconnection of alarm systems.

48.

Section 907.2.3 is amended by amending Paragraph 1 under “Exceptions” to read as follows:
Exceptions:
1.

A manual fire alarm system is not required in Group E educational and day care occupancies
with an occupant load of less than 50 when provided with an approved automatic sprinkler
system.
1.1.

49.

Residential In-Home day care with not more than 12 children may use interconnected
single station detectors in all habitable rooms. (For care of more than five children 2
1/2 or less years of age, see Section 907.2.6.)

Section 907.2.10.1 is amended to read as follows:
Section 907.2.10.1 Group R-1. Single- or multiple-station smoke alarms and carbon monoxide alarms
shall be installed and maintained in all the following locations in Group R-1:
(Paragraph 1, 2, and 3 remain unchanged)

50.

4.

For new construction, an approved carbon monoxide alarm shall be installed outside
of each separate sleeping area in the immediate vicinity of the bedrooms in dwelling
units that have an attached garage or gas fired appliance.

5

Where work requiring a permit occurs in existing dwellings that have attached garages
or gas fired appliances, carbon monoxide alarms shall be provided.

Section 907.2.10.2 is amended to read as follows:
Section 907.2.10.2 Groups R-2, R-3, R-4 and I-1. Single-or multiple-station smoke alarms and carbon
monoxide alarms shall be installed and maintained in Groups R2, R-3, R-4 and I-1 regardless of
occupant load at all the following locations:
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(Paragraph 1, 2, and 3 remain unchanged)

51.

For new construction, an approved carbon monoxide alarm shall be installed outside
of each separate sleeping area in the immediate vicinity of the bedrooms in dwelling
units that have an attached garage or gas fired appliances.

5.

Where work requiring a permit occurs in existing dwellings that have attached garages
or gas fired appliances carbon monoxide alarms shall be provided.

Section 907.2.13 is amended by amending paragraph 2 under “Exceptions” to read as follows:
3.

52.

4.

Open air portions of buildings with an occupancy in Group A-5 in accordance with Section
303.1 of the International Building Code; however, this exception does not apply to accessory
uses including but not limited to sky boxes, restaurants and similarly enclosed areas.

Section 907.4.2 is amended by adding Section 907.4.2.7, to read as follows:
907.4.2.7 Type. Manual alarm initiating devices shall be an approved double action type.

53.

Section 907.6.1 is amended by adding Section 907.6.1.1, to read as follows:
907.6.1.1. Wiring installation. All fire alarm systems shall be installed in such a manner that a failure
of any single initiating device or single open in an initiating circuit conductor will not interfere with the
normal operation of other such devices. All signaling line circuits (SLC) shall be installed in such a
way that a single open will not interfere with the operation of any addressable devices (Class A).
Outgoing and return SLC conductors shall be installed in accordance with NFPA 72 requirements for
Class A circuits and shall have a minimum of four feet separation horizontal and one-foot vertical
between supply and return circuit conductors. The initiating device circuit (IDC) from a signaling line
circuit interface device may be wired Class B, provided the distance from the interface device to the
initiating device is ten feet or less.

54.

Section 907.6.3 is amended by deleting all four Exceptions.

55.

Section 907.6.6 is amended by adding the following sentence at the end of the paragraph:
See 907.6.6 for the required information transmitted to the supervising station.

56.

Sections 909.20.5 thru 909.20.6.3 are amended to read as follows:
909.20.5 Stairway or ramp pressurization alternative. Where the building is equipped throughout
with an automatic sprinkler system in accordance with Section 903.3.1.1 and the stair pressurization
alternative is chosen for compliance with building code requirements for a smokeproof enclosure,
interior exit stairways or ramps shall be pressurized to a minimum of 0.10 inches of water (25 Pa) and
a maximum of 0.35 inches of water (87 Pa) in the shaft relative to the building measured with all interior
exit stairway and ramp doors closed under maximum anticipated conditions of stack effect and wind
effect. Such systems shall comply with Section 909, including the installation of a separate fire-fighter’s
smoke control panel as per Section 909.16, and a smoke control permit shall be required from the Fire
Department as per Section 105.7
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[F]909.20.6 Ventilating equipment. The activation of ventilating equipment for the stair or ramp
pressurization system shall be by smoke detectors installed at each floor level at an approved location
at the entrance to the smokeproof enclosure. When the closing device for the stairway or ramp shaft
and vestibule doors is activated by smoke detection or power failure, mechanical equipment shall
activate and operate at the required performance levels. Smoke detectors shall be installed in
accordance with Section 907.3.
[F]909.20.6.1 Ventilating Systems. Smokeproof enclosure ventilation systems shall be
independent of other building ventilation systems. The equipment, control wiring, power
wiring and ductwork shall comply with one of the following:
1.

Equipment, control wiring, power wiring and ductwork shall be located
exterior to the building and directly connected to the smokeproof enclosure or
connected to the smokeproof by ductwork enclosed by not less than 2-hour fire
barriers constructed in accordance with Section 707 of the building code or
horizontal assemblies constructed in accordance with Section 711 of the
building code, or both.

2.

Equipment, control wiring, power wiring and ductwork shall be located within
the smokeproof enclosure with intake or exhaust directly from and to the
outside or through ductwork enclosed by not less than 2-hour constructed in
accordance with Section 707 of the building code or horizontal assemblies
constructed in accordance with Section 711 of the building code, or both.

3.

Equipment, control wiring, power wiring and ductwork shall be located within
the building if separated from the remainder of the building, including other
mechanical equipment, by not less than 2-hour fire barriers constructed in
accordance with Section 707 of the building code or horizontal assemblies
constructed in accordance with Section 711 of the building code, or both.

Exceptions:
1.

Control wiring and power wiring utilizing a 2-hour rated cable or cable system.

2.

Where encased with not less than 2 inches (51 mm) of concrete.

3.

Control wiring and power wiring protected by a listed electrical circuit protection
system with a fire-resistance rating of not less than 2 hours.

909.20.6.2 Standby power. Mechanical vestibule and stairway and ramp shaft ventilation systems and
automatic fire detection systems shall be provided with standby power in accordance with Section 2702
of the building code.
909.20.6.3 Acceptance and testing. Before the mechanical equipment is approved, the system shall be
tested in the presence of the fire code official to confirm that the system is operating in compliance with
these requirements.
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57.

58.

Section 910.2 is amended by amending paragraphs 2 and 3 under “Exceptions” to read as follows:
2.

Only manual smoke and heat removal shall be required in areas of buildings equipped with
early suppression fast-response (ESFR) sprinklers. Automatic smoke and heat removal is
prohibited.

3.

Only manual smoke and heat removal shall be required in areas of buildings equipped with
control mode special application sprinklers with a response time index of 50 (ms)½ or less
that are listed to control a fire in stored commodities with 12 or fewer sprinklers. Automatic
smoke and heat removal is prohibited.

Section 910.2 is amended by adding Sections 910.2.3 to read as follows:
910.2.3 Group H. Buildings and portions thereof used as a Group H occupancy as follows:
1.

In occupancies classified as Group H-2 or H-3, any of which are more than 15,000
square feet (1394 m2) in single floor area.
Exception: Buildings of
noncombustible materials.

2.

construction

containing

only

In areas of buildings in Group H used for storing Class 2, 3 and 4 liquid and solid
oxidizers, Class 1 and unclassified detonable organic peroxides, Class 3 and 4 unstable
(reactive) materials, or Class 2 or 3 water-reactive materials as required for a highhazard commodity classification.
Exception: Buildings of
noncombustible materials.

59.

noncombustible

noncombustible

construction

containing

only

Section 910.3 is amended by adding Section 910.3.4; to read as follows:
910.3.4 Vent operation. Smoke and heat vents shall be capable of being operated by approved
automatic and manual means. Automatic operation of smoke and heat vents shall conform to the
provisions of Sections 910.3.2.1 thru 910.3.2.3
[F]910.3.4.1. Sprinklered buildings. Where installed in buildings equipped with an approved
automatic sprinkler system, smoke and heat vents shall be designed to operate automatically.
The automatic operating mechanism of the smoke and heat vents shall operate at a temperature
rating at least 100 degrees F (approximately 38 degrees Celsius) greater than the temperature
rating of the sprinklers installed.
Exception: Manual only system per Section 910.2.
[F]910.3.4.2 Non-sprinklered buildings. Where installed in buildings not equipped with an
approved automatic sprinkler system, smoke and heat vents shall operate automatically by
actuation of a heat-responsive device rated at between 100ºF (56ºC) and 220ºF (122ºC) above
ambient.
Exception: Listed gravity-operated drop out vents.
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60.

Section 910.4.3.1 is amended to read as follows:
[F]Section 910.4.3.1 Makeup air. Makeup air openings shall be provided within 6 feet (1829 mm) of
the floor level. Operation of makeup air openings shall be automatic. The minimum gross area of
makeup air inlets shall be 8 square feet per 1,000 cubic feet per minute (0.74 m2 per 0.4719 m3/s) of
smoke exhaust.

61.

Section 910.4.4 is amended to read as follows:
(F)Section 910.4.4 Activation. The mechanical smoke removal system shall be activated automatically
by the automatic sprinkler system or by an approved fire detection system. Individual manual controls
shall also be provided.
Exception: Manual only systems per Section 910.2.

62.

Section 912.2 is amended by adding Section 912.2.3 to read as follows:
[F]912.2.3 Hydrant distance. An approved fire hydrant shall be located within 100 feet of the fire
department connection as the fire hose lays along an unobstructed path.

63.

Section 913.2.1 is amended by adding Section 913.2.1.1 with Exception to read as follows:
Section 913.2.1.1 Fire Pump Room Access. When located on the ground level at an exterior wall, the
fire pump room shall be provided with an exterior fire department access door that is not less than 3 ft.
in width and 6 ft. – 8 in. in height, regardless of any interior doors that are provided. A key box shall
be provided at this door, as required by IFC Section 506.1.
Exception: When it is necessary to locate the fire pump room on other levels or not at an
exterior wall, the corridor leading to the fire pump room access from the exterior of the building
shall be provided with equivalent fire resistance as that required for the pump room, or as
approved by the Fire Code official. Access keys shall be provided in the key box as required
by Section 506.1

64.

Section 913.4 is amended by adding the following sentence at the end of the section:
The fire-pump system shall also be supervised for “loss of power,” “phase reversal,” and “pump
running” conditions by supervisory signal on district circuits.

65.

Section 1006.2.2 is amended by adding Section 1006.2.2.7 to read as follows:
1006.2.2.7 Electrical rooms. For electrical rooms, special exiting requirements may apply. Reference
the Electrical Code as adopted.

66.

Section 1009.1 is amended by adding a new paragraph 4 under “Exceptions”:
4.

Buildings regulated under State law and built in accordance with State registered plans,
including any variances or waivers granted by the State, shall be deemed to be in compliance
with the requirements of Section 1009.
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67.

Section 1009.8 is amended by adding Exception 7 to read as follows:
7. Buildings regulated under State Law and built in accordance with State registered plans, including
variances or waivers granted by the State, shall be deemed to be in compliance with the requirements
of Section 1009 and Chapter 11.

68.

69.

Section 1010.1.9.5 is amend by amending Exceptions 3 and 4 to read as follows:
3.

Where a pair of doors serves an occupant load of less than 50 persons in a Group B, F, M or S
occupancy… {Remainder unchanged}.

4.

Where a pair of doors serves a Group A B, F, M or S occupancy. {Remainder unchanged}

Section 1015.8 is amended to read as follows:
1.

70.

Section 1020.1 is amended by adding Exception 6 to read as follows:
6.

71.

Operable windows where the top of the sill of the opening is located more than 55 feet (16764
mm) above the finished grade or other surface below and that are provided with window fall
prevention devices that comply with ASTM F2006.

In Group B occupancies, corridor walls and ceilings need not be of fire-resistive construction
within a single tenant space when the space is equipped with approved automatic smokedetection within the corridor. The actuation of any detector shall activate self-annunciating
alarms audible in all areas within the corridor. Smoke detectors shall be connected to an
approved automatic fire alarm system where such system is provided.

Section 1020.6 is amended to read as follows:
1020.6 Corridor continuity. All corridors shall be continuous from the point of entry to an exit and
shall not be interrupted by intervening rooms.

72.

Section 1029.1.1.1 is deleted.

73.

Section 1101.1 is amended by adding an “Exception” to read as follows:
Exception: Components of projects regulated by and registered with Architectural Barriers Division
of Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation shall be deemed to be in compliance with the
requirements of this chapter.

74.

Table 1505.1 is amended by amending footnote “b” to read as follows and deleting footnote “c”:
b.

75.

Non-classified roof coverings shall be permitted on buildings of U occupancies having not
more than 120 sq. ft. of projected roof area. When exceeding 120 sq. ft. of projected roof area,
buildings of U occupancies may use non-rated non-combustible roof coverings.

Section 1510.1 is amended by amending the first paragraph to read as follows:
1510.1 General. Materials and methods of applications used for recovering or replacing an existing
roof covering shall comply with the requirements of Chapter 15. All individual replacement shingles
shall be in compliance with the rating required by Table 1505.1.
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{Exception text unchanged}
76.

Section 2211.1 is amended by adding paragraph 5 to read as follows:
5

77.

All framed walls top plates must be braced and supported by structural members to ceiling steel
or roof at 6’ (foot) on center spacing. (Lay in grid is not a structural support).

Section 2308.5.8 is amended by amending the first sentence to read as follows:
2308.5.8 Pipes in walls. Stud partitions containing plumbing, heating or other pipes 2 inches and larger
shall be installed in a 2”x 6” stud wall and top/bottom plates and the joist underneath spaced to provide
proper clearance for the piping. {remainder of text unchanged}

78.

Section 2901.1 is amended by adding the following sentences:
The provisions of this Chapter are meant to work in coordination with the provisions of Chapter 4 of
the International Plumbing Code. Should any conflicts arise between the two chapters, the Building
Official shall determine which provision applies.

79.

Section 2902.1 is amended by adding the following sentence:
In other than E Occupancies, the minimum number of fixtures in Table 2902.1 may be requested in
writing, by the applicant stating reasons for a reduced number and approved by the Building Official.

80.

Section 2902.1 is amended by adding footnote “g” to read as follows:
g. Drinking fountains are not required in M Occupancies with an occupant load of 100 or less, B
Occupancies with an occupant load of 25 or less, and for dining and/or drinking establishments.

81.

Section 2902.1 is amended by adding Section 2902.1.4 to read as follows:
2902.1.4 Additional fixtures for food preparation facilities. In addition to the fixtures required in the
Chapter, all food service facilities shall be provided with additional fixtures set out in this section.
2902.1.4.1 Hand washing lavatory. At least one hand washing lavatory shall be provided for
use by employees that is accessible from food preparation, food dispensing and ware washing
areas. Additional hand washing lavatories may be required based on convenience of use by
employees.
2902.1.4.2 Service sink. In new or remodeled food service establishments, at least one service
sink or one floor sink shall be provided so that it is conveniently located for the cleaning of
mops or similar wet floor cleaning tool and for the disposal of mop water and similar liquid
waste. The location of the service sink(s) and/or mop sink(s) shall be approved by the Building
Official or health department.

82.

Section 3001.2 is deleted.
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83.

84.

Section 3002.1 is amended by adding Exceptions 4 and 5 to read as follows:
4.

Elevators completely located within atriums shall not require hoist way enclosure protection.

5.

Elevators in open or enclosed parking garages that serve only the parking garage, shall not
require hoistway enclosure protection.

Section 3005.4 is amended to read in its entirety as follows:
Section 3005.4 Machine rooms, control rooms, machinery spaces and control spaces
Elevator machine rooms, control rooms, control spaces and machinery spaces shall be enclosed with
fire barriers constructed in accordance with Section 707 or horizontal assemblies constructed in
accordance with Section 711, or both. The fire-resistance rating shall be not less than the required
rating of the hoistway enclosure served by the machinery. Openings in the fire barriers shall be
protected with assemblies having a fire protection rating not less than required for the hoistway
enclosure door.
Exceptions:
1. Elevator machine rooms, control rooms, machinery spaces and control spaces completely
located within atriums shall not require enclosure protection.
2. Elevator machine rooms, control rooms, machinery spaces and control spaces in open or
enclosed parking garages that serve only the parking garage, shall not require enclosure
protection.

85.

Section 3005 is amended by adding Section 3005.7 and Section 3005.8to read as follows:
3005.7 Fire protection in machine rooms, control rooms, machinery spaces and control spaces.
3005.7.1 Automatic sprinkler system. The building shall be equipped throughout with an
automatic sprinkler system in accordance with Section 903.3.1.1, except as otherwise permitted
by Section 903.3.1.1.1 and as prohibited by Section 3005.7.2.1.
3005.7.2.1 Prohibited locations. Automatic sprinkler shall not be installed in machine
rooms, elevator machinery spaces, control rooms, control spaces and elevator hoistways.
3005.7.2.2 Sprinkler system monitoring. The sprinkler system shall have a sprinkler
control valve supervisory switch and water flow initiating device provided for each floor
that is monitored by the building’s fire alarm system.
3005.7.3 Water protection. An approved method to prevent water from infiltrating into
the hoistway enclosure from the operation of the automatic sprinkler system outside the
elevator lobby shall be provided.
3005.7.4 Shunt trip. Means for elevator shutdown in accordance with Section 3005.5 shall
not be installed.
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3005.8 Storage. Storage shall not be allowed within the elevator machine room, control room,
machinery spaces and/or control spaces. Provide approved signage at each entry to the above listed
locations stating: “No Storage Allowed.”
86.

Section 3006.2 is amended by amending paragraph 5 to read as follows
5.

The building is a high rise and the elevator hoist way is more than 55 feet (16764 mm) in height.
The height of the hoist way shall be measured from the lowest floor at or above grade to the
highest floors served by the hoist way.

Sec. 3.03.003 Amendments to the International Existing Building Code, 2018 edition.
The following amendments to the International Existing Building Code, 2018 edition, as adopted
pursuant to Section 3.03.001, are hereby adopted:
1.

Section 102.4 is amended to read as follows:
[A]102.4 Referenced codes and standards. The codes, when specifically adopted, and standards
referenced in this code shall be considered part of the requirements of this code to the prescribed extent
of each such reference and as further regulated in Sections 102.4.1 and 102.4.2.

2.

Section 202 is amended by amending the definitions of “Existing Building” and “Existing
Structure” to read as follows:
Existing Building - A building, structure, or space, with an approved final inspection issued under a
code edition which is at least 2 published code editions preceding the currently adopted building code;
or a change of occupancy.
Existing Structure- A building, structure, or space, with an approved final inspection issued under a
code edition which is at least 2 published code editions preceding the currently adopted building code;
or a change of occupancy.

3.

Section 305.1 is amended by adding a paragraph titled “Exception” to read as follows:
Exception: Components of projects regulated by and registered with Architectural Barriers Division of
Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation shall be deemed to be incompliance with the
requirements of this chapter.

4.

Section 305.4.2 is amended by adding Item Number 7 to read as follows:
7.

At least one accessible family or assisted use toilet room shall be provided in accordance with
Chapter 11 of the International Building Code.

5.

Section 401.3 is deleted.

6.

Section 405.2.5 is deleted.

7.

Section 406.1 is amended to read as follows:
406.1 Material. Existing electrical wiring and equipment undergoing repair shall be allowed to be or
replaced with like material, in accordance with the requirements of NFPA 70.
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8.

Section 502.3 is deleted.

9.

Section 504.1.2 is amended to read as follows:
504.1.2 Existing fire escapes. Existing fire escapes shall continue to be accepted as a component in
the means of egress in existing buildings only. Existing fire escapes shall be permitted to be repaired
or replaced.

10.

Section 504.1.3 is deleted.

11.

Section 507.3 is deleted.

12.

Section 701.3 is deleted.

13.

Section 702.6 is amended to read as follows:
702.6 Materials and methods. All new work shall comply with the materials and methods
requirements in the International Building Code, International Energy Conservation Code,
International Mechanical Code, National Electrical Code, International Fuel Gas Code, and
International Plumbing Code, as applicable, that specify material standards, detail of installation and
connection, joints, penetrations, and continuity of any element, component, or system in the building.

14.

Section 802.5.1 is amended to read as follows:
802.5.1 Minimum requirement. Every portion of open-sided walking surface’s, including
mezzanines, equipment platforms, aisles, stairs, ramps and landings that are not provided with guards,
or those in which the existing guards are judged to be in danger of collapsing, shall be provided with
guards.

15.

Section 803.1is amended by adding the following sentence:
For the purpose of fire sprinkler protection and fire alarm requirements included in this section, the
work area shall be extended to include at least the entire tenant space or spaces bounded by walls
capable of resisting the passage of smoke containing the subject work area, and if the work area includes
a corridor, hallway, or other exit access, then such corridor, hallway, or other exit access shall be
protected in its entirety on that particular floor level.

16.

Section 803.2.4 is amended by amending the paragraph titled “Exception” to read as follows:
Exception: Supervision is not required where the Fire Code does not require such for new construction.

17.

Section 803.3 is amended to read in its entirety as follows:
803.3 Standpipes. Refer to Section 1103.6 of the Fire Code for retroactive standpipe requirements.

18

Section 805.2 is amended by deleting Exception 1.

19.

Section 805.3.1.2 is amended to read as follows:
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805.3.1.2 Fire escapes required. For other than Group 1-2, where more than one exit is required an
existing fire escape complying with Section 805.3.1.2.1 shall be accepted as providing one of the
required means of egress.
20.

Section 805.3.1.2.1 is amended as follows:
A.

Numbered paragraph 2 is amended to read as follows:
2

B.

Numbered paragraph 3 is deleted.

C.

Numbered paragraph 5 is amended to read as follows:
5.

21.

Access to a fire escape shall be through a door.

In all building of Group E occupancy up to and including the 12 th grade, building of
Group I occupancy, boarding houses, and childcare centers, ladders of any type are
prohibited on fire escapes used as a required means of egress.

Section 805.5.2 Transoms is amended to read as follows:
805.5.2 Transoms. In all buildings of Group B, E, ... {remainder unchanged}.

22.

Section 904.1 is amended by adding the following sentence:
For the purpose of fire sprinkler protection and fire alarm requirements included in this section, the
work area shall be extended to include at least the entire tenant space or spaces bounded by walls
containing the subject work area, and if the work area includes a corridor, hallway, or other exit access,
then such corridor, hallway, or other exit access shall be protected in its entirety on that particular floor
level.

23.

Section 904.1.1 is amended to read as follows:
904.1.1 High-rise buildings. An automatic sprinkler system shall be provided in work areas of highrise buildings.

24.

Section 1103.3 is deleted.

25.

Section 1201.4 is deleted.

26.

Section 1301.3.2 is amended to read as follows:
1301.3.2 Compliance with other codes. Buildings that are evaluated in accordance with this section
shall comply with the International Fire Code.

27.

Section 1301.3.3 is deleted.

28.

Section 1402.6 is deleted.
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Sec. 3.06.001 Amendments to International Mechanical Code, 2018 edition.
The following amendments to the International Mechanical Code, 2018 edition, as adopted pursuant to
Section 3.03.001, are hereby adopted:
1.

Section 102.8 is amended to read as follows:
102.8 Referenced codes and standards. The codes and standards referenced herein shall be those that
are listed in Chapter 15 and such codes, when specifically adopted, and standards shall be considered
part of the requirements of this code to the prescribed extent of each such reference. Where differences
occur between provisions of this code and the referenced standards, the provisions of this code shall
apply. Whenever amendments have been adopted to the referenced codes and standards, each reference
to said code and standard shall be considered to reference the amendments as well. Any reference to
NFPA 70 or the ICC Electrical Code shall mean the Electrical Code as adopted.

2.

Sections 106.5.2 and 106.5.3 are amended to read as follows:
106.5.2 Fee schedule. Fees for the issuance of permits and performance of inspections as required by
this code shall be as established from time to time by resolution of the Town Council and set forth in
the Town’s Fee Schedule
106.5.3 Fee refunds. The building official shall establish a policy for authorizing the refunding of fees.

3.

Section 306.3 is amended to read as follows:
306.3 Appliances in attics. Attics containing appliances shall be provided … {intervening language
unchanged} ... side of the appliance. The clear access opening dimensions shall be a minimum of 20
inches by 30 inches (508 mm by 762 mm), or larger where such dimensions are not large enough to
allow removal of the largest appliance, shall have continuous solid flooring with a minimum thickness
of ½” plywood or 5/8” wafer board, and shall be placed over a load bearing wall or with engineered
approval. A walkway to an appliance shall be rated as a floor as approved by the building official. At a
minimum, for access to the attic space, provide one of the following:
1.

A permanent stair.

2.

A pull-down stair with a minimum 300 lbs. (136 kg) capaTown.

3.

An access door from an upper floor level.

4.

Access panel may be used in lieu of items 1, 2, and 3 with prior approval of the code official
due to building conditions.
Exceptions:
1.

The passageway and level service space are not required where the appliance is capable
of being serviced and removed through the required opening.

2.

Where the passageway is not less than… {remainder of section unchanged}.
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A receptacle outlet shall be provided at or near the equipment and appliance location within 25 feet and
in accordance with the Electrical Code.
4.

Section 306.5 is amended to read as follows:
306.5 Equipment and appliances on roofs or elevated structures. Where equipment requiring access
or appliances are located on an elevated structure or the roof of a building such that personnel will have
to climb higher than 16 feet (4877 mm) above grade to access a permanent interior or exterior means
of access shall be provided. Permanent exterior ladders providing roof access need not extend closer
than 12 feet (2438 mm) to the finish grade or floor level below and shall extend to the equipment and
appliances’ level service space. Such access shall… {intervening language unchanged} …on roofs
having a slope greater than 4 unit’s vertical in 12 unit’s horizontal (33-percent slope) … {remaining
text unchanged}.
A receptacle outlet shall be provided at or near the equipment and appliance location within 25 feet and
in accordance with the Electrical Code.

5.

Section 306.5.1 is amended to read as follows:
306.5.1 Sloped roofs. Where appliances, equipment, fans or other components that require service are
installed on roofs having a slope of 3 unit’s vertical in 12 units horizontal or greater and having an edge
more than 30 inches (762 mm) above grade at such edge, a catwalk at least 16 inches in width with
substantial cleats spaced not more than 16 inches apart shall be provided from the roof access to a level
platform at the appliance. The level platform shall be provided on each side of the appliance to which
access is required for service, repair or maintenance. The platform shall be not less than 30 inches (762
mm) in any dimension and shall be provided with guards. The guards shall extend not less than 42
inches (1067 mm) above the platform, shall be constructed so as to prevent the passage of a 21-inchdiameter (533 mm) sphere and shall comply with the loading requirements for guards specified in the
International Building Code.

6.

Section 306 is amended by adding Section 306.6 to read as follows:
306.6 Water heaters above ground or floor. When the mezzanine or platform in which a water heater
is installed is more than eight (8) feet (2438 mm) above the ground or floor level, it shall be made
accessible by a stairway or permanent ladder fastened to the building.
Exception: A maximum 10-gallon water heater (or larger with approval) is capable of being
accessed through a lay-in ceiling and a water heater is installed is not more than ten (10) feet
(3048 mm) above the ground or floor level and may be reached with a portable ladder.
306.6.1 Inadequate lighting at location. Whenever the mezzanine or platform is not adequately
lighted or access to a receptacle outlet is not obtainable from the main level, lighting and a
receptacle outlet shall be provided in accordance with Section 306.3.1.

7.

Section 307.2.3 is amended by amending numbered paragraph 2 to read as follows:
2.

A separate overflow drain line shall be connected to the drain pan provided with the equipment.
Such overflow drain shall discharge to a conspicuous point of disposal to alert occupants in the
event of a stoppage of the primary drain. The overflow drain line shall connect to the drain pan
at a higher level than the primary drain connection. However, the conspicuous point shall not
create a hazard such as dripping over a walking surface or other areas so as to create a nuisance.
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8.

Section 403.2.1 is amended by adding paragraph 5 to read as follows:
5.

9.

Section 501.3 is amended by adding paragraph 4 under “Exceptions” to read as follows:
4.

10.

Toilet rooms within private dwellings that contain only a water closet, lavatory or combination
thereof may be ventilated with an approved mechanical recirculating fan or similar device
designed to remove odors from the air.

Toilet room exhaust ducts may terminate in a warehouse or shop area when infiltration of
outside air is present.

Section 505.1 is amended to read as follows
505.1 General. Domestic cooking exhaust equipment shall comply with the requirements of this
section. All domestic cooking exhaust equipment ventilation shall be made vertical through the roof
and shall not be permitted horizontal.

11.

Section 506.1 is amended to read as follows:
506.1 General. Commercial kitchen hood ventilation ducts and exhaust equipment shall comply with
the requirements of this section. All commercial cooking exhaust equipment ventilation shall be made
vertical through the roof and Shall not be permitted horizontal. Type I and Type II hoods.

12.

Section 603.6.1.1 is amended to read as follows:
603.6.1.1 Duct length. Flexible air ducts shall be a maximum of 5’ (feet) and are required to have 1”
(inch) solid metal straps and 6” (inch) metal saddles.

13.

Section 607.5.1 is amended to read as follows:
607.5.1 Fire Walls. Ducts and air transfer openings permitted in fire walls in accordance with Section
706.11 of the International Building Code shall be protected with listed fire dampers installed in
accordance with their listing. For hazardous exhaust systems see Section 510.1-510.9 IMC.

Sec. 3.07.001. Amendments to the International Fuel Gas Code, 2018 edition.
The following amendments to the International Fuel Gas Code, 2018 edition, as adopted pursuant to
Section 3.03.001, are hereby adopted:
1.

Section 102.2 is amended by adding a paragraph titled “Exception” to read as follows:
Exception: Existing dwelling units shall comply with Section 621.2.

2.

Section 102.8 is amended to read as follows:
102.8 Referenced codes and standards. The codes and standards referenced in this code shall be
those that are listed in Chapter 8 and such codes, when specifically adopted, and standards shall be
considered part of the requirements of this code to the prescribed extent of each such reference. Where
differences occur between provisions of this code and the referenced standards, the provisions of this
code shall apply. Whenever amendments have been adopted to the referenced codes and standards,
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each reference to said code and standard shall be considered to reference the amendments as well. Any
reference to NFPA 70 or the ICC Electrical Code shall mean the Electrical Code as adopted.
3.

Sections 106.6.2 and 106.6.3 are amended to read as follows:
106.6.2, Fees. Fees for the issuance of permits and performance of inspections as required by this code
shall be as established from time to time by resolution of the Town Council and set forth in the Town’s
Fee Schedule.
106.6.3 Fee refunds. The building official shall establish a policy for authorizing the refunding of fees.

4.

Section 109 is amended in its entirety to read as follows:
Section 109
MEANS OF APPEAL
109.1 Application for appeal. Any person shall have the right to appeal a decision of the building
official to the Board of Adjustment as provided in Section 2.02 of the Denton County Emergency
Services District No 1 Land Development Code.

5.

Section 306.3 is amended to read in its entirety as follows:
[M] 306.3 Appliances in attics. Attics containing appliances shall be provided…{intervening language
unchanged}... side of the appliance. The clear access opening dimensions shall be a minimum of 20
inches by 30 inches (508mm by 762mm) or larger where such dimensions are not large enough to allow
removal of the largest appliance. A walkway to an appliance shall be rated as a floor as approved by
the building official, shall have continuous solid flooring with a minimum thickness of ½” plywood or
5/8” wafer board, and shall be placed over a load bearing wall or with engineered approval. As a
minimum, for access to the attic space, provide one of the following:
1

A permanent stair.

2. A pull-down stair with a minimum 300 lbs. (136 kg) capaTown.
3. An access door from an upper floor level.
4. Access Panel may be used in lieu of items 1, 2, and 3 with prior approval of the code official
due to building conditions.
Exceptions:
1. The passageway and level service space are not required where the appliance is capable
of being serviced and removed through the required opening.
2. Where the passageway is not less than … {remainder of section unchanged}.
A receptacle outlet shall be provided at or near the equipment and appliance location within 25 feet and
in accordance with the Electrical Code.
6.

Section 306.5 is amended to read as follows:
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[M]306.5 Equipment and appliances on roofs or elevated structures. Where equipment requiring
access or appliances are located on an elevated structure or the roof of a building such that personnel
will have to climb higher than 16 feet (4877) above grade to access, a permanent interior or exterior
means of access shall be provided. Permanent exterior ladders providing roof access need not extend
closer than 12 feet (2438 mm) to the finish grade or floor level below and shall extend to the equipment
and appliances’ level service space. Such access shall… {intervening language unchanged}… on roofs
having a slope greater than 4 units vertical in 12 units horizontal (33-percent slope)… {remainder of
section unchanged}. A receptacle outlet shall be provided at or near the equipment and appliance
location within 25 feet and in accordance with the Electrical Code.
7.

Section 306.5.1 is amended to read as follows:
[M]306.5.1 Sloped roofs. Where appliances, equipment, fans or other components that require service
are installed on roofs having slopes greater than 3 units vertical in 12 units horizontal (25-percent slope)
or greater and having an edge more than 30 inches (762mm) above grade at such edge, a catwalk at
least 16 inches in width with substantial cleats spaced not more than 16 inches apart shall be provided
from the roof access to a level platform at the appliance. The level platform shall be provided on each
side of the appliance to which access is required for service, repair or maintenance. The platform shall
be not less than 30 inches (762 mm) in any dimension and shall be provided with guards. The guards
shall extend not less than 42 inches (1067 mm) above the platform, shall be constructed so as to prevent
the passage of a 21inch diameter (533 mm) sphere and shall comply with the loading requirements for
guards specified in the International Building Code.

8.

Section 306 is amended by adding Section 306.7 and Subsection 306.7.1 to read as follows:
306.7 Water heaters above ground floor. When the attic, roof, mezzanine or platform in which a
water heater is installed is more than eight (8) feet (2438 mm) above the ground or floor level, it shall
be made accessible by a stairway or permanent ladder fastened to the building.
306.7.1 Illumination and convenience outlet. Whenever the mezzanine or platform is not
adequately lighted or access to a receptacle outlet is not obtainable from the main level, lighting
and a receptacle outlet shall be provided in accordance with Section 306.3.1.

9.

Section 401.5 is amended by adding the following sentence at the end of the section:
Both ends of each section of medium pressure gas piping shall identify its operating gas pressure with
an approved tag. The tags are to be composed of aluminum or stainless steel and the following wording
shall be stamped into the tag:
"WARNING
1/2 to 5 psi gas pressure
Do Not Remove"

10.

Section 404.12 is amended to read as follows:
404.12 Minimum burial depth. Underground piping systems shall be installed a minimum depth of
18 inches (458 mm) top of pipe below grade.

11.

Section 404.12.1 is deleted.

12.

Section 406.4 is amended to read as follows:
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406.4 Test pressure measurement. Test pressure shall be measured with a manometer or with a
pressure-measuring device designed and calibrated to read, record, or indicate a pressure loss caused
by leakage during the pressure test period. The source of pressure shall be isolated before the pressure
tests are made.
13.

Section 406.4.1 is amended to read as follows:
406.4.1 Test pressure. The test pressure to be used shall be not less than 3 psig (20 kPa gauge), or at
the discretion of the Code official, the piping and valves may be tested at a pressure of at least six (6)
inches (152 mm) of mercury, measured with a manometer or slope gauge. For tests requiring a pressure
of 3 psig, diaphragm gauges shall utilize a dial with a minimum diameter of three- and one-half inches
(3 ½ “), a set hand, 1/10 pound incrementation and pressure range not to exceed 6 psi for tests requiring
a pressure of 3 psig. For tests requiring a pressure of 10 psig, diaphragm gauges shall utilize a dial with
a minimum diameter of three and one-half inches (3 ½”), a set hand, a minimum of 2/10 pound
incrementation and a pressure range not to exceed 20 psi. For welded piping, and for piping carrying
gas at pressures in excess of fourteen (14) inches water column pressure (3.48 kPa) (1/2 psi) and less
than 200 inches of water column pressure (52.2 kPa) (7.5 psi) the test pressure shall not be less than ten
(10) pounds per square inch (69.6 kPa). For piping carrying gas at a pressure that exceed 200 inches of
water column (52.2 kPa) (7.5 psi) the test pressure shall be not less than one and one-half times the
proposed maximum working pressure. Diaphragm gauges used for testing must display a current
calibration and be in good working condition. The appropriate test must be applied to the diaphragm
gauge used for testing. All diaphragm gauges must be tested and certified annually.

14.

Section 409.1.3 is amended to read as follows:
409.1.3 Access to shut off valves. Shut off valves shall be located in places so as to provide access for
operation and shall be installed so as to be protected from damage. All shut off valves in commercial
kitchen installations shall be located no more than 6’ (feet) from floor level with a ball valve for
emergency shutoff.

15.

Section 409 is amended by adding Section 409.1.4 to read as follows:
409.1.4 Valves in CSST installations. Shutoff valves installed with corrugated stainless steel (CSST)
piping systems shall be supported with an approved termination fitting, or equivalent support, suitable
for the size of the valves, of adequate strength and quality, and located at intervals so as to prevent or
damp out excessive vibration but in no case greater than 12-inches from the center of the valve.
Supports shall be installed so as not to interfere with the free expansion and contraction of the system's
piping, fittings, and valves between anchors. All valves and supports shall be designed and installed
so they will not be disengaged by movement of the supporting piping.

16.

Section 410.1 is amended by adding the following sentence at the end of the section and a
paragraph titled “Exception” to read as follows:
...Access to regulators shall comply with the requirements for access to appliances as specified in
Section 306.
Exception: A passageway or level service space is not required when the regulator is capable
of being serviced and removed through the required attic opening.

17.

Section 621.2 is amended by adding a paragraph titled “Exception” to read as follows:
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621.2 Prohibited use. One or more unvented room heaters may continue to be used in dwelling units,
in accordance with the code provisions in effect when installed, when approved by the Code Official
unless an unsafe condition is determined to exist as described in Section 108.7.
Exception: Existing approved unvented heaters may continue to be used in dwelling units, in
accordance with the code provisions in effect when installed, when approved by the code
official unless an unsafe condition is determined to exist as described in Section 108.7.
Sec. 3.08.001. Amendments to the International Residential Code, 2018 edition.
The following amendments to the International Residential Code, 2018 edition, as adopted pursuant to
Section 3.03.001, are hereby adopted:
1.

Section R102.4 is amended to read as follows:
Section R102.4 Referenced codes and standards. The codes, when specifically adopted, and
standards referenced in this code shall be considered part of the requirements of this code to the
prescribed extent of each such reference and as further regulated in Sections R102.4.1 and R102.4.2.
Whenever amendments have been adopted to the referenced codes and standards, each reference to said
code and standard shall be considered to reference the amendments as well. Any reference made to
NFPA 70 or the ICC Electrical Code shall mean the Electrical Code as adopted.

2.

Section 103 and R103.1 amend to insert the Department Name as follows:
R103.1 Creation of enforcement agency. The Town of _______ Building Inspection Department is
hereby created and the official in charge thereof shall be known as the Building Official.

3.

Section R104.10.1 is deleted.

4.

Section R105.2 is amended by deleting numbered paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 under the
subparagraph titled “Building.”.

5.

Section R105.3.1.1 is deleted.

6.

Section R106.1.4 is deleted.
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7.

Section R108 is amended by adding Section R108.7 to read as follows:
R108.7 Re-inspection fee. A fee as established by Town council resolution may be charged when:
1.

The inspection called for is not ready when the inspector arrives.

2.

No building address or permit card is clearly posted.

3.

Approved plans are not on the job site and available to the inspector at time of inspection.

4.

The building is locked or work otherwise is not available for inspection when called.

5.

The job site is red-tagged twice for the same item.

6.

The original red tag has been removed from the job site.

7.

Violations exist on the property including failure to maintain erosion control, trash control
or tree protection.

8.

Any re-inspection fees assessed shall be paid before additional inspections are conducted
on that job site.

8.

Section R110 (inclusive of Sections R110.1 through R110.5) is deleted in its entirety.

9.

Section R112 is amended in its entirety to read as follows:
Section R112
MEANS OF APPEAL
R112.1 Application for appeal. Any person shall have the right to appeal a decision of the building
official to the Board of Adjustment as provided in Section 2.02 of the Denton County Emergency
Services District No 1 Land Development Code

10.

Section R202 is amended by amending the definition of “Townhouse” to read as follows:
TOWNHOUSE. A single-family dwelling unit constructed in a group of three or more attached units
separated by property lines in which each unit extends from foundation to roof and with a yard or public
way on at least two sides.
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11.

Table R301.2(1) is amended, to read as follows:
TABLE R301.2(1)
CLIMATIC AND GEOGRAPHIC DESIGN CRITERIA
WIND DESIGN
GROUND
SNOW LOAD

5 lb/ft2

d
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A
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WINTER
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22oF

No

Local Code

150

64.9oF

Section R302.1 is amended by amending paragraph 4 and adding a new paragraph 6 under
“Exceptions” to read as follows:
Exceptions:

13.

4.

Detached garages accessory to a dwelling located within 5 feet of a lot line may have roof
projections not exceeding 12 inches.

6.

Open metal carport structures may be constructed within three (3) feet of the property line
without fire-resistive or opening protection when the location of such is approved as required
within adopted ordinances.

Section R302.3; add Exception # 3 to read as follows:
3.

14.

Two-family dwelling units that are also divided by a property line through the structure shall
be separated as required for townhouses.

Section R302.5.1 is amended to read as follows:
R302.5.1 Opening protection. Openings from a private garage directly into a room used for sleeping
purposes shall not be permitted. Other openings between the garage and residence shall be equipped
with solid wood doors not less than 1 3/8 inches (35 mm) in thickness, solid or honeycomb core steel
doors not less than 1 3/8 inches (35 mm) thick, or 20-minute fire rated doors.
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15.

Section R302.7 is amended to read as follows:
R302.7 Under stair protection. All enclosed space under stairs that have “No Access” shall have
under stair surface of 5/8” fire-rated gypsum board and any soffits protected on the enclosed side with
5/8-inch (15.8 mm) fire-rated gypsum board or one-hour fire-resistive construction.

16.

Section 303.3 is amended by amending only the last sentence of the paragraph titled “Exception”
to read as follows:
Exception: ... Spaces containing only a water closet or water closet and a lavatory may be ventilated
with an approved mechanical recirculating fan or similar device designed to remove odors from the air.

17.

Section R310.2.2 and add sentence to read as follows:
1. Second or Third story windows that are required for Emergency Escape and Rescue shall be
provided with an Approved Fire Escape ladders.

18.

Section R313.2 One- and Two-Family Dwellings; Delete this section and subsection in their
entirety.

19.

Section R315.2.2 Alterations, repairs and additions; amend to read as follows:
2.

Installation, alteration or repairs of electrically powered mechanical systems or plumbing
appliances.

20.

Section R322 is deleted.

21.

Section R401.2 is amended by adding the following sentence at the end of the section:
Every foundation and/or footing, or any size addition to an existing post-tension foundation, regulated
by this code shall be designed and sealed by a Texas-registered engineer.

22.

Section R602.6.1 is amended to read as follows:
R602.6.1 Drilling and notching of top plate. When piping or ductwork is placed in or partly in an
exterior wall or interior load-bearing wall, necessitating cutting, drilling or notching of the top plate by
more than 50 percent of its width, a galvanized metal tie not less than 0.054 inch thick (1.37 mm) (16
Ga) and 5 inches (127 mm) wide shall be fastened across and to the plate at each side of the opening
with not less than eight 10d (0.148 inch diameter) having a minimum length of 1 ½ inches (38 mm) tie
must extend a minimum of 6 inches past the opening. Fasteners will be offset to prevent splitting of the
top plate material. The metal tie must extend a minimum of 6 inches past the opening. See figure
R602.6.1. (“Exception” remains unchanged)

23.

Figure R602.6(1) is amended to appear and read as follows:
Plumbing in walls and top plates. Any plumbing in a stud wall and top plate 2” and larger shall be
installed in a 2” x 6” stud wall and top/bottom plates.
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24.

Section R703.8.4.1 is amended by adding Section 703.8.4.1.2 to read as follows:
R703.8.4.1.2 Veneer Ties for Wall Studs. In stud framed exterior walls, all ties shall be anchored to
studs as follows:

25.

1.

When studs are16 inches (407 mm) O.C., stud ties shall be spaced no further apart than 24
inches (737 mm) vertically starting approximately 12 inches (381 mm) from the foundation; or

2.

When ties are placed on studs 24 inches (610 mm) O.C., stud ties shall be spaced no further
apart than 16 inches (483 mm) vertically starting approximately 8 inches (254 mm) from the
foundation.

Section R806.3 is amended by adding Section R806.3.1 to read as follows:
Section R806.3.1. Eave and cornice vents. Where eave or cornice vents are installed, they shall be a
minimum of 3 feet from all window and door openings.

26.

Section R807.1 is amended by adding the following to the end of the second paragraph:
Decking materials for walkway shall be of ½” minimum plywood or 5/8” minimum wafer board. A
permanent ladder and/or stairways with a #300 lb. rating for access and removal of equipment shall be
provided.

27.

Section R902.1 is amend by amending the first paragraph and adding a new paragraph 5 under
“Exceptions” to read as follows:
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R902.1 Roofing covering materials. Roofs shall be covered with materials set forth in Sections R904
and R905. Class A, B, or C roofing shall be installed. Classes A, B, and C roofing required by this
section to be listed shall be tested in accordance with UIL 790 or ASTM E 108.
Exceptions:
5.

Non-classified roof coverings shall be permitted on one-story detached accessory structures
used as tool and storage sheds, playhouses and similar uses, provided floor area is less than
<120 square feet.

28.

CHAPTER 11 [RE] ENERGY EFFICIENCY is deleted in its entirety; Reference the 2018 IECC
for energy code provisions and recommended amendments.

29.

Section M1305.1.2 is amended, to read as follows:
M1305.1.2 Appliances in attics. Attics containing appliances shall be provided . . . (intervening text
unchanged) . . .sides of the appliance where access is required. The clear access opening dimensions
shall be a minimum of 20 inches by 30 inches (508 mm by 762 mm), or larger and large enough to
allow removal of the largest appliance. A walkway to an appliance shall be rated as a floor as approved
by the building official. As a minimum, access to the attic space shall be provided by one of the
following:
1.

A permanent stair.

2.

A pull-down stair with a minimum 300 lb. (136kg) capaTown.

3.

An access door from an upper floor level.

4.

Access panel may be used in lieu of items 1, 2, and 3 with prior approval of the building official
due to building conditions.

Exceptions:

30

1.

The passageway and level service space are not required where the appliance can be serviced
and removed through the required opening.

2.

Where the passageway is unobstructed … {remaining text unchanged}

Section M1401.4 is amended to read as follows:
M1401.4 Exterior installations. Equipment and appliances installed outdoors shall be listed and
labeled for outdoor installation. No a/c condensers shall be located in side yards less than 7 feet, unless
approved by the Building Official. {remaining text unchanged.}

31.

Section M1411.3 is amended to read as follows:
M1411.3 Condensate disposal. Condensate from all cooling coils or evaporators shall be conveyed
from the drain pan outlet to a sanitary sewer through a trap, by means of a direct or indirect drain.
{remaining text unchanged}
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32.

33.

Section M1411.3.1 is amended by adding Items 3 and 4 to read as follows:
3.

An auxiliary drain pan… (intervening text unchanged) …with item 1 of this section. A water
level detection/shut off device may be installed only with prior approval of the building official.

4.

A water level detection device… (intervening text unchanged) overflow rim of such pan. A
water level detection/shut off device may be installed with prior approval of the building
official.

Section M1411.3.1.1 is amended to read as follows:
M1411.3.1.1 Water-level monitoring devices. On down-flow units… (bulk of text unchanged)
installed in the drain line. A water level detection device may be installed only with prior approval of
the building official.

34.

Section M1503.6 Makeup Air Required is amended to read as follows:
M1503.6 Makeup air required. Where one or more gas, liquid or solid fuel-burning appliance that is
neither direct-vent nor uses a mechanical draft venting system is located within a dwelling unit’s air
barrier, each exhaust system capable of exhausting in excess of 400 cubic feet per minute (0.19 m3/s)
shall be mechanically or passively provided with makeup air at a rate approximately equal to the
difference between the exhaust air rate and 400 cubic feet per minute. Such makeup air systems shall
be equipped with not fewer than one damper complying with Section M1503.6.2.
Exception: Make up air is not required for exhaust systems installed for the exclusive purpose
of space cooling and intended to be operated only when windows or other air inlets are open.
Where all appliances in the house are of sealed combustion, power-vent, unvented, or electric,
the exhaust hood system shall be permitted to exhaust up to 600 cubic feet per minute (0.28
m3/s) without providing makeup air. Exhaust hood systems capable of exhausting in excess
of 600 cubic feet per minute (0.28 m3/s) shall be provided with a makeup air at a rate of
approximately equal to the difference between the exhaust air rate and 600 cubic feet per
minute.

35.

Section M1601.4.4 is amended to read as follows:
M1601.4.4 Support. Metal ducts listed in accordance with UL 181 shall be supported in accordance
with manufacturer’s installation instructions or other approved means. Flexible ducts shall be supported
by 1-inch wide 18-gauge solid metal straps with 6” metal saddles at intervals not exceeding 10 feet or
in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions.

36

Section M2005.2 is amended to read as follows:
M2005.2 Prohibited locations. Fuel-fired water heaters shall not be installed in a room used as a
storage closet. Water heaters located in a bedroom or bathroom shall be installed in a sealed enclosure
so that combustion air will not be taken from the living space. Access to such enclosure may be from
the bedroom or bathroom when through a solid door, weather-stripped in accordance with the exterior
door air leakage requirements of the International Energy Conservation Code and equipped with an
approved self-closing device. Installation of direct-vent water heaters within an enclosure is not
required. No tank type water heaters shall be permitted to be installed in New Residential attics. Tank
less type water heater(s) shall be approved for attic installation and shall require a pan and drain the
T&P line directly to the outdoor or approved location.
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37.

Section G2404.1 (301.1) is amended by adding the following sentence to the end of the section:
All gas meters shall be located on the structure.

38.

Section G2408.3 (305.5) is deleted.

39.

Section G2415.2.1 (404.2.1) is amended by adding a second paragraph to read as follows:
Both ends of each section of medium pressure gas piping shall identify its operating gas pressure with
an approved tag. The tags are to be composed of aluminum or stainless steel and the following wording
shall be stamped into the tag:
"WARNING: 1/2 to 5 psi gas pressure - Do Not Remove"

40.

Section G2415.2.2 (404.2.2) is amended by adding a paragraph titled “Exception” to read as
follows:
Exception: Corrugated stainless steel tubing (CSST) shall be a minimum of 1/2'” (18 EDH).

41.

Section 2415.12 (404.12) is amended to read as follows:
G2415.12 (404.12) Minimum burial depth. Underground piping systems shall be installed a minimum
depth of 18 inches (457 mm) below grade.

42.

G2415.12.1 (404.12.1) is deleted.

43.

Section G2417.1 (406.1) is amended to read as follows:
G2417.1 (406.1) General. Prior to acceptance and initial operation, all piping installations shall be
inspected and pressure tested to determine that the materials, design, fabrication, and installation
practices comply with the requirements of this Code. The permit holder shall make the applicable tests
prescribed in Sections 2417.1.1 through 2417.1.5 to determine compliance with the provisions of this
Code. The permit holder shall give reasonable advance notice to the building official when the piping
system is ready for testing. The equipment, material, power and labor necessary for the inspections
and test shall be furnished by the permit holder and the permit holder shall be responsible for
determining that the work will withstand the test pressure prescribed in the following tests. The pressure
test will require a diaphragm gauge that has been certified annually and the system tested through its
entirety and with All stops open.

44.

Section G2417.4 is amended to read as follows:
G2417.4 (406.4) Test pressure measurement. Test pressure shall be measured with a manometer or
with a pressure-measuring device designed and calibrated to read, record, or indicate a pressure loss
caused by leakage during the pressure test period. The source of pressure shall be isolated before the
pressure tests are made.
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45.

Section G2417.4.1 is amended to read as follows:
G2417.4.1 (406.4.1) Test pressure. The test pressure to be used shall be not less than 3 psig (20 kPa
gauge), or at the discretion of the building official, the piping and valves may be tested at a pressure of
at least six (6) inches (152 mm) of mercury, measured with a manometer or slope gauge. For tests
requiring a pressure of 3 psig, diaphragm gauges shall utilize a dial with a minimum diameter of three
and one half inches (3 1/2'”), a set hand, 1/10 pound incrementation and pressure range not to exceed 6
psi for test requiring a pressure of 3 psig. For tests requiring a pressure of 10 psig, diaphragm gauges
shall utilize a dial with a minimum diameter of three and one-half inches (3 ½”), a set hand, a minimum
of 2/10 pound incrimination and a pressure range not to exceed 20 psi. For welded piping, and for
piping carrying gas at pressures in excess of fourteen (14) inches water column pressure (3.48 kPa) (1/2
psa) and less than 200 inches of water column pressure (52.2 kPa) (7.5 psi), the test pressure shall not
be less than ten (10) pounds per square inch (69.6 kPa). For piping carrying gas at a pressure that
exceeds 200 inches of water column (52.2 kPa) (7.5 psi), the test pressure shall be not less than one and
one-half times the proposed maximum working pressure.
Diaphragm gauges used for testing must display a current calibration and be in good working condition.
The appropriate test must be applied to the diaphragm gauge used for testing.

46.

Section G2417.4.2 is amended to read as follows:
G2417.4.2 (406.4.2) Test duration. Test duration shall be held for a length of time satisfactory to the
building official, but in no case for less than fifteen (15) minutes. For welded piping, and for piping
carrying gas at pressures in excess of fourteen (14) inches water column pressure (3.48 kPa), the test
duration shall be held for a length of time satisfactory to the building official, but in no case for less
than thirty (30) minutes. The test shall be through the entire system with All stops open.

47.

Section G2420.1 (406.1) is amended by adding Section G2420.1.4 to read as follows:
G2420.1.4 Valves in CSST installations. Shutoff valves installed with corrugated stainless steel
(CSST) piping systems shall be supported with an approved termination fitting, or equivalent support,
suitable for the size of the valves, of adequate strength and quality, and located at intervals so as to
prevent or damp out excessive vibration but in no case greater than 12-inches from the center of the
valve. Supports shall be installed so as not to interfere with the free expansion and contraction of the
system's piping, fittings, and valves between anchors. All valves and supports shall be designed and
installed so they will not be disengaged by movement of the supporting piping.

48.

Section G2420.5.1 (409.5.1) is amended to read as follows:
G2420.5.1 (409.5.1) Located within the same room. The shutoff valve…. (intervening text
unchanged) …in accordance with the appliance manufacturer’s instructions. A secondary shutoff valve
must be installed within 3 feet (914 mm) of the firebox if appliance shutoff is located in the firebox.

49.

Section G2421.1 (410.1) is amended to read as follows:
G2421.1 (410.1) Pressure regulators. A line pressure regulator shall be... (intervening text unchanged)
… approved for outdoor installation. Access to regulators shall comply with requirements for access to
appliances as specified in Section M1305.
Exception: A passageway or level service space is not required when the regulator is capable of
being serviced and removed through the required attic opening.
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50.

Section G2445.2 (621.2) is amended by adding a paragraph titled “Exception” to read as follows:
G2445.2 (621.2) Prohibited use. One or more unvented room heaters shall not be used as the sole
source of comfort heating in a dwelling unit.
Exception: Existing approved unvented heaters may continue to be used in dwelling units, in
accordance with the code provisions in effect when installed, when approved by the building
official unless an unsafe condition is determined to exist as described in International Fuel Gas
Code Section 108.7 of the Fuel Gas Code.

51.

Section G2448.1.1 (624.1.1) is amended to read as follows:
G2448.1.1 (624.1.1) Installation requirements. The requirements for water heaters relative to access,
sizing, relief valves, drain pans and scald protection shall be in accordance with this code.

52.

Section 2602.1 is amended by amending the paragraph titled “Exception” to read as follows:
Exception: Sanitary drainage systems that were installed with a septic tank or septic system, upon
failure or need of repair must be connected to the Town Sanitary Sewer System.

53.

Section P2603.3 is amended to read as follows:
P2603.3 Protection against corrosion. Metallic piping, except for cast iron, ductile iron and
galvanized steel, shall not be placed in direct contact with steel framing members, concrete or cinder
walls and floors or other masonry. Metallic piping shall not be placed in direct contact with corrosive
soil. Where sheathing is used to prevent direct contact, the sheathing shall have a thickness of not less
than 0.008 inch (8 mil) (0.203 mm) and the sheathing shall be made of approved material. Where
sheathing protects piping that penetrates concrete or masonry walls or floors, the sheathing shall be
installed in a manner that allows movement of the piping within the sheathing.

54.

Section P2603.5.1 is amended to read as follows:
P2603.5.1 Sewer depth. Building sewers that connect to private sewage disposal systems shall be a
minimum of 12 inches (304 mm) below finished grade at the point of septic tank connection. Building
sewers shall be a minimum of 12 inches (304 mm) below grade.

55.

Section P2604.2 is amended by adding Section P2604.2.1 to read as follows:
P2604.2.1 Plastic sewer and DWV piping installation. Plastic sewer and DWV piping installed
underground shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions. Trench
width shall be controlled to not exceed the outside the pipe diameter plus 16 inches or in a trench which
has a controlled width equal to the nominal diameter of the piping multiplied by 1.25 plus 12 inches.
The piping shall be bedded in 4 inches of granular fill and then backfilled compacting the side fill in 6inch layers on each side of the piping. The compaction shall be to minimum of 85 percent standard
proctor density and extend to a minimum of 6 inches above the top of the pipe.

56.

Section P2718.1 is amended by adding new Section P2718.1.1 to read as follows:
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Section P2718.1.1; Pan required. All clothes washing machines on a second floor or above shall have
a pan. The pan shall be tested with a water test during construction and exit the exterior of the structure
to the outside.
57.

Section P2801.5 is amended to read as follows:
Section P2801.5 Prohibited locations. Water heaters shall be located in accordance with Chapter 20.
No tank type water heaters shall be permitted to be installed in New Residential attics. Tank less water
heater(s) may be approved for attic installation and shall require a pan and drain the T&P line directly
to the outdoor or approved location.

58.

Section P2801.6.1 is amended to read as follows:
P2801.6.1 Pan size and drain. The pan shall be not less than 1 1/2 inches (38 mm) in depth and shall
be of sufficient size and shape to receive all dripping or condensate from the tank or water heater. The
pan shall be drained by an indirect waste pipe having a diameter of not less than ¾ inch (19 mm). Piping
for safety pan drains shall be of those materials listed in Table 605.4. Multiple pan drains may terminate
to a single discharge piping system when approved by the administrative authority and permitted by
the manufacturer’s installation instructions and installed with those instructions.

59.

Section P2801.7 is amended by adding an “Exception” to read as follows:
Exception: Electric Water Heater.

60.

Section P2804.6.1 is amended to read as follows:
P2804.6.1; Requirements for discharge piping. The discharge piping serving a pressure relief valve,
temperature relief valve or combination thereof shall:
1.
2.

Not be directly connected to the drainage system.
Discharge through an air gap.

3.

Not be smaller than the diameter of the outlet of the valve served and shall discharge full size
to the air gap.

4.

Serve a single relief device and shall not connect to piping serving any other relief device or
equipment.
Exception: Multiple relief devices may be installed to a single T & P discharge piping system
when approved by the administrative authority and permitted by the manufacturer’s installation
instructions and installed with those instructions.

5.

Discharge to an indirect waste receptor or to the outdoors.

(remaining text is unchanged)
61.

Section P2902.5.3 is amended to read as follows:
P2902.5.3 Lawn Irrigation Systems. The potable water supply system to lawn irrigation systems shall
be protected against backflow by an atmospheric-type vacuum breaker, a pressure-type vacuum
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62.

breaker, a double-check assembly or a reduced pressure principle backflow preventer. A valve shall not
be installed downstream from an atmospheric vacuum breaker. Where chemicals are introduced into
the system, the potable water supply shall be protected against backflow by a reduced pressure principle
backflow preventer. All irrigation systems shall have rain and freeze protection installed.
Section 3003.9.2 is amended to read in its entirety as follows:
P3003.9.2 Solvent cementing. Joint surfaces shall be clean and free from moisture. A purple primer
that conforms to ASTM F656 shall be applied. Solvent cement not purple in color and conforming to
ASTM D2564, CSA B137.3, CSA B181.2 or CSA B182.1 shall be applied to all joint surfaces. The
joint shall be made while the cement is wet and shall be in accordance with ASTM D2855. Solvent
cement joints shall be permitted above or below ground.

63.

P3005.2.1 is amended to read as follows:
P3005.2.1 Horizontal drains and building drains. Horizontal drainage pipes in buildings shall have
cleanouts located at intervals of not more than 75 feet. Building drains shall have cleanouts located at
intervals not more than 75 feet except where manholes… {remaining text unchanged}.

64.

Section P3101.2.1 is amended to read as follows:
Section P3101.2.1 Venting, No flat venting permitted.

65.

Section P3111, including all subsections, is deleted in its entirety.

66.

Section 3112.2 is amended in its entirety to read as follows:
P3112.2 Installation. Traps for island sinks and similar equipment shall be roughed in above the floor
and may be vented by extending the vent as high as possible, but not less than the drainboard height
and then returning it downward and connecting it to the horizontal sink drain immediately downstream
from the vertical fixture drain. The return vent shall be connected to the horizontal drain through a wyebranch fitting and shall, in addition, be provided with a foot vent taken off the vertical fixture vent by
means of a wye-branch immediately below the floor and extending to the nearest partition and then
through the roof to the open air or may be connected to other vents at a point not less than six (6) inches
(152 mm) above the flood level rim of the fixtures served. Drainage fittings shall be used on all parts
of the vent below the floor level and a minimum slope of one-quarter (1/4) inch per foot (20.9 mm/m)
back to the drain shall be maintained. The return bend used under the drainboard shall be a one (1)
piece fitting or an assembly of a forty-five (45) degree (0.79 radius), a ninety (90) degree (1.6 radius)
and a forty-five (45) degree (0.79 radius) elbow in the order named. Pipe sizing shall be as elsewhere
required in this Code. The island sink drain, upstream of the return vent, shall serve no other fixtures.
An accessible cleanout shall be installed in the vertical portion of the foot vent.

Sec. 3.09.001. Amendments to International Energy Conservation Code, 2018 edition.
The following amendments to the International Energy Conservation Code, 2018 edition, as adopted
pursuant to Section 3.03.001, are hereby adopted:
1.

Section C102/R102 is amended by adding Section C102.1.2 and Section R102.1.2 to read as
follows:
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C102.1.2 Alternative compliance. A building certified by a national, state, or local accredited energy
efficiency program and determined by the Energy Systems Laboratory to be in compliance with the
energy efficiency requirements of this section may, at the option of the code official, be considered in
compliance. The United States Environmental Protection Agency’s Energy Star Program certification
energy code equivalency shall be considered in compliance.
R102.1.2 (N1101.4.1) Alternative compliance. A building certified by a national, state, or local
accredited energy efficiency program and determined by the Energy Systems Laboratory to be in
compliance with the energy efficiency requirements of this section may, at the option of the code
official, be considered in compliance. The United States Environmental Protection Agency’s Energy
Star Program certification energy code equivalency shall be considered in compliance. Regardless of
the program or the path to compliance, each 1- and 2-family dwelling shall be tested for air and duct
leakage as prescribed in Section R402.4 and R403.3.3 respectively.
2.

Section R202 (N1101.6) is amended by adding a definition for the phrases “Dynamic Glazing”
and “Projection Factor” to read as follows:
DYNAMIC GLAZING. Any fenestration product that has the fully reversible ability to change its
performance properties, including U-factor, solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC), or visible transmittance
(VT).
PROJECTION FACTOR. The ration of the horizontal depth of the overhang, eve or permanently
attached shading device, divided by the distance measured vertically from the bottom of the fenestration
glazing to the underside of the overhang, eave or permanently attached shading device.

3.

Table R402.1.2 is amended by changing the WOOD FRAME WALL R-VALUE for CLIMATE
ZONE 3 to read “13”.

4.

Table R402.1.4 is amend by changing the WOOD FRAME WALL U-FACTOR for CLIMATE
ZONE 3 to read “0.082”.

5.

Table R402.1.2 (N1102.1.2) in Section R402.1.2 is amended by amending the Fenestration Ufactor for Climate Zone 3 to read “0.35”.

6.

Table R402.1.4 (N1102.1.4) in Section R402.1.4 is amended by amending the Fenestration Ufactor for Climate Zone 3 to read “0.35”.

7.

Section C402.2/R402.2 is amended by adding Sections C402.2.6 /R402.2.14 to read as follows:
Section C402.2.6/R402.2.14 Insulation installed in walls. To ensure that insulation remains in place,
insulation installed in walls shall be totally enclosed on all sides consisting of framing lumber, gypsum,
sheathing, wood structural panel sheathing, netting or other equivalent material approved by the
building official.

8.

Section R402.3.2 (N1102.3.2) is amend by adding a paragraph and table following the exception
to read as follows:
...Where vertical fenestration is shaded by an overhang, eave, or permanently attached shading device,
the SHGC required in Table R402.1.2 shall be reduced by using the multipliers in Table R402.3.2
SHGC Multipliers for Permanent Projections.
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Projection
Factor
0 - 0.10
>0.10 – 0.20
>0.20 – 0.30
>0.30 – 0.40
>0.40 – 0.50
>0.50 – 0.60
>0.60 – 0.70
>0.70 – 0.80
>0.80 – 0.90
>0.90 – 1.00
9.

SHGC Multiplier
(all Other
Orientation)
1.00
0.91
0.82
0.74
0.67
0.61
0.56
0.51
0.47
0.44

SHGC Multiplier
(North Oriented)
1.00
0.95
0.91
0.87
0.84
0.81
0.78
0.76
0.75
0.73

Section R402.4.1.2(N1102.4.1.2) is amended by amending the first sentence to read as follows:
R402.4.1.2 Testing. The building or dwelling unit shall be tested and verified as having an air leakage
rate of not exceeding 5 air changes per hour in Climate Zone 3. {Remainder of text unchanged}.

10.

Section R402.4.1.2 (N1102.4.1.2) is further amended by adding the following paragraph:
Mandatory testing shall only be performed by individuals that are certified to perform air infiltration
testing certified by national or state organizations as approved by the building official. The certified
individuals must be an independent third-party entity and may not be employed, or have any financial
interest in, the company that constructs the structure.

11.

Section R402.4.1 (N1102.4) is amended by adding Section 402.4.1.3 (N1102.4.1.3) and table to
read as follows:
R402.4.1.3 (N1102.4.1.3) Testing option – ACH tradeoff. As an option to the air leakage rate set out
in Section R402.4.1.2 (N1102.4.1.2), 1- and 2-family homes meeting all of the listed criteria below and
the thermal envelope requirements in Table R402.4.1.3 (N1102.4.1.3) will be considered compliant
when tested and verified as having an air leakage rate to not less than or equal to four air changes per
hour when tested and reported in accordance with the testing standards and reporting criteria listed in
Section R402.4.1.2 (N1102.4.1.2).
The compliance equivalency is limited as follows:
1. Limited to a conditioned floor area between 1,000 and 6,000 square feet,
2. Limited to between 2 to 6 bedrooms,
3. Assumes all ductwork and mechanical equipment is located in the unconditioned attic,
4. Assumes typical wood framing in the walls and roof, and
5. Assumes one of the following heating/cooling systems:
a. All electric system with a heat pump for heating, or
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b. A system with electric cooling and natural gas heating.
Dwellings using electric resistance strip heating do not qualify for this tradeoff.
TABLE R402.4.1.3 (N1102.4.1.3)a
Envelope Component
R402.4 Air Leakage
Wall Insulation R-value
Fenestration U-factor

Option #1
< 4 ACH50
R13 + R3b
< 0.32

Option #2
< 4 ACH50
R13 + R3 b
< 0.32

Fenestration SHGC
< 0.25
< 0.25
Ceiling R-value
> R49
> R49
Duct Insulation R-value
R8
R6
Radiant Barrier Required
No
Yes
a
Except for the values listed in the table, all other mandatory code provisions are applicable.
b

The first value listed is the R-value of cavity insulation, the second value is the R-value of the
continuous insulation or insulated siding.
12.

Section R402.4 is amended by adding Sections R402.4.1.4 and R402.4.1.5 to read as follows:
R402.4.1.4 Testing options for R2 multifamily dwelling units. As an option to the air leakage rate
set out in Section R402.4.1.2, multifamily dwelling units will be considered compliant when tested and
verified as having an air leakage rate to the air leakage rate set out in either Section R402.4.1.4.1 or
Section R402.4.1.4.2 when tested and reported in accordance with the testing standards and reporting
criteria listed in Section R402.4.1.2
R402.4.1.4.1 Total air leakage rate for interior multifamily dwelling units. Interior multifamily
dwelling units with a measured, “unguarded” total air leakage result of 5.3 ACH50 or less shall be
considered compliant.
R402.4.1.4.2 Total air leakage rate for corner multifamily dwelling units. Corner multifamily
units with a measured, “unguarded” total leakage result of less than 5.0 ACH50 shall be considered
compliant.
R402.4.1.5 Sampling options for R2 multifamily dwelling units. For buildings having three or more
dwelling units, a minimum of 15% of the dwelling units in each building must be tested as required by
Section R402.4.1.2. Prior to beginning sampling for testing, “Initial Testing” is required for each
multifamily property. “Initial Testing” shall consist of the 3rd party testing contractor performing the
required tests on at least three consecutive dwelling units. Test results from the “Initial Testing” must
satisfy minimum code requirements before sampling is permitted. Dwelling units selected for the
“Initial Testing” must be within the same building. Dwelling units selected for “Initial Testing” shall
not be included in a “sample group” or counted toward the minimum 15% of dwelling units tested. The
building official shall randomly select the three dwelling units for “Initial Testing.” The building
official may delegate the random selection to the designated 3rd party testing contractor.
R402.4.1.5.1 Sample group Identification and Sampling. The builder shall identify a "sample
group" which may be a building, floor, fire area or portion thereof. All of the dwelling units within
the “sample group” must be at the same stage of construction and must be ready for testing. The
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building official shall randomly select at least 15% of dwelling units from each “sample group” for
testing. The building official may delegate the random selection to the designated 3rd party testing
contractor.
If each tested dwelling unit within a “sample group” meets the minimum code requirements, then
all dwelling units in the “sample group” are considered to meet the minimum code requirements.
Before a building may be deemed compliant with the testing as required, each “sample group” must
be deemed compliant with the minimum code requirements. The sum total of all of the tested
dwelling units across all “sample groups” shall not be less than a minimum of 15% of the dwelling
units in a building.
R402.4.1.5.2 Failure to Meet Code Requirement(s). If any dwelling units within the identified
“sample group” fail to meet a code requirement as determined by testing, the builder will be
directed to correct the cause(s) of failure, and 30% of the remaining dwelling units in the “sample
group” will be randomly selected for testing by the building official, or third-party testing
contractor, regarding the specific cause(s) of failure.
If any failures occur in the additional dwelling units, all remaining dwelling units in the sample
group must be individually tested for code compliance.
A multifamily property with three failures within a 90-day period is no longer eligible to use the
sampling protocol in that community or project until successfully repeating "Initial Testing."
Sampling may be reinstated after at least three consecutive dwelling units are individually verified
to meet all code requirements.
A Certificate of Occupancy may not may be issued for any building until testing has been performed
and deemed to satisfy the minimum code requirements on the dwelling unit(s) identified for testing.
13.

Section R403.3.3 (N1103.3.3) is amended by adding the following to the end of the section:
Mandatory testing shall only be performed by individuals that are certified to perform duct testing
leakage testing certified by national or state organizations as approved by the building official. The
certified individuals must be an independent third-party entity, and may not be employed, or have any
financial interest in the company that constructs the structure.

14.

Section R403.3.4 is amended by adding Section R403.3.4.1 to read as follows:
R403.3.4.1 Sampling options for R2 multifamily dwelling units. For buildings having three or more
dwelling units, a minimum of 15% of the dwelling units in each building must be tested as required
by Section R403.3.3. Prior to beginning sampling for testing, “Initial Testing” is required for each
multifamily property. “Initial Testing” shall consist of the 3rd party testing contractor performing the
required tests on at least three consecutive dwelling units. Test results from the “Initial Testing” must
satisfy minimum code requirements before sampling is permitted. Dwelling units selected for the
“Initial Testing” must be within the same building. Dwelling units selected for “Initial Testing” shall
not be included in a “sample group” or counted toward the minimum 15% of dwelling units tested.
The building official shall randomly select the three dwelling units for “Initial Testing.” The building
official may delegate the random selection to the designated 3 rd party testing contractor.
R403.3.4.1.1 Sample group Identification and Sampling. The builder shall identify a "sample
group" which may be a building, floor, fire area or portion thereof. All of the dwelling units
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within the “sample group” must be at the same stage of construction and must be ready for testing.
The building official shall randomly select at least 15% of dwelling units from each “sample
group” for testing. The building official may delegate the random selection to the designated 3 rd
party testing contractor.
If each tested dwelling unit within a “sample group” meets the minimum code requirements, then
all dwelling units in the “sample group” are considered to meet the minimum code requirements.
Before a building may be deemed compliant with the testing as required, each “sample group”
must be deemed compliant with the minimum code requirements. The sum total of all of the
tested dwelling units across all “sample groups” shall not be less than a minimum of 15% of the
dwelling units in a building.
R403.3.4.1.2 Failure to Meet Code Requirement(s). If any dwelling units within the identified
“sample group” fail to meet a code requirement as determined by testing, the builder will be
directed to correct the cause(s) of failure, and 30% of the remaining dwelling units in the “sample
group” will be randomly selected for testing by the building official, or third-party testing
contractor, regarding the specific cause(s) of failure.
If any failures occur in the additional dwelling units, all remaining dwelling units in the sample
group must be individually tested for code compliance.
A multifamily property with three failures within a 90-day period is no longer eligible to use
the sampling protocol in that community or project until successfully repeating "Initial
Testing." Sampling may be reinstated after at least three consecutive dwelling units are
individually verified to meet all code requirements.
A Certificate of Occupancy may not be issued for any building until testing has been performed
and deemed to satisfy the minimum code requirements on the dwelling unit(s) identified for
testing.

15.

Section C402.2/R402.2 (N1102.2) is amended by adding Section C402.2.8/R402.2.14 (N1102.2.14)
to read as follows:
Section C402.2.8/R402.2.14 (N1102.2.14) Insulation installed in walls. Insulation installed in walls
shall be totally enclosed on all sides consisting of framing lumber, gypsum, sheathing, wood structural
panel sheathing or other equivalent material approved by the building official.

16.

Section C403.7.4 is amended by adding Exception #12 to read as follows:
12.

17.

Individual ventilation systems that serve an individual dwelling unit or sleeping unit.

Section C403.11.1 is amended by adding the following:
Environmental ducts and plenums installed in vertical chases, both supply and exhaust, where the ducts
or plenums will not be accessible after construction completion, shall be leak tested in accordance with
the SMACNA HVAC Air Leakage Test Manual to the installed ductwork class and pressure
requirements.
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Documentation shall be furnished demonstrating that representative sections totaling not less than 25
percent of the duct area have been tested and that all tested sections comply with the requirements of
this section.
18.

Section R404.1 (N1104.1is amended to read in its entirety as follows:
Section R404.1 (N1104.1) Lighting equipment (Mandatory). Not less than 75 percent of the lamps
in permanently installed lighting fixtures or not less than 75 percent of the permanently installed
lighting fixtures shall contain only high-efficacy lamps.

19.

Section 405.2 (N1105.2) is amended by adding the Exceptions to read as follows:
Exceptions:
1. For one- and two-family dwellings the maximum envelope leakage of 4 ACH50 is permitted
provided the envelope leakage in the Standard Reference Design is 3 ACH50 and all other
requirements of Section R405 are met, including all other mandatory measures. The annual energy
cost or source energy usage of the Proposed Design must be equal to or less than that of the Standard
Reference Design.
2. For multifamily or townhomes and buildings classified as Group R2 and Group R4 of three stories
or less the maximum envelope leakage of less than 5 ACH50 is permitted provided the envelope
leakage in the Standard Reference Design is 3 ACH50 and all other requirements of Section R405
are met, including all other mandatory measures. The annual energy cost or source energy usage of
the Proposed Design must be equal to or less than that of the Standard Reference Design.

20.

Section R405.6.2 is amended by adding the following to the end of section:
Acceptable performance software simulation tools may include, but are not limited to, REM Rate™,
Energy Gauge and IC3. Other performance software programs accredited by RESNET BESTEST and
having the ability to provide a report as outlined in R405.4.2 may also be deemed acceptable
performance simulation programs and may be considered by the building official.

21.

Section C405.9 is deleted.

22.

Table R406.4 Maximum Energy Rating Index is amended to read as follows:
1

Table R406.4
Maximum Energy Rating Index
Climate Zone
3
1
This table is effective until August 31, 2019.

Energy Rating Index
65

2

Table R406.4
Maximum Energy Rating Index
Climate Zone
3

Energy Rating Index
63
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2

This table is effective from September 1, 2019 to August 31, 2022.
3

Table R406.4
Maximum Energy Rating Index
Climate Zone
Energy Rating Index
3
59
3
This table is effective on or after September 1, 2022.
23.

Section C408.3.1 is amended to read as follows:
C408.3.1 Functional Testing. Prior to passing final inspection, the registered design professional or
approved agency shall provide evidence that the lighting control systems have been tested to ensure
that control hardware and software are calibrated, adjusted, programmed, and in proper working
condition in accordance with the construction documents and manufacturer’s instructions. Functional
testing shall be in accordance with Sections C408.3.1.1 through C408.3.1.3 for the applicable control
type.

Sec. 3.10. - Contractor annual registration.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Annual registration; fee. The following people or business entities shall register with the community
development department on a form provided by the Town and pay an annual registration fee established
by the Town council pursuant to section 1.09 of this Code:
(1)

Any person or entity making application for a permit from the Town which must be issued
prior to commencement of any work regulated by article III of this Code;

(2)

Code-certified inspectors certified pursuant to V.T.C.A., Health and Safety Code Ch. 388 who
is performing inspections of and providing to the Town certifications regarding the compliance
of buildings and other structures with the latest edition of the International Energy
Conservation Code adopted and amended as part of article III of this Code; and

(3)

Any person who is a certified backflow assembly tester who performs inspections of backflow
prevention assemblies within the Town pursuant to section 14-14(b)(3) of the Code of
Ordinances.

Exemptions from registration. The following shall be exempt from subsection (a) of this section:
(1)

A person who performs work solely on property owned or leased by the person; and

(2)

A person who is an employee of the owner or lessee of property who performs work solely on
the property owned or leased by the person's employer. The exemption from registration
provided by this subsection (b) does not exempt any person for any requirement to obtain any
license or permit or the payment of any license or permit fee required by this Code or the Code
of Ordinances prior to commence of any work for which a permit or license must be obtained
or performance of an inspection for which a fee must be paid.

Exemption from fee. A person or entity is exempt from payment of the registration fee required be
subsection (a) of this section to the extent state law prohibits the Town from assessing a registration fee
from such person or entity; provided, however, such person or entity shall not be exempt from
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registering with the Town as required by subsection (a) of this section except as allowed pursuant to
subsection (b) of this section.
(d)

No permit/license without registration. No license or permit for which an application is made will be
issued to, or inspection report accepted from a person or entity that has not registered and paid the
required fee pursuant to this section.

Sec. 3.11.014 Amendments to the International Swimming Pool and Spa Code, 2018 edition.
The following amendments to the International Swimming Pool and Spa Code, 2018 edition, as adopted
pursuant to Section 3.03.001, are hereby adopted:
Section 102.9 Other laws. The provisions of this code shall not be deemed to nullify any provisions of local,
state or federal law, to include but not limited to;
1. Texas Department of State Health Services (TDSHS); Standards for Public Pools and Spas;
§285.181 through §285.208, (TDSHS rules do not apply to pools serving one- and two
family dwellings or townhouses).
2. Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation (TDLR); 2012 Texas Accessibility Standards
(TAS), TAS provide the scoping and technical requirements for accessibility for Swimming
Pool, wading pools and spas and shall comply with 2012 TAS, Section 242. (TAS rules do not
apply to pools serving one- and two family dwellings or townhouses).
Exception: Elements regulated under Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation (TDLR)
and built in accordance with TDLR approved plans, including any variances or waivers granted
by the TDLR, shall be deemed to be in compliance with the requirements of this Chapter.
(Reason: To clarify specific Texas statutes which regulate public pools and spas.)
**Section 103.1; Change to read as follows:
Section 103.1 Creation of enforcement agency. The Department of Building Safety [INSERT OFFICIAL
BUILDING DEPARTMENT NAME OF JURSIDICTION] is hereby created and the official in charge
thereof shall be known as the code official. [INSERT HEALTH DEPARTMENT NAME OF
JURSIDICTION] is hereby created and the official in charge thereof shall be known as the code official for
operation and maintenance of any public swimming pool in accordance this code, local and state law.
(Reason: Reminder to be sure ordinance reads the same as designed by the City & the operation of public pools
is enforced through the City’s appropriate department procedure.)
**Section 107.4; Delete entirely (covered by general provisions in Code of Ordinances):
(Reason: Covered by general provisions of the Code of Ordinances.)
**107.5; Change to read as follows:
107.5 Stop work orders. Upon notice from the code official, work on any system that is being done
contrary to the provisions of this code or in a dangerous or unsafe manner shall immediately cease.
Such notice shall be in writing and shall be given to the owner of the property, or to the owner’s agent,
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or to the person doing the work. The notice shall state the conditions under which work is authorized
to resume. Where an emergency exists, the code official shall not be required to give a written notice
prior to
stopping the work. Any person who shall continue any work in or about the structure after having been
served with a stop work order, except such work as that person is directed to perform to remove a
violation or unsafe condition, shall be in violation of this code. liable to a fine of not less than
[AMOUNT] dollars or more than [AMOUNT] dollars.
(Reason: Covered by general provisions of the Municipal Code of Ordinances.)
**Section 202; DEFINITIONS; insert definition; change to read as follows:
[INSERT HEALTH DEPARTMENT NAME OF JURSIDICTION]: [INSERT HEALTH
DEPARTMENT NAME OF JURSIDICTION] regulates the operation of public pools. Routine inspections
on pools and spas open to the public are conducted to document compliance with the standards set forth in State
law.
(Reason: The operation of public pools is enforced through [INSERT HEALTH DEPARTMENT NAME
OF JURSIDICTION] procedures.)
***Section 305; Change to read as follows:
305.1 General.
The provisions of this section shall apply to the design of barriers for restricting entry into areas having
pools and spas. In one-and two-family dwellings and townhouses, where spas or hot tubs are equipped
with a lockable safety cover complying with ASTM F1346 and swimming pools are equipped with a
powered safety cover that complies with ASTM F1346, the areas where those spas, hot tubs or pools
are located shall not be required to comply with Sections 305.2 through 305.7.
(Reason: To clarify requirements for dwellings and commercial properties and specific Texas statutes which
regulate public pools and spas.)
**Section 305.2; Change to read as follows:
305.2 Outdoor swimming pools and spas. Outdoor pools and spas and indoor swimming pools shall be
surrounded by a barrier that complies with Sections 305.2.1 through 305.7 and in accordance with the Texas
Administrative Code, Texas Health and Safety Code 757 for public pools.
(Reason: To clarify specific Texas statutes which regulate public pools and spas.)
** Add subsection 305.2.7.1; to read as follows:
305.2.7.1 Chain link fencing prohibited. Chain link fencing is not permitted as a barrier in public pools built
after January 1, 1994.
(Reason: To clarify specific Texas Health and Safety Code Chapter 757.003 (f).)
**Section 305.4 structure wall as a barrier; Changes as follows:
305.4 Structure wall as a barrier. Where a wall of a dwelling or structure of a one and two family dwelling
or townhouse or its accessory structure serves as part of a barrier and where doors or windows provide direct
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access to the pool or spa through that wall, one of the following shall be required:
1.
2.
3.

Remainder Unchanged
Remainder Unchanged
Remainder Unchanged

The wall of a building with windows in accordance with 2018 International Building Code, Section 1030 in
Group R2 occupancies shall not be used as part of pool enclosure. Other windows that are part of a pool yard
enclosure shall be permanently closed and unable to be opened for public pools.
(Reason: To clarify specific Texas Health and Safety Code Chapter 757.007 & 2015 IBC, Section 1030.)
**Section 305.6; Change to read as follows:
305.6 Natural barriers used in a one and two family dwelling or townhouse. In the case where the pool or
spa area abuts the edge of a lake or other natural body of water, public access is not permitted or allowed along
the shoreline, and required barriers extend to and beyond the water’s edge a minimum of eighteen (18) inches,
a barrier is not required between the natural body of water shoreline and the pool or spa.
(Reason: Specific Texas statutes do not allow the use of natural barriers in lieu of fencing for public pools per
Chapter 757.003).
**Section 307.1.4 Accessibility; Add exception to Section to 307.1.4 as follows:
Exception: Components of projects regulated by and registered with Architectural Barriers Division of
Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation shall be deemed to be in compliance with the requirements of
this chapter.
(Reason: To accommodate buildings regulated under state law. Further clarified to mean Components that are
specifically addressed by TDLR shall be exempt.)
**Section 310; Change to read as follows:
310.1 General. Suction entrapment avoidance for pools and spas shall be provided in accordance with APSP 7
or for public swimming pools in accordance with State of Texas Rules for Public Swimming Pools and Spas,
Title 25 TAC Chapter 265 Subchapter L, Rule §265.190.
[Remainder unchanged]
(Reason: To clarify specific Texas statutes which regulate public pools and spas.)
**Section 313.7; Change to read as follows:
313.7 Emergency shutoff switch for spas and hot tubs. An emergency shutoff switch shall be provided to
disconnect all power to recirculation and jet system pumps and air blowers. Emergency shutoff switches shall
be: provided with access; located within sight of pools and spas and located not less than 5 feet (5') horizontally
from the inside walls of the pool or spa. A clearly labeled emergency shutoff or control switch for the purpose
of stopping the motor(s) that provide power to the recirculation system and jet system shall be installed at a
point readily accessible to the users and not less than 1.5 m (5 ft.) away, adjacent to, and within sight of the spa
or hot tub. This requirement shall not apply to one and two family dwellings and townhouses.
Exception: Onground storable and permanent inground residential swimming pools.
(Reason: Language is from 2017 NEC Article 680.41.)
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** Section 402.12; Change to read as follows:
402.12 Water envelopes. The minimum diving water envelopes shall be in accordance with Table 402.12
Texas department of State Health services, Administrative Code Title 25, Chapter 265, Section 186 (e)
and Figure: 25 TAC 256.186 (e) (6). (Delete Table 402.12 and Figure 402.12)
ADD:

Figure:

25

TAC

§265.186

(e)

(6)
Maximum Diving Board Height Over Water
Max. Diving Board Length
Minimum Diving Board Overhang
D1 Minimum
D2 Minimum
D3 Minimum
L1 Minimum
L2 Minimum
L3 Minimum
L4 Minimum
L5 Minimum
H Minimum
From Plummet to Pool Wall at Side
From Plummet to Adjacent Plummet

¾ Meter
12 ft.
2 ft. 6 in.
8 ft. 6 in.
9 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
12 ft.
14 ft. 10 in.
30 ft. 10 in.
8 ft.
16 ft.
9 ft.
10 ft.

1 Meter
16 ft.
5 ft.
11 ft. 2 in.
10 ft. 10 in.
6 ft.
5 ft.
16 ft. 5 in.
13 ft. 2 in.
34 ft. 7 in.
10 ft.
16 ft.
10 ft.
10 ft.

3 Meters
16 ft.
5 ft.
12 ft. 2 in.
11 ft. 10 in.
6 ft.
5 ft.
19 ft. 9 in.
13 ft. 11 in.
38 ft. 8 in.
13 ft.
16 ft.
11 ft. 6 in.
10 ft.

H (Overhead
Obstruction or Ceiling)
2’6” Min.
4’Min.
11 Max

D1

Pt A

Pt. B

4’6” Min
R 6’6”Typical

D2

D
3

L2

L1

Pt. C

30º Max.

L3

1

10 Max Slope
Typical

L4
4’Min

4’Min

L5

10’
(1 Meter)
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(Reason: To avoid conflict with 25 TAC Chapter 265.)
**Section 402.13; Change to read as follows:
402.13 Ladders for diving equipment. Ladders shall be provided with two grab rails or two handrails. There
shall be a uniform distance between ladder treads, with a 7 inch (178 mm minimum) distance and 12 inch (305
mm) maximum distance. Supports, platforms, steps, and ladders for diving equipment shall be designed to carry
the anticipated loads. Steps and ladders shall be of corrosion-resistant material, easily cleanable and with slipresistant tread;
Exception: The distance between treads for the top and bottom riser can vary.
(Reason: To avoid conflict with 25 TAC Chapter 265.186 (c)(8)(d).)
**Section 411.2.1 & 411.2.2; Change to read as follows:
411.2.1 Tread dimensions and area. Treads shall have a minimum unobstructed horizontal depth (i.e.,
horizontal run) of 12 inches and a minimum width of 20 inches. not be less than 24 inches (607mm) at the
leading edge. Treads shall have an unobstructed surface area of not less than 240 square inches (154838mm2)
and an unobstructed horizontal depth of not less than10 inches (254 mm) at the center line.
411.2.2 Risers. Risers for steps shall have a maximum uniform height of 10 inches, with the bottom riser
height allowed to taper to zero except for the bottom riser, shall have a uniform height of not greater than 12
inches (305 mm) measured at the center line. The bottom riser height is allowed to vary to the floor.
(Reason: To avoid conflict with 25 TAC Chapter 265.186 (c)(7)(A)& (B).)
**Section 411.5.1 & 411.5.2; Change to read as follows:
411.5.1 Swimouts. Swimouts, located in either the deep or shallow area of a pool, shall comply with all of
the following:
1. Unchanged
2. Unchanged
3. Unchanged
4. The leading edge shall be visibly set apart and provided with a horizontal solid or broken stripe at least 1
inch wide on the top surface along the front leading edge of each step. This stripe shall be plainly visible
to persons on the pool deck. The stripe shall be a contrasting color to the background on which it is applied,
and the color shall be permanent in nature and shall be a slip-resistant surface
411.5.2 Underwater seats and benches. Underwater seats and benches, whether used alone or in
conjunction with pool stairs, shall comply with all of the following:
1. Unchanged
2. Unchanged
3. Unchanged
4. Unchanged
5. The leading edge shall be visually set apart and provided with a horizontal solid or broken stripe at least 1
inch wide on the top surface along the front leading edge of each step. This stripe shall be
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plainly visible to persons on the pool deck. The stripe shall be a contrasting color to the background on
which it is applied, and the color shall be permanent in nature and shall be a slip-resistant surface.
6. Unchanged
7. Unchanged
(Reason: To avoid conflict with 25 TAC Chapter 265.184 (u) & 265.186 (c)(10).)
**Section 603.2; Change to read as follows:
603.2 Class D-2 pools. Where a Class D-2 pool has a bather- accessible depth greater than 4 1/2 feet (1372
mm), the floor shall have a distinctive marking at the 4 1/2 feet (1372 mm) water depth.
Class A and B pools: Class A and B pools over 5 feet deep: the transition point of the pool from the shallow
area to the deep area of the pool shall be visually set apart with a 4-inch minimum width row of floor tile, a
painted line, or similar means using a color contrasting with the bottom; and a rope and float line shall be
provided between 1 foot and 2 feet on the shallow side of the 5-foot depth along and parallel to this depth from
one side of the pool to the other side. The floats shall be spaced at not greater than 7-foot intervals; and the
floats shall be secured so they will not slide or bunch up. The stretched float line shall be of sufficient size and
strength to offer a good handhold and support loads normally imposed by users. If the owner or operator of the
pool knows or should have known in the exercise of ordinary care that a rope or float is missing, broken, or
defective, the problem shall be promptly remedied
(Reason: To avoid conflict with 25 TAC Chapter 265.199.)
**Section 610.5.1; Change to read:
610.5.1 Uniform height of 9 10 inches. Except for the bottom riser, risers at the centerline shall have a
maximum uniform height of 9 10 inches (229 254 mm). The bottom riser height shall be permitted to vary from
the other risers.
(Reason: To avoid conflict with 25 TAC Chapter 265.186 (c)(7)(B).)
***Section 804 Diving Water Envelopes; Change to read as follows:
Section 804.1 General. The minimum diving water envelopes shall be in accordance with Table 804.1 and
Figure 804.1, or the manufacturer’s specifications, whichever is greater. Negative construction tolerances shall
not be applied to the dimensions of the minimum diving water envelopes given in Table 804.1.
(Reason: To provide minimum standards and to clarify specific manufactures specifications of the diving
equipment.)

SECTION 2. The Code of Ordinances of the Town of Argyle, Texas, be amended by amending Chapter V, Fire
Prevention and Protection to read as follows:
“CHAPTER V
FIRE PREVENTION AND PROTECTION”
Sec. 5.02.001. Amendments to the International Fire Code, 2018 edition.
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The following amendments to the International Fire Code, 2018 edition, as adopted pursuant to Section
3.03.001, are hereby adopted:
1.

Section 102.1 is amended by amending Item 3 to read as follows:
3.

2.

Existing structures, facilities and conditions when required in Chapter 11 or in specific Sections
of this code.

Sections 103.1, and 103.2 are amended to read as follows:
103.1 General. The Fire Code shall be enforced by the Denton County Emergency Services District
No 1. The Denton County Emergency Services District No 1 is hereby established as the Fire
Department of the Town of Argyle.

3.

Section 104.1 is amended by adding Section 104.1.1 to read as follows:
104.1.1 Code Official. For the purpose of this code, "Code Official" shall mean the Fire Chief or his
designated representative(s).

4.

Section 105.1 is amended by adding Section 105.1.7 to read as follows:
105.1.7 Failure to obtain permit or working without a permit. Any person who fails to obtain a
permit or is conducting work without a permit approved by the Denton County Emergency Services
District No 1 shall be liable to a fee of two (2) times the required permit fee figured in accordance with
the fee schedule adopted by resolution of the Town council. A minimum fee of one-hundred twenty
dollars ($120.00) in addition to the required permit fee will be assessed. Working without a permit shall
include non-compliance of Sections 105.3.5 and 105.4.6.

5.

Section 105.2.3 is amended by adding Section 105.2.3.1 as follows:
105.2.3.1 Time limitation of application. Reinstatement of expired permits will require the applicant
to resubmit permit application and required documents and shall be liable for applicable permit fees.

6.

Section 105.3.3 is amended to read as follows:
105.3.3 Occupancy Prohibited before Approval. The building or structure shall not be occupied prior
to the Fire Code Official issuing a permit, when required, and conducting associated inspections
indicating the applicable provisions of this code have been met. No building or structure shall be used
or occupied, and no change in the existing occupancy classification of a building or structure or portion
thereof shall be made, until the Building Official has issued a Certificate of Occupancy.

7.

Section 105.4.6 is amended to read as follows:
105.4.6 Retention of construction documents. One set of construction documents shall be retained
by the Fire Code Official until final approval of the work covered therein. One set of approved
construction documents shall be returned to the applicant, and said set, along with the Fire Department
Permit, shall be kept on site of the building or work at all times during which the work authorized
thereby is in progress. Construction documents shall be retained by the installing company as required
by the Texas State Fire Marshal's Office, after final approval of work covered therein.

8.

Section 105.7 is amended to read as follows:
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105.7 Required construction permits. The code official is authorized to issue construction permits
for work set forth in Sections 105.7.1 to 105.7.26.
9.

Section 105.7.12 is amended to read as follows:
105.7.12 Gates and barricades across fire apparatus access roads. A construction permit shall be
required to install any system that during normal operation delays or prevents entry to, or obstructs a
fire lane or street into, the premises of a residential or commercial area.

10.

Section 105.7 is amended by adding Section 105.7.26 to read as follows:
105.7.26 Electronic access control systems. Construction permits are required for the installation or
modification of an electronic access control system, as specified in Chapter 10. A separate construction
permit is required for the installation or modification of a fire alarm system that may be connected to
the access control system. Maintenance performed in accordance with this code is not considered a
modification and does not require a permit.

11.

Section 105 is amended by adding Section 105.8 to read as follows:
105.8 Permit and other fees. Fees for each permit required, plan reviews, inspections, re-inspections,
other regulatory storage/handling, and equipment use or process established by resolution of the Town
council from time to time and made a part of the Town's Fee Schedule shall be paid prior to the issuance
of such permit, performance of such service, or use of such equipment.

12.

Section 106.2 is amended by adding Section 106.2.3 to read as follows:
106.2.3 Inspection of existing premises. The Fire Chief, or designated representative, shall inspect all
buildings, premises, or portion thereof as often as may be necessary. An initial inspection and one (1)
re-inspection shall be made free of charge. If the Fire Chief or his designee is required to make followup inspections after the initial inspection and re-inspection to determine whether a violation or
violations observed during the previous inspection have been corrected, a fee shall be charged. The
occupant, lessee, or person making use of the building or premises shall pay said fee or fees within
thirty (30) days of being billed as a condition to continue lawful occupancy of the building or premises.
Fees for follow-up inspections after initial and re-inspection shall be as set forth in the fee schedule as
adopted by resolution of the Town council.
Recurring violations from year to year will result in issuance of a citation and shall not be restricted to
the inspection and re-inspection procedure as indicated in this Section.

13.

Section 110.4 is amended to read as follows:
110.4 Violation Penalties. Any person, firm, or corporation violating any of the provisions or terms of
this Article or Code adopted herein or shall fail to comply with any of the requirements thereof or who
shall erect, install, alter, repair or do work in violation of the approved construction documents or
directive of the fire code official, or of a permit or certificate used under the provisions of this code
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction in the Municipal Court of the Town of Denton
County Emergency Services District No 1, shall be subject to a fine not to exceed two thousand and
no/100 dollars ($2,000.00) for each offense. Each and every day any such violation shall continue shall
be deemed to constitute a separate offense.
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14.

Section 112.4 is amended to read as follows:
111.4 Failure to comply. Any person who shall continue any work after having been served with a
stop work order, except such work as that person is directed to perform to remove a violation or unsafe
condition, shall be liable to a fine of not more than two thousand and no/100 ($2,000.00) dollars for
each offense, and each and every day such violation shall continue shall be deemed to constitute a
separate offense.

15.

Section 202 is amended by adding definitions for the phrases "ADDRESSABLE FIRE
DETECTION SYSTEM," "ANALOGUE ADDRESSABLE FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM,"
"DEFENDING IN PLACE," "SELF-SERVICE STORAGE FACILITY, "STANDBY
PERSONNEL," and "UPGRADED OR REPLACED FIRE ALARM SYSTEM" to read as
follows:
ADDRESSABLE FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM. Any system capable of providing identification of
each individual alarm-initiating device. The identification shall be in plain English and as descriptive
as possible to specifically identify the location of the device in alarm. The system shall have the
capability of alarm verification.
ANALOG ADDRESSABLE FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM. Any system capable of calculating a
change in value by directly measurable quantities (voltage, resistance, etc.) at the sensing point. The
physical analog may be conducted at the sensing point or at the main control panel. The system shall
be capable of compensating for long-term changes in sensor response while maintaining a constant
sensitivity. The compensation shall have a preset point at which a detector maintenance signal shall be
transmitted to the control panel. The sensor shall remain capable of detecting and transmitting an alarm
while in maintenance alert.
DEFEND IN PLACE. A method of emergency response that engages building components and trained
staff to provide occupant safety during an emergency. Emergency response involves remaining in place,
relocating within the building, or both, without evacuating the building.
SELF-SERVICE STORAGE FACILITY. Real property designed and used for the purpose of renting
or leasing individual storage spaces to customers for the purpose of storing and removing personal
property on a self-service basis.
STANDBY PERSONNEL. Qualified fire service personnel approved by the Fire Chief. When
utilized, the number required shall be as directed by the Fire Chief. Charges for utilization shall be as
normally calculated by the jurisdiction.
UPGRADED OR REPLACED FIRE ALARM SYSTEM. A fire alarm system that is upgraded or
replaced includes, but is not limited to the following:
1.

Replacing one single board or fire alarm control unit component with a newer model

2.

Installing a new fire alarm control unit in addition to or in place of an existing one

3.

Conversion from a horn system to an emergency voice/alarm communication system

4.
Conversion from a conventional system to one that utilizes addressable or analog
devices
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5.

Replacing boards of the same model with chips utilizing the same or newer firmware

The following are not considered an upgrade or replacement:

16.

1.

Firmware updates

2.

Software updates

Section 202 is amended by amending the definitions of "AMBULATORY HEALTH CARE
FACILITY,"
"ATRIUM,"
"FIRE
WATCH,"
"FIREWORKS,"
"HIGH-PILED
COMBUSTIBLESTORAGE," "HIGH RISE BUILDING," AND "REPAIR GARAGE" to read
as follows:
AMBULATORY HEALTH CARE FACILITY. Buildings or portions thereof used to provide
medical, surgical, psychiatric, nursing, or similar care on a less than 24-hour basis to individuals who
are rendered incapable of self-preservation. This group may include but not be limited to the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Dialysis centers
Procedures involving sedation
Sedation dentistry
Surgery centers
Colonic centers
Psychiatric centers

ATRIUM. An opening connecting three or more stories … {remaining text unchanged}
FIRE WATCH. A temporary measure intended to ensure continuous and systematic surveillance of a
building or portion thereof by one or more qualified individuals or standby personnel when required by
the Fire Code Official, for the purposes of identifying and controlling fire hazards, detecting early signs
of unwanted fire, raising an alarm of fire and notifying the Fire Department.
FIREWORKS. Any composition or device for the purpose of producing a visible or an audible effect
for entertainment purposes by combustion, deflagration, or detonation, and/or activated by ignition with
a match or other heat producing device that meets the definition of 1.4G fireworks or 1.3G fireworks
as set forth herein. … {remainder of text unchanged}
HIGH-PILED COMBUSTIBLE STORAGE : add a second paragraph to read as follows : Any
building or portion of building used for storage classified as a group S Occupancy or Speculative
Building exceeding 5,000 sq. ft. that has a clear height in excess of 14 feet, making it possible to be
used for storage in excess of 12 feet, shall be considered to be high-piled storage. When a specific
product cannot be identified, a fire protection system and life safety features shall be installed as for
Class IV commodities, to the maximum pile height.
HIGH-RISE BUILDING. A building with an occupied floor located more than 55 feet (16,764 mm)
above the lowest level of Fire Department vehicle access.
REPAIR GARAGE. A building, structure or portion thereof used for servicing or repairing motor
vehicles. This occupancy shall also include garages involved in minor repair, modification and
servicing of motor vehicles for items such as lube changes, inspections, windshield repair or
replacement, shocks, minor part replacement, and other such minor repairs.
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17.

Section 307.1.1 is amended to read as follows:
307.1.1 Prohibited Open Burning. Open burning that is offensive or objectionable because
of smoke or emissions or when atmospheric conditions or local circumstances make such fires
hazardous shall be prohibited.
Exception: {No change.}

18.

Section 307.2 is amended to read as follows:
307.2 Permit required. A permit shall be obtained from the Fire Code Official in accordance with
Section 105.6 prior to kindling a fire for recognized silvicultural, range, or wildlife management
practices, prevention or control of disease or pests, or open burning. Application for such approval shall
only be presented by, and permits issued to the owner of, the land upon which the fire is to be kindled.
Examples of state, local law, or regulations referenced elsewhere in this Section may include but not
be limited to the following:

19.

1.

Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) guidelines and/or restrictions.

2.

State, County, or Local temporary or permanent bans on open burning.

3.

Local written policies as established by the Fire Code Official.

Section 307.3 is amended to read as follows:
307.3 Extinguishing Authority. The fire code official is authorized to order the extinguishment by the
permit holder, another person responsible or the fire department of open burning that creates or adds to
a hazardous or objectionable situation.

20.

Section 307.4 is amended to read as follows:
307.4 Location. The location for open burning shall not be less than 300 feet (91,440 mm) from any
structure, and provisions shall be made to prevent the fire from spreading to within 300 feet (91,440
mm) of any structure.
Exceptions: {No change}

21.

Section 307.4.3 is amended by adding a new paragraph 2 under “Exceptions” to read as follows:
2.

Where buildings, balconies, and decks are protected by an approved automatic sprinkler
system.
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22.

Section 307.4 is amended by adding Sections 307.4.4 and 307.4.5 to read as follows:
307.4.4 Permanent Outdoor Firepit. Permanently installed outdoor firepits for recreational fire
purposes shall not be installed within 10 feet of a structure or combustible material.
Exception: Permanently installed outdoor fireplaces constructed in accordance with the
International Building Code.
307.4.5 Trench Burns. Trench burns shall be conducted in air curtain trenches and in accordance with
Section 307.2.

23.

Section 307.5 is amended to read as follows:
307.5 Attendance. Open burning, trench burns, bonfires, or recreational fires and use of portable
outdoor fireplaces shall be constantly attended until the . . . {remainder of Section unchanged}

24.

Section 308.1.4 is amended to read as follows:
308.1.4 Open-flame cooking devices. Open-flame cooking devices, charcoal grills, and other similar
devices used for cooking shall not be located or used on combustible balconies, decks, or within 10 feet
(3,048 mm) of combustible construction.
Exceptions:

25.

1.

One- and two-family dwellings, except that LP-gas containers are limited to a water capaTown
not greater than 50 pounds (22.68 kg) [nominal 20 pound (9.08 kg) LP-gas capaTown] with an
aggregate LP-gas capaTown not to exceed 100 lbs (5 containers).

2.

Where buildings, balconies, and decks are protected by an approved automatic sprinkler
system, except that LP-gas containers are limited to a water capaTown not greater than 50
pounds (22.68 kg) [nominal 20 pound (9.08 kg) LP-gas capaTown], with an aggregate LP-gas
capaTown not to exceed 40 lbs (2 containers).

3.

LP-gas cooking devices having LP-gas container with a water capaTown not greater than 2½
pounds [nominal 1 pound (0.454 kg) LP-gas capaTown].

Section of 308.1.4 is amended by adding Section 308.1.4.1 to read as follows:
308.1.4.1 Burning of refuse prohibited. The burning of refuse in a barbeque grill or open-flame
cooking device is not an approved method for refuse disposal, is declared a public nuisance, and is
prohibited anywhere in the Town of Denton County Emergency Services District No 1. Refuse shall
mean and include garbage, rubbish, and trade waste defined as follows:
Garbage. Garbage shall mean animal and vegetable matter such as that originating in houses, kitchens,
restaurants, hotels, produce markets, food service or processing establishments, greenhouses, hospitals,
clinics, or veterinary facilities.
Rubbish. Rubbish shall mean solids not considered to be highly flammable or explosive such as, but
not limited to, rags, old clothes, leather, rubber, carpets, wood, excelsior, paper, ashes, tree branches,
yard trimmings, furniture, metal food containers, glass, crockery, masonry, and other similar materials.
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Trade Waste. Trade waste shall mean all solid or liquid material resulting from construction, building
operations, or the prosecution or any business, trade or industry such as, but not limited to, plastic
products, cinders and other forms of solid or liquid waste materials.
Materials Producing Dense Smoke Prohibited. The burning of rubber, asphaltic materials, combustible
and flammable liquids, impregnated wood or similar materials which produce dense smoke are
considered objectionable, a hazard, a public nuisance to the community, and are strictly prohibited.
26.

Section 308.1.6.2 is amended by amending paragraph number 3 under “Exceptions” to read as
follows:
3.

27.

Torches or flame-producing devices in accordance with Section 308.1.3.

Section 308.1.6.3 is amended to read as follows:
308.1.6.3 Sky Lanterns. A person shall not release or cause to be released an unmanned free-floating
devices containing an open flame or other heat source, such as but not limited to a sky lantern.

28

Section 311.5 is amended to read as follows:
311.5 Placards. The Fire Code Official is authorized to require marking of any vacant or abandoned
buildings or structures determined to be unsafe pursuant to Section 110 of this code relating to structural
or interior hazards, as required by Section 311.5.1 through 311.5.5.

29.

Section 401.3 is amended by adding Section 401.3.4 to read as follows:
401.3.4 Fire Alarms and Nuisance Alarms. False alarms and nuisance alarms shall not be given,
signaled, transmitted, caused, permitted to be given, signaled, or transmitted in any manner.

30.

Section 403.5 is amended to read as follows:
403.5 Group E Occupancies. An approved fire safety and evacuation plan in accordance with Section
404 shall be prepared and maintained for Group E occupancies and for buildings containing both a
Group E occupancy and an atrium. A diagram depicting two evacuation routes shall be posted in a
conspicuous location in each classroom. Group E occupancies shall also comply with Sections 403.5.1
through 403.5.3.

31.

Section 404.2.2 is amended by adding subparagraph 4.10 under paragraph to read as follows:
4.10 Fire extinguishing system controls.

32.

Section 405.4 is amended to read as follows:
405.4 Time. The fire code official may require an evacuation drill at any time. Drills shall be held at
unexpected times and under varying conditions to simulate the unusual conditions that occur in case of
fire.

33.

Section 501.4 is amended to read as follows:
501.4 Timing of installation. When fire apparatus access roads or a water supply for fire protection is
required to be installed for any structure or development, they shall be installed, tested, and approved
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prior to the time of which construction has progressed beyond completion of the foundation of any
structure.
34.

Section 503.1.1 is amended to read as follows:
503.1.1 Buildings and facilities. Approved fire apparatus… {intervening text unchanged}…building
or facility. Except for one- or two-family dwellings, the path of measurement shall be along a minimum
of a ten feet (10') wide unobstructed pathway around the external walls of the structure.
{“Exception” remains unchanged}

35

Section 503.2.1 is amended to read as follows:
503.2.1 Dimensions. Fire apparatus access roads shall have an unobstructed width of not less than 24
feet (7,315 mm), exclusive of shoulders, except for approved security gates in accordance with Section
503.6, and an unobstructed vertical clearance of not less than 14 feet (4,267 mm). Any such fire lane
or fire apparatus access road shall either connect both ends to a dedicated street or be provided with a
turnaround having a minimum outer radius of 50 feet. If two or more interconnecting fire lanes are
provided, the interior radius for that connection shall be required to be in accordance with the following:
1.

2.

For 90 degree or greater turns only:
A

24 foot fire lane - 30 foot inside turning radius

B

30 foot fire lane-10 foot inside turning radius

For turns tighter than 90 degrees: American Association of State and Highway Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) Geometric design of Highways and Streets shall be utilized.

Exception: Vertical clearance may be reduced; provided such reduction does not impair access by fire
apparatus and approved signs are installed and maintained indicating the established vertical clearance
when approved.
36.

Sections 503.2.2 is amended to read as follows:
503.2.2 Authority. The Fire Code Official shall have the authority to require an increase in the
minimum access widths and vertical clearances where they are inadequate for fire or rescue operations.

37.

Section 503.2.3 is amended to read as follows:
503.2.3 Surface. Fire apparatus access roads shall be designed and maintained to support imposed
loads of 95,000 Lbs. for fire apparatus and shall be surfaced so as to provide all-weather driving
capabilities. All fire lanes shall be constructed to meet the Town of ______ Engineering Standards.

38.

Section 503.2.5 is amended to read as follows:
503.2.5 Dead ends. Dead end fire apparatus access roads are not permitted. An approved Fire
Department vehicle access turn-around shall be required.

39.

Section 503.3 is amended to read as follows:
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503.3 Marking. Striping, signs, or other markings, when approved by the Fire Code Official, shall be
provided for fire apparatus access roads to identify such roads or prohibit the obstruction thereof.
Striping, signs and other markings shall be maintained in a clean and legible condition at all times and
are replaced or repaired when necessary to provide adequate visibility.

40.

1.

Striping. Fire apparatus access roads shall be continuously marked by painted lines of red
traffic paint six inches (6") in width to show the boundaries of the lane. The words "NO
PARKING FIRE LANE" or "FIRE LANE NO PARKING" shall appear in four inch (4") white
letters at 25 feet intervals on the red border markings along both sides of the fire lanes. Where
a curb is available, the striping shall be on the vertical face of the curb.

2.

Signs. Signs shall read "NO PARKING FIRE LANE" or "FIRE LANE NO PARKING" and
shall be 12" wide and 18" high. Signs shall be painted on a white background with letters and
borders in red, using not less than 2" lettering. Signs shall be permanently affixed to a stationary
post and the bottom of the sign shall be six feet, six inches (6'6") above finished grade. Signs
shall be spaced not more than fifty feet (50') apart along both sides of the fire lane. Signs may
be installed on permanent buildings or walls or as approved by the Fire Chief.

Section 503.4 is amended to read as follows:
503.4 Obstruction of fire apparatus access roads. Fire apparatus access roads shall not be obstructed
in any manner, including the parking of vehicles, whether attended or unattended for any period of
time. Persons in charge of a construction project, such as, but not limited to, a General Contractor, are
responsible to ensure that fire apparatus access roads are kept clear of vehicles and other obstructions
at all times and may be issued a citation for non-compliance under this section. The minimum widths
and clearances established in Section 503.2.1 and any area marked as a fire lane as described in Section
503.3 shall be maintained at all times. The Fire Chief and Police Chief, and their designated
representatives, are authorized to remove or cause to be removed any material, vehicle, or object
obstructing a fire apparatus access road at the expense of the owner of such material, vehicle, or object.
503.4.1 Obstruction and Control. No owner or person in charge of any premises served by a
fire lane or access easement shall abandon, restrict, or close any fire lane or easement without
first securing from the Town approval of an amended plat or other acceptable legal instrument
showing the removal of the fire lane.
503.4.2 Speed control devices. Speed bumps or other similar obstacles designed to slow the
speed of traffic and that have the effect of slowing or impeding the response of fire apparatus
shall require a permit as required in Section 105.7 of this code prior to installation. Speed
control devices shall be constructed out of concrete, by approved molded plastic, or a similar
material.

41.

Section 503.6 is amended to read as follows:
503.6.1 Security Gates. The installation of security gates or other devices intended to limit the access
of vehicles or persons shall comply with the Fire Marshal's Office established written policy statement.

42.

Section 505.1 is amended to read as follows:
505.1 Address identification. New and existing buildings shall be provided with approved address
identification. The address identification shall be legible and placed in a position that is visible from
the street or road fronting the property. Address identification characters shall contrast with their
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background. Address numbers shall be Arabic numbers or alphabetical letters. Numbers shall not be
spelled out. Each character shall be not less than 6 inches (152.4 mm) high with a minimum stroke
width of ½ inch (12.7 mm). Where required by the fire code official, address numbers shall be provided
in additional approved locations to facilitate emergency response. Where access is by means of a
private road, buildings do not immediately front a street, and/or the building cannot be viewed from the
public way a monument, pole or other sign with approved 6 inch (152.4 mm) height building numerals
or addresses and 4 inch (101.6 mm) height suite/apartment numerals of a color contrasting with the
background of the building or other approved means shall be used to identify the structure. Numerals
or addresses shall be posted on a minimum 20 inch (508 mm) by 30 inch (762 mm) background on
border. Address identification shall be maintained.
505.1.1 Single family homes. R-3 Single Family occupancies shall have approved numerals
of a minimum 4" high, 5/8" stroke and a color contrasting with the background clearly visible
and legible from the street fronting the property and rear alleyway where such alleyway exists.
505.1.2 Multifamily Communities. Street Address shall be a minimum of 12" high with a 2"
stroke. Individual building numbers shall be a minimum of 18" high with a 3" stroke. Buildings
over 100 feet in length require a minimum of two (4) numbers per building. Apartment spread
numbers shall be a minimum of 7" high with a one inch stroke and corridor spread numbers
shall be a minimum of 4" high with a 5/8" brush stroke. Individual apartment unit numbers
shall be a minimum of 4" in height with a 5/8" stroke.
505.1.3 Large Office and Warehouse Buildings. Address must be visible from all access
directions. Number shall be a minimum of 24" in height with a 4" stroke. Buildings over 500
feet long shall have two address locations if more than one access point is visible. Suite
numbers shall be required for multi-tenant complexes and shall be located over the front door
and on the rear door, 6" in height with a 1" brush stroke.
505.1.4 Shopping Centers, High Rise Buildings, and Other Applications. A minimum of
12" high numbers with a 2" brush stroke shall be visible from all access directions. Suite
numbers are required over the door with 4" high numbers with a 5/8" brush stroke. Buildings
beyond 100 feet from the street and 10,000 square feet shall install 18" numbers with a 3"
stroke.
505.1.5 Marquee and Monument. Addresses installed on a marquee located next to the street
will require numbers 12" high with a 2" brush stroke to be located a minimum of 3 feet above
grade. Marquee and Monument signs must meet Town of Denton County Emergency Services
District No 1 Sign Ordinance Requirements.
43.

Section 505 is amended by adding a new Section 505.3 to read as follows:
505.3 Directional/Equipment ID Signage. Directional and equipment identification signage may be
required by the code official and shall meet the requirements as set forth in the Fire Marshal's Office
written policy statement.

44.

Section 506.1 is amended by adding the following sentence at the end of the section:
All new and existing occupancies, except single-family residences, shall provide (a) lock box(es) as
specified in the Fire Marshal's Office written policy statement.
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45.

Section 507.4 is amended to read as follows:
507.4 Water supply test date and information. The water supply test used for hydraulic calculation
of fire protection systems shall be conducted in accordance with NFPA 291 "Recommended Practice
for Fire Flow Testing and Marking of Hydrants" and within one year of sprinkler plan submittal. The
Fire Code Official shall be notified prior to the water supply test. Water supply tests shall be witnessed
by the Fire Code Official, as required. The exact location of the static/residual hydrant and the flow
hydrant shall be indicated on the design drawings. All fire protection plan submittals shall be
accompanied by a hard copy of the waterflow test report, or as approved by the Fire Code Official. The
report must indicate the dominant water tank level at the time of the test and the maximum and
minimum operating levels of the tank, as well, or identify applicable water supply fluctuation. The
licensed contractor must then design the fire protection system based on this fluctuation information,
as per the applicable referenced NFPA standard. Reference Section 903.3.5 for additional design
requirements.

46.

Section 507.5.1 is amended to read as follows:
507.5.1 Where required. As properties develop, fire hydrants shall be located at all intersecting streets
and at the maximum spacing indicated in Table 507.5.1. Distances between hydrants shall be measured
along the route that fire hose is laid by a fire vehicle from hydrant to hydrant.
TABLE 507.5.1
MAXIMUM DISTANCE BETWEEN HYDRANTS
OCCUPANCY

SPRINKLERED

NOT SPRINKLERED

Residential
(1 & 2 Family)

600 feet

500 feet

Residential
(Multi-Family)

400 feet

300 feet

All Other

500 feet

300 feet

There shall be a minimum of two (2) fire hydrants serving each property within the prescribed distance
listed in Table 507.5.1.
Protected Properties. Fire Hydrants shall be installed along fire lanes with spacing as required for street
installations specified in 507.5.1. In addition, hydrants required to provide supplemental water supply
for automatic fire protection systems shall be within 100 feet of the Fire Department connection (FDC)
for such systems.
47.

Section 507.5.4 is amended to read as follows:
507.5.4 Obstruction. Unobstructed access to fire hydrants shall be maintained at all times. Posts,
fences, vehicles, growth, trash, storage and other materials or objects shall not be placed or kept near
fire hydrants, Fire Department inlet connections or fire protection system control valves in a manner
that would prevent such equipment or fire hydrants from being immediately discernible. The Fire
Department shall not be deterred or hindered from gaining immediate access to fire protection
equipment or fire hydrants.
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48.

Section 507.5 is amended by adding Sections 507.5.7 through 507.5.16 to read as follows:
507.5.7 Fire Hydrant Type. All hydrants shall be of the three-way type with National Standard
threads, breakaway construction, minimum 5¼" valve opening and shall comply with the latest AWWA
specification C-502. The hydrant shall have a 4½" large connection with two 2½" side connections and
shall be placed on water mains of no less than six inches (6") in size. Fire hydrants shall be Mueller
"Centurion" or approved equal.
507.5.8 Valves. Valves shall be placed on all fire hydrants leads.
507.5.9 Breakaway point. Fire hydrants shall be installed so that the breakaway point is no less than
three (3) inches, and no greater than five (5) inches above the grade surface.
507.5.10 Curb Line. Fire hydrants shall be located a minimum of two (2) feet and a maximum of six
(6) feet behind the curb line. No fire hydrant shall be placed in a cul-de-sac or the turning radius of fire
lanes.
507.5.11 Positioning. All fire hydrants shall be installed so that the 4½" connection will face the fire
lane or street.
507.5.12 Limiting Access Obstruction. Fire hydrants, when placed at intersections or access drives to
parking lots, shall be placed so that the minimum obstruction of the intersection or access drive will
occur when the hydrant is in use.
507.5.13 Private Property. Fire hydrants located on private property shall be accessible to the Fire
Department at all times.
All fire hydrants placed on private property shall be adequately protected by either curb stops, concrete
posts or other approved methods. Such stops shall be the responsibility of the landowner on which the
fire hydrant is installed.
507.5.14 Location to Building. Fire hydrants shall not be located closer than 50' to a building or height
of building + 10'.
507.5.15 Identification. An approved blue, two-sided reflector shall be utilized to identify each hydrant
location. The reflector shall be affixed to the center line of each roadway or fire access lane opposite
fire hydrants.
507.5.16 Color. Fire hydrant caps and bonnet shall be painted according to the water main size to which
it is attached (see Table 507.5.16). The remainder of the hydrant above ground shall be painted silver.
Table 507.5.16

49.

MAIN SIZE

COLOR

6"

Silver

8"

Blue

10" or greater

Yellow

Section 509.1 is amended by adding Section 509.1.1 to read as follows:
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509.1.1 Sign Requirements. Unless more stringent requirements apply, lettering for signs required by
this Section shall have a minimum height of two (2) inches when located inside a building and four (4)
inches when located outside, or as approved by the Fire Code Official. The letters shall be of a color
that contrasts with the background.
50.

Section 603.3.1 is amended to read as follows:
603.3.1 Fuel oil storage in outside, above-ground tanks. Where connected to a fuel-oil piping
system, the maximum amount of fuel oil storage allowed outside above ground without additional
protection shall be 660 gallons (2498 L). The storage of fuel oil above ground in quantities exceeding
660 gallons (2498 L) shall comply with NFPA 31 and Chapter 57.

51.

Section 603.3.2 is amended to read as follows:
603.3.2 Fuel oil storage inside buildings. Fuel oil storage inside buildings shall comply with Sections
603.3.2.1 through 603.3.2.5 and Chapter 57.

52.

Section 603.3.2.1 is amended to read as follows:
603.3.2.1 Quantity limits. One or more fuel oil storage tanks containing Class II or III combustible
liquid shall be permitted in a building. The aggregate capaTown of all tanks shall not exceed the
following:
1. 660 gallons (2498 L) in unsprinklered buildings, where stored in a tank complying with UL 80,
UL142 or UL2085 for Class III liquids, and also listed as a double-wall/secondary containment
tank for Class II liquids.
2. 1,320 gallons (4996 L) in buildings equipped with an automatic sprinkler system in accordance
with Section 903.3.1.1, where stored in a tank complying with UL 142 or UL 2085 as a doublewall secondary containment tank.
3. 3,000 gallons (11 356 L) where stored in protected above-ground tanks complying with UL
2085 and Section 5704.2.9.7 and the room is protected by an automatic sprinkler system in
accordance with Section 903.3.1.1

53.

Section 807.5.2.2 is amended to read as follows:
807.5.2.2 Artwork in Corridors. Artwork and teaching materials shall be limited on the walls of
corridors to not more than 20 percent of the wall area. Such materials shall not be continuous from floor
to ceiling or wall to wall. Curtains, draperies, wall hangings, and other decorative material suspended
from the walls or ceilings shall meet the flame propagation performance criteria of NFPA 701 in
accordance with Section 807 or be noncombustible.
Exception: Corridors protected by an approved automatic sprinkler system installed in
accordance with Section 903.3.1.1 shall be limited to 50 percent of the wall area.
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54.

Section 807.5.2.3 is amended to read as follows:
807.5.2.3 Artwork in Classrooms. Artwork and teaching materials shall be limited on walls of
classrooms to not more than 50 percent of the specific wall area to which they are attached. Curtains,
draperies, wall hangings and other decorative material suspended from the walls or ceilings shall meet
the flame propagation performance criteria of NFPA 701 in accordance with Section 807 or be
noncombustible.

55.

Section 901.6.1 is amended by adding Section 901.6.1.1 to read as follows:
901.6.1.1 Standpipe Testing. Building owners/managers must maintain and test standpipe systems as
per NFPA 25 requirements. The following additional requirements shall be applied to the testing that
is required every 5 years:
1.

The piping between the Fire Department Connection (FDC) and the standpipe shall be
hydrostatically tested for all FDC's on any type of standpipe system. Hydrostatic testing shall
also be conducted in accordance with NFPA 25 requirements for the different types of
standpipe systems.

2.

For any manual (dry or wet) standpipe system not having an automatic water supply capable
of flowing water through the standpipe, the tester shall connect hose from a fire hydrant or
portable pumping system (as approved by the Fire Code Official) to each FDC, and flow water
through the standpipe system to the roof outlet to verify that each inlet connection functions
properly. Confirm that there are no open hose valves prior to introducing water into a dry
standpipe. There is no pressure criteria required at the outlet. Verify that check valves function
properly and that there are no closed control valves on the system.

3.

Any pressure relief, reducing, or control valves shall be tested in accordance with the
requirements of NFPA 25. All hose valves shall be exercised.

4.

If the FDC is not already provided with approved caps, the contractor shall install such caps
for all FDC's as required by the Fire Code Official.

5.

Upon successful completion of standpipe test, place a blue tag (as per "Texas Administrative
Code, Fire Sprinkler Rules for Inspection, Test and Maintenance Service (ITM) Tag) at the
bottom of each standpipe riser in the building. The tag shall be check-marked as "Fifth Year"
for Type of ITM, and the note on the back of the tag shall read "5 Year Standpipe Test" at a
minimum.

6.

The procedures required by the Texas Administrative Code Fire Sprinkler Rules with regard to
Yellow Tags and Red Tags or any deficiencies noted during the testing, including the required
notification of the local Authority Having Jurisdiction (Fire Code Official) shall be followed.

7.

Additionally, records of the testing shall be maintained by the owner and contractor, if
applicable, as required by the State Rules mentioned above and NFPA 25.

8.

Standpipe system tests where water will be flowed external to the building shall not be
conducted during freezing conditions or during the day prior to expected night time freezing
conditions.
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9.

56.

Contact the Fire Code Official for requests to remove existing fire hose from Class II and III
standpipe systems where employees are not trained in the utilization of this firefighting
equipment. All standpipe hose valves must remain in place and be provided with an approved
cap and chain when approval is given to remove hose by the Fire Code Official.

Section 906.1 is amended by adding Section 901.6.3 to read as follows:
901.6.3 False Alarms and Nuisance Alarms. False alarms and nuisance alarms shall not be given,
signaled or transmitted or caused or permitted to be given, signaled or transmitted in any manner.

57.

Section 901.7 is amended to read as follows:
901.7 Systems Out of Service. Where a required fire protection system is out of service or in the event
of an excessive number of activations, the fire department and the fire code official shall be notified
immediately and, where required by the fire code official, the building shall either be evacuated or an
approved fire watch shall be provided for all occupants left unprotected by the shut down until the fire
protection system has been returned to service. … {remaining text unchanged}

58.

Section 903.1.1 is amended to read as follows:
903.1.1 Alternative protection. Alternative automatic fire-extinguishing systems complying with
Section 904 shall be permitted in addition to automatic sprinkler protection where recognized by the
applicable standard, or as provided by the Fire Code Official.

59.

Section 903.1 is amended by adding Section 903.1.2 to read as follows:
903.1.2 Residential Systems. Unless specifically allowed by this code or the International Building
Code, residential sprinkler systems installed in accordance with NFPA 13D or NFPA 13R shall not be
recognized for the purpose of exceptions or reductions, commonly referred to as "trade-offs," permitted
by other requirements of this code. In addition, residential sprinkler systems installed in accordance
with NFPA 13R must include attics, breezeways, and patios. Garage areas must also be covered in
residential sprinkler systems installed in accordance with NFPA 13D and NFPA 13R.
Exception: Group R-3 attached garages need not be sprinklered throughout if a dry sprinkler
is installed within 5 feet (1,524 mm) of the door opening between the garage and attached
residence.
Residential fire sprinkler risers shall be located on a heated wall in the garage.
Exception: Other riser location as approved by the Denton County Emergency Services
District No 1.

60.

Section 903.2 is amended to read as follows:
903.2 Where required. Approved automatic sprinkler systems in new buildings and structures shall
be provided in the locations described in Sections 903.2.1 through 903.2.12. Automatic Sprinklers shall
not be installed in elevator machine rooms, elevator machine spaces, and elevator hoistways. Storage
shall not be allowed within the elevator machine room. Signage shall be provided at the entry doors to
the elevator machine room indicating "ELEVATOR MACHINERY - NO STORAGE ALLOWED."

61.

Section 903.2 is further amended by deleting the paragraph titled “Exception.”
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62.

Section 903.2.9 is amended by adding Section 903.2.9.3 to read as follows:
903.2.9.3 Self-service storage facility. An automatic sprinkler system shall be installed throughout all
self-service storage facilities. A screen shall be installed at eighteen (18") inches below the level of the
sprinkler heads to restrict storage above that level. This screen shall be a mesh of not less than one (1)
inch not greater than six (6") inches in size. This screen and its supports shall be installed such that all
elements are at least eighteen (18") inches below any sprinkler head.

63.

Section 903.2.11.3 is amended to read as follows:
903.2.11.3 Buildings 35 feet or more in height. An automatic sprinkler system shall be installed
throughout buildings with a floor level, other than penthouses in compliance with Section 1510 of the
International Building Code, located 35 feet (10,668 mm) or more above the lowest level of Fire
Department vehicle access.
Exception: Open parking structures in compliance with Section 406.5 of the International
Building Code.

64.

Section 903.2.11 is amended by adding Sections 903.2.11.7, 903.2.11.8, and 903.2.11.9 to read as
follows:
903.2.11.7 High-Piled Combustible Storage. For any building with a clear height exceeding 12 feet
(4,572 mm), see Chapter 32 to determine if those provisions apply.
903.2.11.8 Spray Booths and Rooms. New and existing spray booths and spraying rooms shall be
protected by an approved automatic fire-extinguishing system.
903.2.11.9 Buildings Over 5,000 sq. ft. An automatic F shall be installed throughout all buildings with
a building area over 5,000 sq. ft. For the purpose of this provision, fire walls shall not define separate
buildings. For this Section only, area measurement shall be based on outside dimensions of exterior
walls, exclusive of vent shafts and courts, without deduction for corridors, stairways, closets, the
thickness of interior walls, columns or other features. The floor area of a building, or portion thereof,
not provided with surrounding exterior walls shall be the usable area under the horizontal projection of
the roof or floor above. For upper level attic type rooms areas where the ceiling height is less than five
feet (5'0") shall not be considered. Unfinished space framed to permit future expansion of floor area
shall be considered as part of the area. Joists designed to support floor loads shall be assumed to be for
future area.
Exception: Open parking garages in compliance with Section 406.5 of the International
Building Code.
903.2.11.9.1 Modifications, repairs, and additions to existing buildings. An automatic sprinkler
system shall be installed throughout in accordance with NFPA 13, 13D, or 13R as applicable and this
code in all existing buildings when:
1.

Enlarged to be 5,000 square feet or greater.

2.

Greater than 5,000 square feet and the square footage increased.
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65.

3.

The cumulative remodel of any building, over any period of time, from the original
adoption of this ordinance (Ord. No. 3013-5-11, § 1, 5-24-2011) that is equal to or is
greater than 5,000 square feet.

4.

Fifty (50) percent or more of the roof assembly is replaced, or repaired, due to fire
damage or structural failure, or when the removal of existing fire rated assemblies
result in an increase of the original basic allowable area.

5.

Required to be protected in accordance with this Code or other provisions of Article
III of the ALDC.

Section 903.3.1.1.1 is amended to read as follows:
903.3.1.1.1 Exempt locations. When approved by the Fire Code Official, automatic sprinklers shall
not be required in the following rooms or areas where such . . . {text unchanged} . . . because it is damp,
of fire-resistance-rated construction, or contains electrical equipment.

66.

1.

Any room where the application of water, or flame and water, constitutes a serious life
or fire hazard.

2.

Any room or space where sprinklers are considered undesirable because of the nature
of the contents, when approved by the Code Official.

3.

Generator and transformer rooms, under the direct control of a public utility, separated
from the remainder of the building by walls and floor/ceiling or roof/ceiling assemblies
having a fire-resistance rating of not less than 2 hours.

4.

Elevator machine rooms, machinery spaces, and hoistway’s, other than pits where such
sprinklers would not necessitate shunt trip requirements under any circumstances.

Section 903.3.1.2.3 is amended to read as follows:
903.3.1.2.3 Attics and Attached Garages. Sprinkler protection is required in attached garages, and in
the following attic spaces:
1.

Attics that are used or intended for living purposes or storage shall be in attic spaces
of such buildings two or more stories in height, in accordance with NFPA 13 and or
NFPA 13R requirements, and attached garages.

2.

Where fuel-fired equipment is installed in an un-sprinklered attic, not fewer than one
quick response intermediate temperature sprinkler shall be installed above the
equipment.

3.

Attic spaces of buildings that are two or more stories in height above grade plane or
above the lowest level of fire department vehicle access.

4.

Group R-4, Condition 2 occupancy attics not required by Item 1 or 3 to have sprinklers
shall comply with one of the following:
4.1

Provide automatic sprinkler system protection.
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67.

4.2

Provide a heat detection system throughout the attic that is arranged to activate
the building fire alarm system.

4.3

Construct the attic using noncombustible materials.

4.4

Construct the attic using fire-retardant-treated wood complying with Section
2303.2 of the International Building Code.

4.5

Fill the attic with non-combustible insulation.

Section 903.3.1.3 is amended to read as follows:
903.3.1.3 NFPA 13D Sprinkler Systems. Automatic sprinkler systems installed in one- and twofamily dwellings; Group R-3; Group R-4 Condition 1 and townhouses shall be permitted to be installed
throughout in accordance with NFPA 13D or in accordance with state law.

68.

Section 903.3.1 is amended by adding Section 903.3.1.4 to read as follows:
903.3.1.4 Freeze protection. Freeze protection systems for automatic fire sprinkler systems shall be in
accordance with the requirements of the applicable referenced NFPA standard and this section.
903.3.1.4.1 Attics. Only dry-pipe, pre-action, or listed antifreeze automatic fire sprinkler
systems shall be allowed to protect attic spaces.
Exception: Wet-pipe fire sprinkler systems shall be allowed to protect non-ventilated attic
spaces where:
1.

The attic sprinklers are supplied by a separate floor control valve assembly to allow
ease of draining the attic system without impairing sprinklers throughout the rest of the
building, and

2.

Adequate heat shall be provided for freeze protection as per the applicable referenced
NFPA standard, and

3.

The attic space is a part of the building’s thermal, or heat, envelope, such that insulation
is provided at the roof deck, rather than at the ceiling level.

903.3.1.4.2 Heat trace/insulation. Heat trace/insulation shall only be allowed where approved by the
fire code official for small sections of large diameter water-filled pipe.
69.

Section 903.3.5 is amended by adding the following sentence at the end of the section:
Water supply as required for such systems shall be provided in conformance with the supply
requirements of the respective standards; however, every fire protection system shall be designed with
a 10 psi safety factor. Reference Section 507.4 for additional design requirements.

70.

Section 903.3.7.1 is amended to add the following:
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903.3.7.1 Missing or damaged FDC caps. Missing or damaged FDC caps shall be replaced with
locking "Knox" FDC caps. All new FDCs and standpipe hose valve connections shall have Knox caps
or plugs installed.
71.

Section 903.4 is amended by adding the following paragraph after the paragraph titled
“Exceptions”:
Sprinkler and standpipe system water-flow detectors shall be provided for each floor tap to the sprinkler
system and shall cause an alarm upon detection of water flow for more than 45 seconds. All control
valves in the sprinkler and standpipe systems except for Fire Department hose connection valves shall
be electrically supervised to initiate a supervisory signal at the central station upon tampering.

72.

Section 903.4 is amended by adding Sections 903.4.4 and 903.4.5 to read as follows:
903.4.4 Individual zone controls. Individual zone control valves shall be installed as follows:
1.

Multi-story buildings shall be zoned by floor and have separate control valves installed that
will allow each floor to be independently shut-off without having an effect on the operation of
the sprinkler system on other floors.

2.

Multi-story multi-family residential buildings that are separated by a breezeway or fire rated
assembly can be zoned by building section if approved in advance by Denton County
Emergency Services District No 1 Fire Rescue. The required sectional control valves shall be
located in the main sprinkler control valve room or as directed by the Chief or his designee.

3.

Hazardous areas such as spray booths, flammable liquid storage rooms, etc. shall be separate
zones and have separate control valves installed that will allow the sprinkler system in these
areas to be independently shut-off without having an effect on the operation of the system in
other areas. The required zone control valves shall be located in an accessible area outside the
spray booth or room or in the main sprinkler control valve room.

4.

Special systems such as pre-action systems shall be separate zones and have separate control
valves installed that will allow the sprinkler system in these areas to be independently shut-off
without having an effect on the operation of the system in other areas.

5.

Computer rooms shall be separate zones and have separate control valves installed that will
allow the sprinkler system in these areas to be independently shut-off without having an effect
on the operation of the system in other areas.

6.

Where sprinklers are installed in racks, separate indicating control valves and drains shall be
provided and arranged so that ceiling and in-rack sprinklers can be controlled independently.

7.

Subfloor areas shall have separate control valves installed that will allow the subfloor area to
be independently shutoff without having an effect on the operation of the sprinkler system in
other areas. The required zone control valves shall be located in an accessible area outside the
subfloor area.

8.

Where the zoning of the sprinkler system and installation of separate control valves will
increase the level of fire protection for the building, and the life safety of the occupants and
firefighters as determined by the Fire Marshal (AHJ).
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903.4.5 Monitoring and Supervising. All valves on connections to water supplies, sectional control
and isolation valves, and other valves in supply pipes to sprinklers and other fixed water-based fire
suppression systems shall be supervised and monitored at all times. Graphic maps shall be posted in
the sprinkler riser room depicting sprinkler zones. Proper tagging and/or signage complying with Fire
Department specifications shall identify all valves as to their function and identify their location
73.

Section 903.4.2 is amended by adding the following sentence at the end of the section:
The alarm device required on the exterior of the building shall be a weatherproof horn/strobe
notification appliance with a minimum 75 candela strobe rating, installed as close as practicable to the
fire department connection.

74.

Section 903.6 is amended by adding Section 903.6.1 to read as follows:
903.6.1 Spray booths and rooms. New and existing spray booths and spray rooms shall be protected
by an approved automatic fire-extinguishing system in accordance with Section 2404.

75.

Section 905.2 is amended to read as follows:
905.2 Installation standard. Standpipe systems shall be installed in accordance with this Section and
NFPA 14. Manual dry standpipe systems shall be supervised with a minimum of 10 psig and a
maximum of 40 psig air pressure with a high/low alarm.

76.

Section 905.3 is amended by adding Section 905.3.9 to read as follows:
905.3.9 Building area. In buildings exceeding 10,000 square feet in area per story and where any
portion of the building’s interior area is more than 200 feet (60960 mm) of travel, vertically and
horizontally, from the nearest point of fire department vehicle access, Class I automatic wet or manual
wet standpipes shall be provided.
Exceptions:

77.

1.

Automatic dry and semi-automatic dry standpipes are allowed as provided for in NFPA 14.

2.

R-2 occupancies of four stories or less in height having no interior corridors.

Section 905.4 is amended by amending numbered paragraphs 1, 3, and 5 to read as follows:
1.

In every required exit stairway, a hose connection shall be provided for each story above and
below grade plane. Hose connections shall be located at an intermediate landing between
stories, unless otherwise approved by the fire code official.

3.

In every exit passageway, at the entrance from the exit passageway to other areas of a building.
Exception: Where floor areas adjacent to an exit passageway are reachable from an exit
stairway hose connection by a ...{remainder of Exception unchanged}

5

Where the roof has a slope less than four units vertical in 12 units horizontal (33.3-percent
slope), each standpipe shall be provided with a two-way hose connection located to serve the
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roof or at the highest landing of an exit stairway with stair access to the roof provided in
accordance with Section 1011.12.

78.

Section 905.4 is amended by adding a new numbered paragraph 7 to read as follows:
7.
When required by this Chapter, standpipe connections shall be placed adjacent to all required
exits to the structure and at two hundred feet (200’) intervals along major corridors thereafter, or as
otherwise approved by the fire code official.

79.

Section 905.9 is amended by adding the following paragraph after the “Exceptions”:
Sprinkler and standpipe system water-flow detectors shall be provided for each floor tap to the sprinkler
system and shall cause an alarm upon detection of water flow for more than 45 seconds. All control
valves in the sprinkler and standpipe systems, except for Fire Department hose connection valves, shall
be electrically supervised to initiate a supervisory signal at the central station upon tampering.

80.

Section 907.1 is amended by adding Section 907.1.4 to read as follows:
907.1.4 Design Standards. All alarm systems, new or replacements, shall be addressable. Alarm
systems serving more than 20 smoke detectors shall have analog initiating devices.

81.

Section 907.2.1 is amended to read as follows:
907.2.1 Group A. A manual fire alarm system that activates the occupant notification system in
accordance with new Section 907.5 shall be installed in Group A occupancies having an occupant load
of 300 or more persons or more than 100 persons above or below the lowest level of exit discharge.
Group A occupancies not separated from one another in accordance with Section 707.3. 10 of the
International Building Code shall be considered as a single occupancy for the purposes of applying this
section. Portions of Group E occupancies occupied for assembly purposes shall be provided with a
fire alarm system as required for the Group E occupancy.
Exception: {No change.}
Activation of fire alarm notification appliances shall:

82.

1.

Cause illumination of the means of egress with light of not less than 1 foot-candle (11
lux) at the walking surface level, and

2.

Stop any conflicting or confusing sounds and visual distractions.

Section 907.2.3 is amended by amending the first paragraph and adding paragraph 1.1 under
paragraph 1 of “Exceptions” to read as follows:
907.2.3 Group E. A manual fire alarm system that initiates the occupant notification signal utilizing
an emergency voice/alarm communication system meeting the requirements of Section 907.5.2.2 and
installed in accordance with Section 907.6 shall be installed in Group E educational occupancies. When
automatic sprinkler systems or smoke detectors are installed, such systems or detectors shall be
connected to the building fire alarm system. An approved smoke detection system shall be installed in
Group E day care occupancies. Unless separated by a minimum of 100' open space, all buildings,
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whether portable buildings or the main building, will be considered one building for alarm occupant
load consideration and interconnection of alarm systems.
Exceptions:
1. {No change.}
1.1.

83.

Section 907.2.12 is amended by amending Exception 3 to read as follows:
3.

84.

Residential In-Home day care with not more than 12 children may use interconnected
single station detectors in all habitable rooms. (For care of more than five children 2
1/2 or less years of age, see Section 907.2.6.)

Open air portions of buildings with an occupancy in Group A-5 in accordance with Section
303.1 of the International Building Code, when used for open air seating; however, this
Exception does not apply to accessory uses including but not limited to sky boxes, restaurants
and similarly enclosed areas.

Section 907.4.2 is amended by adding Section 907.4.2.7 to read as follows:
907.4.2.7 Type. Manual alarm initiating devices shall be an approved double action type.

85.

Section 907.6.1 is amended by adding Section 907.6.1.1 to read as follows:
907.6.1.1 Wiring Installation. All fire alarm systems shall be installed in such a manner that a failure
of any single initiating device or single open in an initiating circuit conductor will not interfere with the
normal operation of other such devices. All signaling line circuits (SLC) shall be installed in such a
way that a single open will not interfere with the operation of any addressable devices (Class A).
Outgoing and return SLC conductors shall be installed in accordance with NFPA 72 requirements for
Class A circuits and shall have a minimum of four feet separation horizontal and one foot vertical
between supply and return circuit conductors. The initiating device circuit (IDC) from a signaling line
circuit interface device may be wired Class B, provided the distance from the interface device to the
initiating device is ten feet or less.

86.

Section 907.6.3 is amended by deleting all four Exceptions.

87.

Section 907.6.6 is amended by adding the following sentence to end of the paragraph:
See 907.6.3 for the required information transmitted to the supervising station.

88.

Section 907.6.6 is amended by adding Section 907.6.6.3 to read as follows:
906.6.6.3 Communication requirements. All alarm systems, new or replacements, shall transmit
alarm, supervisory and trouble signals descriptively to the approved central station, remote supervisory
station or proprietary supervising station as defined in NFPA 72, with the correct device designation
and location of addressable device identification. Alarms shall not be permitted to be transmitted as a
General Alarm or Zone condition.

89.

Section 907 is amended by adding Section 907.11 to read as follows:
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907.11 Password Protection Prohibited. No fire alarm system shall be protected by a password or pin
number that would hinder immediate silencing capabilities by the Fire Department.

90.

Section 909 is amended by adding Section 909.22 to read as follows:
909.22 Stairway or Ramp Pressurization Alternative. Where the building is equipped throughout
with an automatic sprinkler system in accordance with Section 903.3.1.1 and the stair pressurization
alternative is chosen for compliance with Building Code requirements for a smokeproof enclosure,
interior exit stairways or ramps shall be pressurized to a minimum of 0.10 inches of water (25 Pa) and
a maximum of 0.35 inches of water (87 Pa) in the shaft relative to the building measured with all interior
exit stairway and ramp doors closed under maximum anticipated conditions of stack effect and wind
effect. Such systems shall comply with Section 909, including the installation of a separate fire-fighter’s
smoke control panel as per Section 909.16, and a Smoke Control Permit shall be required from the fire
department as per Section 105.7.
[F] 909.22.1 Ventilating equipment. The activation of ventilating equipment for the stair or ramp
pressurization system shall be by smoke detectors installed at each floor level at an approved
location at the entrance to the smokeproof enclosure. When the closing device for the stairway or
ramp shaft and vestibule doors is activated by smoke detection or power failure, the mechanical
equipment shall activate and operate at the required performance levels. Smoke detectors shall be
installed in accordance with Section 907.3.
909.22.1.1 Ventilation Systems. Smokeproof enclosure ventilation systems shall be
independent of other building ventilation systems. The equipment, control wiring, power
wiring and ductwork shall comply with one of the following:
1.

Equipment, control wiring, power wiring and ductwork shall be located exterior to the
building and directly connected to the smokeproof enclosure or connected to the
smokeproof enclosure by ductwork enclosed by not less than 2-hour fire barriers
constructed in accordance with Section 707 of the Building Code or horizontal
assemblies constructed in accordance with Section 711 of the Building Code, or both.

2.

Equipment, control wiring, power wiring and ductwork shall be located within the
smokeproof enclosure with intake or exhaust directly from and to the outside or
through ductwork enclosed by not less than 2-hour barriers constructed in accordance
with Section 707 of the Building Code or horizontal assemblies constructed in
accordance with Section 711 of the Building Code, or both.

3.

Equipment, control wiring, power wiring and ductwork shall be located within the
building if separated from the remainder of the building, including other mechanical
equipment, by not less than 2-hour fire barriers constructed in accordance with Section
707 of the Building Code or horizontal assemblies constructed in accordance with
Section 711 of the Building Code, or both.

Exceptions:
1.

Control wiring and power wiring utilizing a 2-hour rated cable or cable system.

2.

Where encased with not less than 2 inches (51 mm) of concrete.
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3.

Control wiring and power wiring protected by a listed electrical circuit protective
system with a fire-resistance rating of not less than 2 hours.

909.22.1.2 Standby Power. Mechanical vestibule and stairway and ramp shaft ventilation
systems and automatic fire detection systems shall be provided with standby power in
accordance with Section 2702 of the Building Code.
909.22.1.3 Acceptance and Testing. Before the mechanical equipment is approved, the system
shall be tested in the presence of the fire code official to confirm that the system is operating
in compliance with these requirements.89.
Section 910.2 of the International Fire Code,
2018 edition, Exception 2 and 3 are amended to read as follows:
91.

Section 910.2 is amended by amending paragraphs 2 and 3 under “Exceptions” to read as follows:
[F] 2. Only manual smoke and heat removal shall be required in areas of buildings equipped with early
suppression fast-response (ESFR) sprinklers. Automatic smoke and heat removal is prohibited.
3. Only manual smoke and heat removal shall not be required in areas of buildings equipped with
control mode special application sprinklers with a response time index of 50(m*S)1/2 or less that are
listed to control a fire in stored commodities with 12 or fewer sprinklers. Automatic smoke and heat
removal is prohibited.

92.

Section 910.2.3 is amended by adding Section 910.2.3 to read as follows:
910.2.3 Group H. Buildings and portions thereof used as a Group H occupancy as follows:
1.

In occupancies classified as Group H-2 or H-3, any of which are more than 15,000 square
feet (1,394 m2) in single floor area.
Exception: Buildings of
noncombustible materials.

2.

noncombustible

construction

containing

only

In areas of buildings in Group H used for storing Class 2, 3 and 4 liquid and solid oxidizers,
Class 1 and unclassified detonable organic peroxides, Class 3 and 4 unstable (reactive)
materials, or Class 2 or 3 water-reactive materials as required for a high-hazard commodity
classification.
Exception: Buildings of noncombustible construction containing only noncombustible
materials.

93.

Section 910.3 is amended by adding Section 910.3.4 to read as follows:
910.3.4 Vent Operation. Smoke and heat vents shall be capable of being operated by approved
automatic and manual means. Automatic operation of smoke and heat vents shall conform to the
provisions of Sections 910.3.2.1 through 910.3.2.3.
[F] 910.3.4.1 Sprinklered buildings. Where installed in buildings equipped with an approved
automatic sprinkler system, smoke and heat vents shall be designed to operate automatically.
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The automatic operating mechanism of the smoke and heat vents shall operate at a temperature
rating at least 100 degrees F (approximately 38 degrees Celsius) greater than the temperature rating
of the sprinklers installed.
Exception: Manual only systems per Section 910.2.
910.3.4.2 Non-sprinklered Buildings. Where installed in buildings not equipped with an approved
automatic sprinkler system, smoke and heat vents shall operate automatically by actuation of a
heat-responsive device rated at between 100°F (56°C) and 220°F (122°C) above ambient.
Exception: Listed gravity-operated drop out vents.
94.

Section 910.4.3.1 of the International Fire Code Section 910.4.3.1 is amended to read as follows:
910.4.3.1 Makeup Air. Makeup air openings shall be provided within 6 feet (1829 mm) of the floor
level. Operation of makeup air openings shall be automatic. The minimum gross area of makeup air
inlets shall be 8 square feet per 1,000 cubic feet per minute (0.74 m2 per 0.4719 m3/s) of smoke exhaust.

95.

Section 912.2 is amended by adding Section 912.2.3 to read as follows:
912.2.3 Hydrant distance. An approved fire hydrant shall be located within 100 feet of the Fire
Department connection as the fire hose lays along an unobstructed path

96.

Section 913.2.1 is amended by adding the following sentence and Exception to read as follows:
...When located on the ground level at an exterior wall, the fire pump room shall be provided with an
exterior Fire Department access door that is not less than 3 ft. in width and 6 ft. - 8 in. in height,
regardless of any interior doors that are provided. A key box shall be provided at this door, as required
by Section 506.1.
Exception: When it is necessary to locate the fire pump room on other levels or not at an exterior wall,
the corridor leading to the fire pump room access from the exterior of the building shall be provided
with equivalent fire resistance as that required for the pump room, or as approved by the Fire Code
Official. Access keys shall be provided in the key box as required by Section 506.1.

97.

Section 913.4 is amended by adding the following sentence at the end of the section:
The fire-pump system shall also be supervised for "loss of power," "phase reversal," and "pump
running" conditions by supervisory signal on district circuits.

98.

Section 914.3.1.2 is amended to read as follows:
914.3.1.2 Water Supply to required Fire Pumps. In buildings that are more than 120 feet (128 m) in
building height, required fire pumps shall be supplied by connections to no fewer than two water mains
located in different streets. Separate supply piping shall be provided between each connection to the
water main and the pumps. Each connection and the supply piping between the connection and the
pumps shall be sized to supply the flow and pressure required for the pumps to operate.
Exception: {No change to exception.}

99.

Section 1006.2.2 is amended by adding Section 1006.2.2.6 to read as follows:
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1006.2.2.6 Electrical Rooms. For electrical rooms, special exiting requirements may apply. Reference
the Electrical Code as adopted.
100.

Section 1009.8 is amended by adding Exception 7 to read as follows:
7.
Buildings regulated under State Law and built-in accordance with State registered plans,
including any variances or waivers granted by the State, shall be deemed to be in compliance
with the requirements of Section 1009 and chapter 11.

101.

Section 1010.1.9.5 is amended by amending Exceptions 3 and 4 to read as follows:

102.

3.

Where a pair of doors serves an occupant load of less than 50 persons in a Group B, F, M or S
occupancy. {Remainder unchanged}

4.

Where a pair of doors serves a Group A, B, F, M or S occupancy {Remainder unchanged}

Section 1015.8 is amended by amending paragraph 1to read as follows:
1.

103.

Operable windows where the top of the sill of the opening is located more than 55 (16 764 mm)
above the finished grade or other surface below and that are provided with window fall
prevention devices that comply with ASTM F 2006.

Section 1020.1 is amended by adding paragraph 6 under “Exceptions” to read as follows:
6.

In Group B occupancies, corridor walls and ceilings need not be of fire-resistive construction
within a single tenant when the space is equipped with an approved automatic fire alarm system
with corridor smoke detection. The actuation of any detector shall activate alarms audible in
all areas served by the corridor. The smoke-detection system shall be connected to the
building's fire alarm system where such a system is provided.

104.

Section 1029.1.1.1 is deleted.

105.

Section 1031.2 is amended to read as follows:
1030.2 Reliability. Required exit accesses, exits or exit discharges shall be continuously maintained
free from obstructions or impediments to full instant use in the case of fire or other emergency. An exit
or exit passageway shall not be used for any purpose that interferes with a means of egress. Security
devices affecting means of egress shall be subject to approval of the Fire Code Official.

106.

Section 1103.3 is amended by adding the following sentence to end of paragraph:
Provide emergency signage as required by Section 606.3.

107.

Section 1103.5.1 is amended by adding the following sentence to end of paragraph:
Fire sprinkler system installation shall be completed with 24 months from date of notification by the
fire code official.

108.

Section 1103.5 is amended by adding Section 1103.5.5 to read as follows:
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1103.5.5 Spray Booths and Rooms. Existing spray booths and spray rooms shall be protected by an
approved automatic fire-extinguishing system in accordance with Section 2404.

109.

Section 1103.7 is amended by adding Sections 1103.7.7 and 1103.7.7.1 to read as follows:
1103.7.7 Fire Alarm System Design Standards. Where an existing fire alarm system is upgraded or
replaced, the devices shall be addressable. Fire alarm systems utilizing more than 20 smoke and/or
heat detectors shall have analog initiating devices.
Exception: Existing systems need not comply unless the total building, or fire alarm system,
remodel or expansion exceeds 30% of the building. When cumulative building, or fire alarm
system, remodel or expansion initiated after the date of original fire alarm panel installation
exceeds 50% of the building, or fire alarm system, the fire alarm system must comply within
18 months of permit application.
1103.7.7.1 Communication requirements. Refer to Section 907.6.6 for applicable requirements.

110.

Section 1203.1.3 is amended to read as follows:
1203.1.3 Installation. Emergency power systems and standby power systems shall be installed in
accordance with the International Building Code, NFPA 70, NFPA 110 and NFPA 111. Existing
installations shall be maintained in accordance with the original approval, except as specified in Chapter
11.

111.

Section1203.1 is amended by adding Section 1203.1.10 to read as follows:
1203.1.10 Critical Operations Power Systems (COPS). For Critical Operations Power Systems
necessary to maintain continuous power supply to facilities or parts of facilities that require continuous
operation for the reasons of public safety, emergency management, national security, or business
continuity, see NFPA 70.

112.

Section 1203.2 is amended to read as follows:
1203.2 Where Required. Emergency and standby power systems shall be provided where required by
Sections 1203.2.1 through 1203.2.26 or elsewhere identified in this code or any other referenced code.

113.

Section 1203.2.4 is amended to read as follows:
1203.2.4 Emergency Voice/alarm Communications Systems. Emergency power shall be provided
for emergency voice/alarm communications systems in the following occupancies, or as specified
elsewhere in this code, as required in Section 907.5.2.2.5. The system shall be capable of powering the
required load for a duration of not less than 24 hours, as required in NFPA 72.
Covered and Open Malls, Section 907.2.20 and 914.2.3
Group A Occupancies, Sections 907.2.1 and 907.5.2.2.4.
Special Amusement Buildings, Section 907.2.12.3
High-rise Buildings, Section 907.2.13
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Atriums, Section 907.2.14
Deep Underground Buildings, Section 907.2.19
114.

Section 1203.2.14 is amended to read as follows:
1203.2.14 Means of Egress Illumination. Emergency power shall be provided for means of egress
illumination in accordance with Sections 1008.3 and 1104.5.1. (90 minutes)

115.

Section 1203.2.15 is amended to read as follows:
1203.2.15 Membrane Structures. Emergency power shall be provided for exit signs in temporary tents
and membrane structures in accordance with Section 3103.12.6.1. (90 minutes) Standby power shall be
provided for auxiliary inflation systems in permanent membrane structures in accordance with Section
2702 of the International Building Code. (4 hours) Auxiliary inflation systems shall be provided in
temporary air-supported and air-inflated membrane structures in accordance with Section 3103.10.4.

116.

Section 1203.2.17 is amended to read as follows:
1203.2.17 Smoke Control Systems. Standby power shall be provided for smoke control systems in the
following occupancies, or as specified elsewhere in this code, as required in Section 909.11:
Covered Mall Building, International Building Code, Section 402.7
Atriums, International Building Code, Section 404.7
Underground Buildings, International Building Code, Section 405.8
Group I-3, International Building Code, Section 408.4.2
Stages, International Building Code, Section 410.3.7.2
Special Amusement Buildings (as applicable to Group A's), International Building Code,
Section 411.1
Smoke Protected Seating, Section 1029.6.2.1

117.

Section 1203.2 is amended by adding Sections 1203.2.19, 1203.2.20, 1203.2.21, 1203.2.22,
1203.2.23, 1203.2.24, 1203.2.25, and 1203.2.26 to read as follows:
1203.2.19 Covered and Open Mall Buildings. Emergency power shall be provided in accordance with
Section 907.2.20 and 914.2.3.
1203.2.20 Airport Traffic Control Towers. A standby power system shall be provided in airport
traffic control towers more than 65 ft. in height. Power shall be provided to the following equipment:
1. Pressurization equipment, mechanical equipment and lighting.
2. Elevator operating equipment.
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3. Fire alarm and smoke detection systems.
1203.2.21 Smokeproof Enclosures and Stair Pressurization Alternative. Standby power shall be
provided for smokeproof enclosures, stair pressurization alternative and associated automatic fire
detection systems as required by the International Building Code, Section 909.20.6.2.
1203.2.22 Elevator Pressurization. Standby power shall be provided for elevator pressurization
system as required by the International Building Code, Section 909.21.5.
1203.2.23 Elimination of Smoke Dampers in Shaft Penetrations. Standby power shall be provided
when eliminating the smoke dampers in ducts penetrating shafts in accordance with the International
Building Code Section 717.5.3, Exception 2.3.
1203.2.24 Common Exhaust Systems for Clothes Dryers. Standby power shall be provided for
common exhaust systems for clothes dryers located in multistory structures in accordance with the
International Mechanical Code, Section 504.10, Item 7.
1203.2.25 Hydrogen Cutoff Rooms. Standby power shall be provided for mechanical ventilation and
gas detection systems of Hydrogen Cutoff Rooms in accordance with the International Building Code
Section 421.8.
1203.2.26 Means of Egress Illumination in Existing Buildings. Emergency power shall be provided
for means of egress illumination in accordance with Section 1104.5 when required by the fire code
official. (90 minutes in I-2, 60 minutes elsewhere.)
118.

Section 1203 is amended by adding Section 1203.7 to read as follows:
1203.7 Energy Time Duration. Unless a time limit is specified by the fire code official, in this chapter
or elsewhere in this code, or in any other referenced code or standard, the emergency and standby power
system shall be supplied with enough fuel or energy storage capaTown for not less than 2-hour fulldemand operation of the system.
Exception: Where the system is supplied with natural gas from a utility provider and is approved.

119.

Section 2304.1 is amended to read as follows:
2304.1 Supervision of Dispensing. The dispensing of fuel at motor fuel-dispensing facilities shall be in
accordance with the following:
1.

Conducted by a qualified attendant; and/or,

2.

Shall be under the supervision of a qualified attendant; and/or

3.

Shall be an unattended self-service facility in accordance with Section 2304.3.

At any time, the qualified attendant of Item 1 or 2 above is not present, such operations shall be
considered as an unattended self-service facility and shall also comply with Section 2304.3.
120.

Section 2401.2 is deleted.

121.

Section 3103.3.1 is deleted.
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122.

Table 3206.2 is amended by amending Footnote’s “h” to read as follows:
h.
Where storage areas are protected by either early suppression fast response (ESFR) sprinkler
systems or control mode special application sprinklers with a response time index of 50 (m • s)
1/2 or less that are listed to control a fire in the stored commodities with 12 or fewer sprinklers,
installed in accordance with NFPA 13, manual smoke and heat vents or manually activated
engineered mechanical smoke exhaust systems shall be required within these areas.

123.

Table 3206.2 is amended by adding Footnote “j” to row titled ‘High Hazard’ and ‘Greater than 300,000’
to read as follows:
j. High hazard high-piled storage areas shall not exceed 500,000 square feet. A 2-hour fire wall
constructed in accordance with Section 706 of the International Building Code shall be used to divide
high-piled storage exceeding 500,000 square feet in area.

124.

Section 3310.1 is amended by adding the following sentence to the end of the section:
When fire apparatus access roads are required to be installed for any structure or development, they
shall be approved prior to the time at which construction has progressed beyond completion of the
foundation of any structure.

125.

Section 5601.1.3 is amended to read in its entirety as follows:
5601.1.3. Fireworks. The possession, manufacture, storage, sale, handling and use of fireworks are
prohibited.
Exceptions:

126.

1.

Only when approved for fireworks displays, storage and handling of fireworks as allowed in
Section 5604 and 5608.

2.

The use of fireworks for approved displays as allowed in Section 5608.

Section 5703.6 is amended by adding a sentence to read as follows:
5703.6 Piping systems. Piping systems, and their component parts, for flammable and combustible
liquids shall be in accordance with Sections 5703.6.1 through 5703.6.11. An approved method of
secondary containment shall be provided for underground tank and piping systems.

127.

Section 5704.2.11.4 is amended to read as follows:
5704.2.11.4 Leak Prevention. Leak prevention for underground tanks shall comply with Sections
5704.2.11.4.1 and 5704.2.11.5.2 through 5704.2.11.4.3. An approved method of secondary
containment shall be provided for underground tank and piping systems.

128.

Section 5704.2.11.4.2 is amended to read as follows:
5704.2.11.4.2 Leak detection. Underground storage tank systems shall be provided with an approved
method of leak detection from any component of the system that is designed and installed in accordance
with NFPA 30 and as specified in Section 5704.2.11.4.3.
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129.

Section 5704.2.11.4.3 is amended to read as follows:
5704.2.11.4.3 Observation Wells. Approved sampling tubes of a minimum 4 inches in diameter shall
be installed in the backfill material of each underground flammable or combustible liquid storage tank.
The tubes shall extend from a point 12 inches below the average grade of the excavation to ground level
and shall be provided with suitable surface access caps. Each tank site shall provide a sampling tube
at the corners of the excavation with a minimum of 4 tubes. Sampling tubes shall be placed in the
product line excavation within 10 feet of the tank excavation and one every 50 feet routed along product
lines towards the dispensers, a minimum of two are required.

130.

Section 5707.4 is amended by adding the following paragraph:

Mobile fueling sites shall be restricted to commercial, industrial, governmental, or manufacturing,
where the parking area having such operations is primarily intended for employee vehicles. Mobile
fueling shall be conducted for fleet fueling or employee vehicles only, not the general public.
Commercial sites shall be restricted to office-type or similar occupancies that are not primarily intended
for use by the public.
131.

Section 6103.2.1 is amended by adding Section 6103.2.1.8 to read as follows:
6103.2.1.8 Jewelry Repair, Dental Labs and Similar Occupancies. Where natural gas service is not
available, portable LP-Gas containers are allowed to be used to supply approved torch assemblies or
similar appliances. Such containers shall not exceed 20-pound (9.0 kg) water capaTown. Aggregate
capaTown shall not exceed 60-pound (27.2 kg) water capaTown. Each device shall be separated from
other containers by a distance of not less than 20 feet.

132.

Section 6104.2 is amended by adding Exception 2 read as follows:
2.

133.

Except as permitted in Sections 308 and 6104.3.2, LP-gas containers are not permitted in
residential areas.

Section 6104.3 is amended by adding Section 6104.3.2 to read as follows:
6104.3.2 Spas, Pool Heaters, and Other Listed Devices. Where natural gas service is not available,
an LP-gas container is allowed to be used to supply spa and pool heaters or other listed devices. Such
container shall not exceed 250-gallon water capaTown per lot. See Table 6104.3 for location of
containers.
Exception: Lots where LP-gas can be off-loaded wholly on the property where the tank is
located may install up to 500 gallon above ground or 1,000 gallon underground approved
containers.

134.

Section 6107.4 is amended to read as follows:
6107.4 Protecting Containers from Vehicles. Where exposed to vehicular damage due to proximity
to alleys, driveways or parking areas, LP-gas containers, regulators and piping shall be protected in
accordance with Section 312.
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135.

Section 6109.13 is amended to read as follows:
6109.13 Protection of Containers. LP-gas containers shall be stored within a suitable enclosure or
otherwise protected against tampering. Vehicle impact protection shall be provided as required by
Section 6107.4.

136.

Appendix L Requirements for Fire Fighter Air Replenishment Systems is amended by adding
Section L101.2 to read as follows:
Section L101.2 Required Location. In new buildings, fill stations shall be required when any of the
following conditions occur:
1.

Any new building 5 or more stories in height.

2.

Any new building with 2 or more floors below grade.

3.

Any new building 500,000 feet or more in size.

Each stairwell shall have a supply riser. SCBA fill stations shall be located on odd numbered floors in
the primary stairwell and on even numbered stairs in the secondary stairwells. The primary stairwell
will be the stair located closest to the main entrance.

SECTION 3. All ordinances of the Town of Argyle in conflict with the provisions of this Ordinance shall be,
and the same are hereby, repealed; provided, however, that all other provisions of said Ordinances not in conflict
herewith shall remain in full force and effect.
SECTION 4. Should any word, sentence, paragraph, subdivision, clause, phrase or section of this Ordinance, or
of the Town Development Standards, as amended hereby, be adjudged or held to be void or unconstitutional, the
same shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of said Ordinance or the Town Development Standards,
as amended hereby, which shall remain in full force and effect.
SECTION 5. An offense committed before the effective date of this Ordinance is governed by prior law and
the provisions of the Code of Ordinances of the Town of Argyle and the Town Development Standards, as
amended, in effect when the offense was committed, and the former law is continued in effect for this purpose.
SECTION 6. Any person, firm or corporation violating any of the provisions or terms of this Ordinance shall
be subject to the same penalty as provided for in Code of Ordinances of the Town of Argyle and the Town
Development Standards as previously amended, and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine not to exceed
the sum of Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000) for each offense, and each and every day such violation shall
continue shall be deemed to constitute a separate offense.
SECTION 7. In order to protect the public interest, comfort and general welfare, this ordinance shall take
effect immediately from and after its passage.

DULY PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF ARGYLE,
DENTON COUNTY, TEXAS, ON THIS THE _____ DAY OF _________________, 20__.
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APPROVED:

_________________________________________
___________________, MAYOR

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

ATTEST:

_______________________________
_____________, TOWN ATTORNEY

__________________________________________
___________________, TOWN SECRETARY
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Mayor and Council
Agenda Item
Memorandum
ITEM NO.

ITEM TYPE

MEETING DATE:

Public Hearing Item

January 18, 2022

PRESENTER:
Harrison Wicks, Interim Director of Community Development
ITEM DESCRIPTION:
Hold public hearing and consider an ordinance amendment (TDS-21-004) to Article V,
Tree Preservation, of the Town of Argyle Town Development Standards regarding various
amendments to the tree preservation requirements and other related tree ordinance
provisions in the Town Development Standards.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Project Update:
During their meeting on January 5, 2022, the Planning and Zoning Commission motioned
to recommend approval of ordinance amendment (TDS-21-004) to Article V, Tree
Preservation with the following revisions:
A. That Section 5. Amendment to Section 14.5.4 is amended to consolidate E.
Exceptions, numbers 1 and 7 into one exception to read as follows:
"Residential Properties. A residence used as an owner-occupied homestead shall be
exempt from the tree protection and replacement requirements of this Article as it pertains
to that residential property, as long as the tree is located within a radius of 300 feet from
the principal structure on the property. This exemption does not apply to undeveloped
single-family property or to existing residential properties zoned for nonresidential uses
or designated for nonresidential uses on the Land Use Plan."
B. That the proposed Exception number 7 to "Agricultural Purposes" be removed.
The motion passed 5-1, with Commissioner Baethge dissenting.
Background:
Recommended amendments were provided by the report findings from the Ad-hoc Tree
Review Committee during their meeting on November 8, 2021. Following the Ad-hoc Tree
Review Committee meeting, the initial report findings were presented to the P & Z
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Commission during their meeting on December 1st and the Town Council meeting on
December 6, 2021.
Previously during the October 2, 2018 Planning & Zoning Commission regular meeting,
the Commission discussed revisions to the adopted Tree Preservation Ordinance and
asked then Commissioner Rick Bradford to present the effort to Town Council to get
further direction on how Council would like to proceed with either an ad-hoc Tree Review
Committee or as a joint work session with P&Z and Council.
At the October 23, 2018 Town Council meeting, Commissioner Bradford presented the
idea of changes to the Tree Preservation Ordinance as a work session and during that
discussion, Town Council appointed an ad-hoc Tree Review Committee to review the
Town’s current regulations and propose draft amendments. Staff received the draft
amendments in April of 2019 and sent them on to the Town's legal counsel. During the
June 25, 2019 Town Council meeting, the Town Attorney (Robert Hager) discussed the
draft document and addressed some key points including the what trees to protect, the
process/timing of submitting tree surveys, mitigation requirements and penalties.
Sometime after the June 25, 2019 Town Council meeting and during the transition of town
staff, the draft document was given to Messer-Fort-McDonald for their review of the
document.
In the intervening period, Town Council approved Ordinance No. 2020-18 on August 17,
2020, which included TDS amendments to Article V, Tree Preservation regarding tree
mitigation ratios, updated approved plant list, tree replacement requirements,
reforestation fund, protective fencing, and adding a definition for Critical Root Zone.
During a joint P&Z commission and Town Council workshop meeting on October 21,
2021, discussion was held regarding how to bring back the initial draft amendments
previously discussed by the ad-hoc Tree Review Committee in 2019. In this meeting,
Councilmember Rick Bradford and Commissioner Paul Kula agreed to serve as CoChairs for the re-established ad-hoc Tree Review Committee and to organize a meeting
of the committee to provide proposed draft amendments for the PZ Commission and
Town Council to consider.
Development Review Analysis:
The ad-hoc Tree Review Committee met on Monday, November 8, 2021 to discuss the
initial draft amendments previously discussed by the Committee in 2019. The committee
reviewed the collected research and developed a list of proposed amendments they
believe would be beneficial to incorporate into the Town Development Standards.
Committee members include Councilmember Rick Bradford, Councilmember Ron
Schmidt, Planning & Zoning Commissioner Paul Kula, and Town resident Joan Wells.
Strategic Plan Objective:
Under Strategic Objective Preserve Natural Beauty – Activity 2.2.1 – Adopt an updated
tree preservation ordinance, this proposed public hearing item for TDS amendments
could be one of those opportunities.
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Staff Recommendation:
Town staff forwards the recommendation from the P&Z Commission as presented for
consideration by the Town Council. Amendments to Article V, Tree Preservation, of the
Town of Argyle Town Development Standards are attached as Exhibit A.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Not Applicable
Proposed Expenditure:
General Ledger Code:
Proposed Revenue:
Budget Amendment Required:
Financial Review Completed by:

No

LEGAL REVIEW:
The item was previously reviewed and is the same.
ATTACHMENTS:
Draft Ordinance 2022-XX
Ad-hoc Tree Review Committee Report Findings
Article V Tree Preservation - Current Standards

RECOMMENDED MOTION AND/OR ACTION:
Consider the recommendation from the P & Z Commission and approve amendments to
Article V, Tree Preservation of the Town of Argyle Town Development Standards.
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TOWN OF ARGYLE, TEXAS
ORDINANCE NO. 2022-_____
AN ORDINANCE OF THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF
ARGYLE, TEXAS, AMENDING ARTICLE V, TREE PRESERVATION,
OF THE TOWN DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS REGARDING
HERITAGE TREES, TREE CANOPY COVER, CHANGING TREE
BOARD TO TREE PRESERVATION BOARD, TIME OF
REPLACEMENT, LONGEVITY AND DURATION OF TREE
REPLACEMENT, CALCULATING CALIPER OF MULTI-TRUNK
TREES, PROHIBITING THE CLEAR-CUTTING OF TREES AND
TREE TOPPING, DEFINITION OF ACCEPTABLE TREES FOR TREE
MITIGATION, PROVIDING FOR APPROVAL OF TREE
MITIGATION INCENTIVES, AND ADDING AND DELETING TREES
FROM PROTECTED TREE LIST; PROVIDING A PENALTY
CLAUSE; PROVIDING A SAVINGS CLAUSE; PROVIDING A
SEVERABILITY CLAUSE; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the Town of Argyle (“Town”) is authorized to regulate various aspects of
development within the Town and its extraterritorial jurisdiction; and
WHEREAS, the Town Council has investigated and has determined that tree preservation
related to development is necessary to protect the health, safety, and welfare of the public; and
WHEREAS, the Town Council deems the passage of this Ordinance to be in the best
interest of the citizens of Argyle.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF
ARGYLE, TEXAS:
Section 1. Findings Incorporated. That all matters stated hereinabove are found to be true
and correct and are incorporated herein by reference as if copied in their entirety.
Section 2. Amendment to Section 14.5.1. That Article V, Tree Preservation, Section
14.5.1, Purpose and Intent, of the Town of Argyle Development Standards is hereby amended to
read as follows:
The purpose of this Article is to encourage the preservation of mature trees and natural
areas, to preserve protected trees during construction, and to provide for the removal of protected
trees when necessary. It is the intention of the Town of Argyle to:
1.

Prohibit the indiscriminate clearing of property;

2.

Protect and increase the value of residential and commercial properties within the
town;
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3.

Maintain and enhance a positive image for the attraction of new businesses and
residents to the town;

4.

Protect healthy mature trees and promote the natural ecological, environmental and
aesthetic qualities of the town;

5.

Preserve the rural forested character of the town;

6.

That trees be protected as part of the subdivision and the platting process; and

7.

Maintain 35% tree canopy cover in the town.

Section 3. Amendment to Section 14.5.2. That Article V, Tree Preservation, Section
14.5.2, Exterritorial Jurisdiction, of the Town of Argyle Town Development Standards is hereby
amended to read as follows:
This Article shall apply in all areas within the jurisdiction of the town, including the
exterritorial jurisdiction. (ETJ).
Section 4. Amendment to Section 14.5.3. That Article V, Tree Preservation, Section
14.5.3, Tree Preservation Board, of the Town of Argyle Town Development Standards is hereby
amended to read as follows:
The Planning and Zoning Commission is hereby designated as the Tree Preservation Board.
Section 5. Amendment to Section 14.5.4. That Article V, Tree Preservation, Section
14.5.4, Applicability, of the Town of Argyle Town Development Standards is hereby amended to
read as follows:
A.

Properties Requiring a Tree Removal Permit. All public or private properties, including
rights-of-way, public easements, franchises, public or private utility easements, and oil and
gas pipeline easements shall be subject to a tree removal permit, except as provided in this
section.

B.

Protected Trees.

C.

1.

A protected tree is a tree that has a trunk caliper of six inches or more, as measured at
four and one-half feet above natural grade level, and is one of the species listed in Section
14.5.50.

2.

A person must not, directly or indirectly, cut down, destroy, move or remove, or
effectively destroy through damaging, any protected tree situated on property regulated
by this Article without first obtaining a tree removal permit unless otherwise specified
in this Article.

Specimen Trees.
1.

A specimen tree is any tree listed on the town's protected tree list that has a minimum
trunk caliper of 13 inches and up to 19 inches in diameter as measured at four and onehalf feet above natural grade level. On a going-forward basis (as land is platted), a listing
and map of all designated specimen trees shall be maintained and updated by the Town
Administrator or his designee and made available to the public upon request. In addition
2
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to the provisions of this subsection, a specimen tree shall be any other tree that has been
designated by the Town Council, upon recommendation by the Tree Preservation Board,
after public hearing and due notice to the owner of the tree, to be of high value because
of its type, size, age or other relevant criteria.
2.

D.

E.

A person must not, directly or indirectly, cut down, destroy, move or remove, or
effectively destroy through damaging, any specimen tree situated on property regulated
by this Article without first obtaining a tree removal permit unless otherwise specified
in this Article.

Majestic Trees.
1.

A majestic tree is any tree listed on the town's protected tree list that has a minimum
trunk caliper of 20 inches in diameter and above as measured at four and one-half feet
above natural grade level. A listing and map of all designated majestic trees shall be
maintained and updated by the Town Administrator or his designee and made available
to the public upon request. In addition to the provisions of this subsection, a specimen
tree shall be any other tree that has been designated by the Town Council, upon
recommendation by the Tree Preservation Board, after public hearing and due notice to
the owner of the tree, to be of high value because of its type, size, age or other relevant
criteria.

2.

A person must not, directly or indirectly, cut down, destroy, move or remove, or
effectively destroy through damaging, any majestic tree situated on property regulated
by this Article without first obtaining a tree removal permit unless otherwise specified
in this Article.

Exceptions.
1.

Residential Properties. A residence used as an owner-occupied homestead shall be
exempt from the tree protection and replacement requirements of this Article as it
pertains to that residential property, as long as the tree is located within a radius of 300
feet from the principal structure on the property. This exemption does not apply to
undeveloped single-family property or to existing residential properties zoned for
nonresidential uses or designated for nonresidential uses on the Land Use Plan.

2.

Identified on an Approved Landscape Plan. A tree removal permit shall not be required
for the removal of a protected tree if the protected tree to be removed is shown and noted
as such on an approved tree protection plan as approved by Town Council.

3.

Public Safety. A tree removal permit shall not be required if a tree endangers the public
health, welfare or safety, and immediate removal is required as determined in writing by
the Town Administrator or designee.

4.

Utility Service Disruption. A tree removal permit shall not be required if a tree has
disrupted a public utility service due to a tornado, storm, flood or other acts of God.
Removal shall be limited to the portion of the tree reasonably necessary to reestablish
and maintain reliable utility service.

5.

Landscape Nursery. All licensed plant or tree nurseries shall be exempt from the tree
protection and replacement requirements and from the tree removal permit requirements
only in relation to those trees planted and growing on the premises of the licensee which
3
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are so planted and growing for the sale or intended sale to the general public in the
ordinary course of the licensee's business. This may also apply to a nursery established
and so designated by a developer of a large project within the town, where trees are
intended for landscaping future phases of such larger project.
6.

Dead or Diseased Trees. If a certified arborist provides a tree survey and report to the
Town showing that the trees proposed to be removed are already dead, dying, or fatally
diseased and such report is provided to and approved by the Town prior to such removal,
mitigation shall not be required. The Town Administrator, or designee, can request any
other information they deem necessary to prove the trees are dead, dying, or fatally
diseased.

7.

Agricultural purposes. A tree located on property which is being actively used for
agricultural purposes or as a homestead is exempt, as long as the tree is located within a
radius of 150 feet from the principal structure on the property.

8.

Right-of-way. A tree located in the public right-of-way shall be exempt from the tree
preservation and replacement requirements of this Article.

Section 6. Amendment to Section 14.5.5. That Article V, Tree Preservation, Section
14.5.5, Tree Replacement Requirements, of the Town of Argyle Town Development Standards is
hereby amended to read as follows:
A.

Replacement Trees. In the event that a tree removal permit is granted, the applicant shall
replace the protected trees being removed with trees listed in Section 14.5.50 the Town's
Approved Plant List:
1.

Protected Trees. Replace with tree(s) having a total caliper width equivalent to that of
the trees to be removed. Replacement trees shall be a minimum of four-inch caliper
measured four and one-half feet DBH from the ground, and ten feet in height when
planted.

2.

Specimen Trees. Replace with tree(s) having a total caliper width equivalent to that of
the trees to be removed. Replacement trees shall be a minimum of six-inch caliper
measured four and one-half feet DBH from the ground, and ten feet in height when
planted.

3.

Majestic Trees. Replace with tree(s) having a total caliper width equivalent to that of the
trees to be removed. Replacement trees shall be a minimum of ten-inch caliper measured
four and one-half feet DBH from the ground, and ten feet in height when planted.

4.

Multi-trunk Trees. Replace with tree(s) having a total caliper width equivalent to that of
adding the total caliper of the largest trunk to one-half the caliper of each additional
trunk. Replacement trees shall be a minimum of four-inch caliper measured four and
one-half feet DBH from the ground, and ten feet in height when planted.

Example: If a ten-inch protected tree is removed, then that tree must be replaced by trees with
a total caliper width of ten inches. This total caliper width could be satisfied by one ten-inch
caliper replacement tree, or any other combination allowed providing a total caliper width of
ten inches. Each replacement tree shall meet the minimum caliper inch at time of planting
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based on the tree type of protected, specimen, or majestic as stated in Section 14.5.5.A of this
Article.
B.

Replacement Procedures. Replacement trees shall be located on the subject site whenever
possible. However, if this is not feasible, the Town Administrator or designee has the
authority to allow the plantings to take place on another property, including land owned by
the Town, such as parkland.

C.

Time of Replacement. Replacement trees shall be planted within 365 days of the date of the
tree removal permit.

D.

Longevity and Duration. A replacement tree that dies or becomes diseased within three years
after planting shall be replaced.

E.

Reforestation Fund. If approved by the Town Administrator or designee, based on a
determination that the Town’s policy on tree preservation might be better accomplished
through a fee payment rather than the actual planting of trees, the applicant may make a
payment into the reforestation fund, which shall be a special account administered by the
Town, in lieu of compliance with this division. The funds shall be used for purchasing,
planting, transplanting, and maintaining trees for a period of three years on public property,
including public and/or capital improvement projects, street beautification projects, or for
acquiring and preserving wooded property. The amount of payment required shall be
calculated based on current market prices for the cost of acquiring the total caliper inches
based on Section 14.5.5.A of this Article) of trees to be replaced, planting, and maintenance
of trees for a period of one year. Other eligible uses of reforestation funds shall be to support
programs for the public purpose of increasing the tree canopy within the Town of Argyle
and/or educating citizens and developers on the preservation, care, and maintenance of trees.
Proceeds from the reforestation fund shall not be used to meet any requirements for
preservation, mitigation, landscaping, buffering, streetscaping, or similar requirements of a
developer's private property unless approved by the Town Council. Voluntary contributions
for tree planting shall be placed in the tree fund.

Section 7. Amendment to Section 14.5.7. That Article V, Tree Preservation, Section
14.5.7, Tree Pruning, of the Town of Argyle Town Development Standards is hereby amended to
add E. to read as follows:
E.
Clear-cutting or tree-topping prohibited. The clear-cutting of trees or tree-topping
of trees is prohibited.
Section 8. Amendment to Section 14.5.8. That Article V, Tree Preservation, Section
14.5.8, Tree Planting, of the Town of Argyle Town Development Standards is hereby amended to
add C. to read as follows:
C.
Acceptable Trees. The trees listed in Section 14.5.50 of this Article are
acceptable trees for replacement trees.
Section 9. Amendment to Section 14.5.10. That Article V, Tree Preservation, Section
14.5.10, Enforcement, of the Town of Argyle Town Development Standards is hereby amended
5
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to add G. to read as follows:
G.
Approved Site Plan. A property with an approved Site Plan shall be subject to this
Article and tree mitigation requirements.
Section 10. Amendment to Section 14.5.12. That Article V, Tree Preservation, of the
Town of Argyle Town Development Standards is hereby amended to add Section 14.5.12,
Incentives, to read as follows:
Sec. 14.5.12. Incentives. Any tree mitigation incentives will be reviewed on a case-bycase basis. The Tree Preservation Board will review the incentives and make a recommendation
to the Town Council. The Town Council makes the final decision on tree mitigation incentives.
Section 11. Amendment to Section 14.5.13. That Article V, Tree Preservation, of the
Town of Argyle Town Development Standards is hereby amended to add Section 14.5.13,
Registration of Heritage Trees, to read as follows:
Sec. 14.5.13. Registration of Heritage Trees.
A.
Heritage Tree Defined. A heritage tree is a designated tree that is listed on the protected
tree list that is unique and important to the Town because of its species, age, size, and location.
B.
Registration. To register a heritage tree on public or private property with the Town, the
owner of a heritage tree shall complete the registration form prepared by the Town and submit it
to the Town Administrator for approval. The Town Administrator shall approve the registration
if it is determined that the tree complies with the definition of heritage tree in this section.
C.
Appeal. Any decision made by the Town Administrator may be appealed to the Tree
Preservation Board. All decisions made by the Tree Preservation Board shall be final unless an
appeal is filed to the Town Council with ten days.
Section 12. Amendment to Section 14.5.14. That Article V, Tree Preservation, of the
Town of Argyle Town Development Standards is hereby amended to add Section 14.5.14,
Definitions, to read as follows:
Sec. 14.5.14. Definitions.
The following definitions apply to this Article:
Heritage Tree is a designated tree that is listed on the protected tree list that is unique and important
to the Town because of its species, age, size, and location.
Majestic Tree is a tree listed on the protected tree list that has a minimum trunk caliper of 20 inches
in diameter and above as measured at four and one-half feet above natural grade level.
Protected Tree is a tree listed on the protected tree list that has a trunk caliper of six inches or more
as measured at four and one-half feet above the natural grade.
Specimen Tree is a tree listed on the protected tree list that has a minimum trunk caliper of 13
inches and up to 19 inches in diameter as measured at four and one-half fee above natural grade
6
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level.
Section 13. Amendment to Section 14.5.49. That Article V, Tree Preservation, Section
14.5.49, Protected Tree List, of the Town of Argyle Town Development Standards is hereby
amended to add the species American Elm, Slippery Elm, and Winged Elm under “Large Trees”
and delete the species “Bradford Pear” under Small Trees.
Section 14. Amendment to Change to Tree Preservation Board. That Article V, Tree
Preservation, is hereby amended throughout to replace each instance of “Tree Board” with “Tree
Preservation Board.”
Section 15. Penalty. Any person, firm, entity or corporation who violates any provision
of this Ordinance or the Town's Zoning Ordinance, as they exist or may be amended, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction therefore, shall be fined in a sum not
exceeding Two Thousand and No/100 Dollars ($2,000.00). Each continuing day's violation shall
constitute a separate offense. The penal provisions imposed under this Ordinance shall not
preclude the Town from filing suit to enjoin the violation. The Town retains all legal rights and
remedies available to it pursuant to local, state, and federal law.
Section 16. Cumulative Clause. This Ordinance shall be cumulative of all other
Ordinances of the Town of Corinth and shall not repeal any of the provisions of such Ordinances
except for those instances where there are direct conflicts with the provisions of this Ordinance
or where expressly repealed hereby. Ordinances or parts thereof in force at the time this
Ordinance shall take effect and that are inconsistent with this Ordinance are hereby repealed to
the extent that they are inconsistent with this Ordinance.
Section 17. Severability Clause. If any section, subsection, clause, phrase, or provision
of this Ordinance, or the application thereof to any person or circumstance, shall to any extent be
held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, void, or unconstitutional, the remaining
sections, subsections, clauses, phrases, and provisions of this Ordinance, or the application thereof
to any person or circumstance, shall remain in full force and effect and shall in no way be affected,
impaired or invalidated.
Section 18. Savings Clause. In the event of a conflict between the provisions of this
Ordinance and any other regulation or rule prescribed by charter, another ordinance, resolution or
other authorization of the Town, the provisions of this ordinance shall control. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, all rights and remedies of the Town are expressly saved as to any and all complaints,
actions, claims, or lawsuits, which have been initiated or have arisen under or pursuant to such
conflicting Ordinance, or portion thereof, on the date of adoption of this Ordinance shall continue
to be governed by the provisions of that Ordinance and for that purpose the conflicting Ordinance
shall remain in full force and effect.
Section 19. Effective Date. This Ordinance shall take effect immediately from and after
its passage and approval.
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PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF ARGYLE,
TEXAS, ON THIS THE ____ DAY OF JANUARY, 2022.

APPROVED:

____________________________
Bryan Livingston, Mayor

ATTEST:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Dianna Buchanan, Town Secretary

Brenda McDonald, Town Attorney
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November 23, 2021
Harrison Wicks, Planner II, Community Development Department
Re: Tree Review Committee Report Findings on Amendments to the Tree Preservation Ordinance
Tree Review Committee Members,
Based on the discussion of the Monday, November 8, 2021 meeting, the following items have been
proposed as amendments to the Tree Preservation Ordinance:

1. Add a section for definitions of tree related terms
2. Add a definition for Heritage Tree and a mechanism to register them in the town, including public
and private property
3. Section 14.5.1, add a statement that it is the intent of the Town of have 35% tree canopy cover in
Argyle (Currently the tree canopy cover is 31.3% based on an analysis from March 2019)
4. Section 14.5.2, revise wording of the section to say “This ordinance shall apply in all areas within
the jurisdiction of the Town of Argyle, including extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ)”
5. Section 14.5.3, update section to say, “The Planning and Zoning Commission is hereby designated
as the Tree Preservation Board.”
6. Section 14.5.4, add select formatting revisions to the paragraphs to make them more consistent
7. Section 14.5.4 Exceptions, add the following exceptions to tree mitigation requirements:
a. “A tree located on property which is being actively used for agricultural purposes or as a
homestead, as long as the tree is located within a radius of 150 feet from the principal
structure on the property.”
b. Add an exception for trees located in the public right-of-way (ROW)
8. Section 14.5.5, add a section for “Time of Replacement” of tree mitigation, with a limit of no longer
than 365 days)
9. Section 14.5.5, add a section for “Longevity and Duration” which stipulates replacing replacement
trees in the event they die or become diseased, with a limit of no longer than 3 years.
10. Section 14.5.5, add a section that says “multi-trunk protected trees shall be determined by adding
the total caliper of the largest trunk to one-half the caliper of each additional trunk”
11. Section 14.5.7, add a paragraph limiting the use of “Tree Topping” and “Clear Cutting”
12. Section 14.5.8, add a paragraph defining “Acceptable Trees” to be used for tree mitigation
requirements
13. Section 14.5.10, add a paragraph that provides for enforcement of tree mitigation to all properties
with an approved site plan
14. Section 14.5.12, add a new section for “Incentives” with a general statement that incentive packages
for tree mitigation will be considered on a case-by-case basis, the Tree Preservation Board will
consider and recommend the package and Town Council will make the final approval
15. Section 14.5.49 Protected Tree List, Add “American Elm” and “Slippery Elm”
16. Section 14.5.49 Protected Tree List, Remove “Bradford Pear”
TOWN OF ARGYLE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
Office: (940)-464-7273 Fax: (940)464-7274
P.O. Box 609 308 Denton Street E
Argyle, Texas 76226
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Argyle, Texas, Development Standards
Article V. TREE PRESERVATION

Article V.
TREE PRESERVATION
Sec. 14.5.1. Purpose and Intent.
The purpose of this Article is to encourage the preservation of mature trees and natural areas, to preserve
protected trees during construction, and to provide for the removal of protected trees when necessary. It is the
intention of the Town of Argyle to:
1.

Prohibit the indiscriminate clearing of property;

2.

Protect and increase the value of residential and commercial properties within the town;

3.

Maintain and enhance a positive image for the attraction of new businesses and residents to the town;

4.

Protect healthy mature trees and promote the natural ecological, environmental and aesthetic
qualities of the town;

5.

Preserve the rural forested character of the town; and

6.

That trees be protected as part of the subdivision and the platting process.

Sec. 14.5.2. Extraterritorial Jurisdiction.
It is the intent of the Town Council of the Town of Argyle that this ordinance apply in all areas within the
Town and in the extraterritorial jurisdiction of the Town of Argyle.

Sec. 14.5.3. Tree Preservation Board.
The Planning and Zoning Commission is hereby designated as the Tree Board.

Sec. 14.5.4. Applicability.
A.

B.

Protected Trees.
1.

A person must not, directly or indirectly, cut down, destroy, move or remove, or effectively destroy
through damaging, any protected tree situated on property regulated by this Article without first
obtaining a tree removal permit unless otherwise specified in this article.

2.

A protected tree is a tree that has a trunk caliper of six inches or more, as measured at four and onehalf feet above natural grade level, and is one of the species listed in Section 14.5.50.

3.

Properties requiring a tree removal permit. All public or private properties, including rights-of-way,
public easements, franchises, public or private utility easements, and oil and gas pipeline easements
shall be subject to a tree removal permit.

Specimen Trees.
1.

Any tree listed on the town's protected tree list that has a minimum trunk caliper of 13 inches and up
to 19 inches in diameter as measured at four and one-half feet above natural grade level. On a goingforward basis (as land is platted), a listing and map of all designated specimen trees shall be

Argyle, Texas, Development Standards
(Supp. No. 3)
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maintained and updated by the Town Administrator or his designee and made available to the public
upon request. In addition to the provisions of this subsection, a specimen tree shall be any other tree
that has been designated by the Town Council, upon recommendation by the Tree Board, after public
hearing and due notice to the owner of the tree, to be of high value because of its type, size, age or
other relevant criteria.
2.

C.

D.

A person must not, directly or indirectly, cut down, destroy, move or remove, or effectively destroy
through damaging, any specimen tree situated on property regulated by this Article without first
obtaining a tree removal permit unless otherwise specified in this article.

Majestic Trees.
1.

Any tree listed on the town's protected tree list that has a minimum trunk caliper of 20 inches in
diameter and above as measured at four and one-half feet above natural grade level. A listing and map
of all designated majestic trees shall be maintained and updated by the Town Administrator or his
designee and made available to the public upon request. In addition to the provisions of this
subsection, a specimen tree shall be any other tree that has been designated by the town council, upon
recommendation by the board, after public hearing and due notice to the owner of the tree, to be of
high value because of its type, size, age or other relevant criteria.

2.

A person must not, directly or indirectly, cut down, destroy, move or remove, or effectively destroy
through damaging, any protected tree situated on property regulated by this Article without first
obtaining a tree removal permit unless otherwise specified in this article.

Exceptions.
1.

Residential Properties. A residence used as an owner-occupied homestead shall be exempt from the
tree protection and replacement requirements of this article as it pertains to that residential property.
However, this exemption does not apply to undeveloped single-family property or to existing
residential properties zoned for nonresidential uses or designated for nonresidential uses on the Land
Use Plan.

2.

Identified on an Approved Landscape Plan. A tree removal permit shall not be required for the removal
of a protected tree if the protected tree to be removed is shown and noted as such on an approved
tree protection plan as approved by Town Council.

3.

Public Safety. A tree removal permit shall not be required if a tree endangers the public health, welfare
or safety, and immediate removal is required as determined in writing by the Town Administrator or
designee.

4.

Utility Service Disruption. A tree removal permit shall not be required if a tree has disrupted a public
utility service due to a tornado, storm, flood or other acts of God. Removal shall be limited to the
portion of the tree reasonably necessary to reestablish and maintain reliable utility service.

5.

Landscape Nursery. All licensed plant or tree nurseries shall be exempt from the tree protection and
replacement requirements and from the tree removal permit requirements only in relation to those
trees planted and growing on the premises of the licensee which are so planted and growing for the
sale or intended sale to the general public in the ordinary course of the licensee's business. This may
also apply to a nursery established and so designated by a developer of a large project within the town,
where trees are intended for landscaping future phases of such larger project.

6.

Dead or Diseased Trees. If a certified arborist provides a tree survey and report to the Town showing
that the trees proposed to be removed are already dead, dying, or fatally diseased and such report is
provided to and approved by the Town prior to such removal, mitigation shall not be required. The
Town Administrator, or designee, can request any other information they deem necessary to prove the
trees are dead, dying, or fatally diseased.
Created: 2021-03-08 08:44:18 [EST]
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(Ord. No. 2020-18 , § 7, 8-17-20)

Sec. 14.5.5. Tree Replacement Requirements.
A.

Replacement Trees. In the event that a tree removal permit is granted, the applicant shall replace the
protected trees being removed with trees listed in Section 14.5.50 the Town's Approved Plant List:
1.

Protected Trees. Replace with tree(s) having a total caliper width equivalent to that of the trees to be
removed. Replacement trees shall be a minimum of four-inch caliper measured four and one-half feet
DBH from the ground, and ten feet in height when planted.

2.

Specimen Trees. Replace with tree(s) having a total caliper width equivalent to that of the trees to be
removed. Replacement trees shall be a minimum of six-inch caliper measured four and one-half feet
DBH from the ground, and ten feet in height when planted.

3.

Majestic Trees. Replace with tree(s) having a total caliper width equivalent to that of the trees to be
removed. Replacement trees shall be a minimum of ten-inch caliper measured four and one-half feet
DBH from the ground, and ten feet in height when planted.

Example: If a ten-inch protected tree is removed, then that tree must be replaced by trees with a total
caliper width of ten inches. This total caliper width could be satisfied by one ten-inch caliper replacement tree, or
any other combination allowed providing a total caliper width of ten inches. Each replacement tree shall meet the
minimum caliper inch at time of planting based on the tree type of protected, specimen, or majestic as stated in
Section 14.5.5.A of this article.
B.

Replacement Procedures. Replacement trees shall be located on the subject site whenever possible.
However, if this is not feasible, the Town Administrator or designee has the authority to allow the plantings
to take place on another property, including land owned by the Town, such as parkland.

C.

Reforestation Fund. If approved by the Town Administrator or designee, the applicant, in lieu of compliance
with this division, may make a payment into the reforestation fund, which shall be a special account
administered by the Town. The funds shall be used for purchasing, planting, transplanting, and maintaining
trees for a period of three years on public property, including public and/or capital improvement projects,
street beautification projects, or for acquiring and preserving wooded property. The amount of payment
required shall be calculated based on current market prices for the cost of acquiring the total caliper inches
based on Section 14.5.5.A of this article) of trees to be replaced, planting, and maintenance of trees for a
period of one year. Other eligible uses of reforestation funds shall be to support programs for the public
purpose of increasing the tree canopy within the Town of Argyle and/or educating citizens and developers on
the preservation, care, and maintenance of trees. Proceeds from the reforestation fund shall not be used to
meet any requirements for preservation, mitigation, landscaping, buffering, streetscaping, or similar
requirements of a developer's private property unless approved by the Town Council. Voluntary
contributions for tree planting shall be placed in the tree fund.

(Ord. No. 2020-18 , § 2, 8-17-20)

Sec. 14.5.6. Tree Protection.
The following procedures are required to protect all protected trees which have not been approved for
removal.
A.

Tree Survey and Protection Plan Required. A tree survey and protection plan shall be required with any
development application or process, including but not limited to, site plans, plats, zoning changes,
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master development plan, oil and gas drilling permits, construction plans, and building permits, or as
determined by the Town Administrator or designee.
1.

In order to ensure that contractors adequately protect trees during development of the property
and before construction, the following shall be required as a part of all plats, or prior to approval
of all construction plans, if not previously submitted with the plat, and shall be submitted to the
town unless determined otherwise by the Town Administrator or designee.

2.

Tree Survey and Protection Plan. A tree protection plan shall include the following:
a.

The graphic exhibits required for a tree removal application as specified in subsection
14.5.9.A.2 of this section.

b.

A graphics legend to be used throughout the plans for the purposes of showing the
following: trees to be flagged, protective fencing, trees requiring bark protection, boring,
and areas of cut and fill impacting protected trees.

c.

Graphic tree exhibit showing the type of tree being removed and being preserved, and the
features of those trees, including the critical root zone, trunk, canopy, drip line and caliper.

d.

Graphic exhibits showing methods of protection to include fences, boarded skirts, etc.

e.

Graphic exhibits showing construction methods to include grade changes, boring,
trenching, etc. All requirements of the tree preservation ordinance shall be shown
graphically on all applicable sheets within the construction plans.

f.

Critical root zone is defined as trees to be represented on plans by a concentric circle
centered on the trunk location, with a diameter equal in feet to twice the number of inches
of the tree' s trunk diameter. For example, a tree with a 15-inch trunk diameter would be
represented at plan scale by a 30-foot diameter circle.

B.

Landscape Plan. The Tree Survey and Protection Plan must be accompanied by a landscape plan.

C.

Prior to Construction. Unless otherwise approved in writing by the Town Administrator or designee, the
following procedures shall be followed on all construction projects:
1.

Tree Flagging. All protected trees on the subject property within 50 feet of a construction area or
surface improvements such as driveways and walks, shall be flagged with bright fluorescent
orange vinyl tape wrapped around the main trunk at a height of four feet or more, such that the
tape is very visible to workers operating construction equipment.

2.

Open Space Flagging. All trees or groups of trees within areas intended to be saved as open
space shall be enclosed with fluorescent orange tape along all areas of possible access or
intrusion by construction equipment. Tape shall be supported at a minimum of 25-foot intervals
by wrapping trees or utilizing another approved method. Single incident access for the purposes
of clearing underbrush is allowed.

3.

Protective Fencing. All protected trees within 50 feet of a construction area that are not shown to
be removed shall be protected by plastic (or equivalent) protective fencing around the critical
root zone that must be at least four feet high for protected and specimen trees and six feet high
chain link fencing for majestic trees. A "tree protection notice" sign shall be required to be placed
on all chain link tree protection fencing.

4.

Bark Protection. In situations where a protected tree remains in the immediate area of intended
construction, the tree shall be protected by enclosing the entire circumference of the tree with
two-inch by four-inch lumber encircled with wire or other means that do not damage the tree.
This will protect the bark of the tree against incidental contact by large construction equipment.
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D.

E.

F.

Prohibited Activities Adjacent to Tree. The following activities shall be prohibited within the limits of
the critical root zone of any protected tree subject to the requirements of this Article:
1.

Material Storage. No materials intended for use in construction, or waste materials accumulated
due to excavation or demolition, shall be placed within the limits of the critical root zone of any
protected tree.

2.

Equipment Cleaning/Liquid Disposal. No equipment shall be cleaned, or other materials or liquids
deposited or allowed to flow over land within the limits of the critical root zone of a protected
tree. This includes, without limitation, paint, oil, solvents, asphalt, concrete, mortar or similar
materials.

3.

Tree Attachments. No signs, wires, or other attachments other than those of a protective nature
shall be attached to any protected tree.

4.

Vehicular Traffic. No vehicular and/or construction equipment traffic or parking shall take place
within the limits of the critical root zone of any protected tree other than on an existing paved
street or parking lot. This restriction does not apply to single incident access within the critical
root zone for purposes of clearing underbrush, establishing the building pad and associated lot
grading, vehicular traffic necessary for routine utility maintenance or emergency restoration of
utility service or routine mowing operations.

5.

Grade Changes. No grade changes in excess of two inches (cut or fill) shall be allowed within the
limits of the critical root zone of any protected tree unless adequate construction methods are
utilized which have been approved by the building official.

6.

Impervious Paving. No paving with asphalt, concrete or other impervious materials in a manner
which may reasonably be expected to kill a tree shall be placed within the limits of the critical
root zone of a protected tree except as otherwise allowed in this Article.

Permanent Construction Methods.
1.

Boring. Boring of utilities under protected trees may be required in certain circumstances. When
required, the length of the bore shall be at a minimum the width of the critical root zone, and
shall be at a minimum depth of 48 inches.

2.

Grade Change. Grade changes within the critical root zone of a protected tree should not exceed
two inches. If more than 25 percent of the critical root zone is disturbed by trenching or a grade
change greater than two inches, the applicant may be required to prune the root zone or tree
canopy in accordance with industry standards, or take some other mitigative measure to help
preserve the health of the tree.

3.

Trenching. All trenching shall be designed to avoid crossing the critical root zone of any protected
tree.

4.

Root Pruning. It is recommended that all roots two inches or larger in diameter which are
exposed as a result of trenching or other excavation, shall be cut off in accordance with industry
standards and covered with pruning compound within two hours of initial exposure.

Preserved Tree Criteria. A protected tree shall be considered to be preserved only if a minimum of 75
percent of the critical root zone is maintained at undisturbed natural grade and no more than 25
percent of the canopy is removed due to building encroachment.

(Ord. No. 2020-18 , §§ 5, 6(Exh. B), 8-17-20)
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Sec. 14.5.7. Tree Pruning.
A.

Generally. No protected tree shall be pruned in a manner which significantly disfigures the tree or in a
manner which would reasonably lead to the death of the tree, unless required for safety.

B.

Pruning Permit Requirements. All utility companies shall maintain a set of pruning specifications which shall
be available to the Town upon request and shall be followed by all pruning contractors working for the
company within the Town.

C.

Allowed Pruning.

D.

1.

Pruning for Construction. The Town Administrator or designee may approve pruning of a protected tree
in cases where a protected tree must be pruned to remove branches broken during the course of
construction, or where protected trees must be strategically pruned to allow construction of a
structure. When allowed, all pruning shall be in accordance with approved arboricultural techniques.

2.

Normal Maintenance. Normal pruning required promoting tree health and vitality is permitted
provided, however, that such pruning does not remove greater than ten percent of the tree mass.

Required Pruning. The owners of any tree adjacent to a public right-of-way shall be required to maintain a
minimum clearance of 14 feet above the traveled surface or curb of a public street or trail. The town shall
also have the right to prune trees overhanging the public right-of-way as necessary to preserve the public
safety.

Sec. 14.5.8. Tree Planting.
A.

Overhead Lines. Replacement trees shall not be planted in a location where the mature canopy of the tree
will interfere with overhead utility lines.

B.

Underground and Surface Utilities. Replacement trees shall not be planted in a location where the mature
root zone of the tree will interfere with underground public utility lines. No trees shall be planted within ten
feet of a fire hydrant.

Sec. 14.5.9. Tree Removal Permit Review and Approval.
A.

Submittal Requirements.
1.

Tree Removal Permit Required. A request for a tree removal permit must be submitted and approved
prior to the removal of any protected tree in the town unless the tree is exempt under a provision of
this Article.

2.

Tree Removal Application. All requests for tree removal permits must be accompanied by a tree
removal application and a graphic exhibit showing at least the following items:
a.

Appropriate title (i.e., tree removal permit exhibit);

b.

Title block includes street address, lot and block, subdivision name, city and date of preparation;

c.

North arrow, graphic and written scale in close proximity;

d.

Name, address and phone of owner and person preparing the exhibit;

e.

Location of all right-of-way lines and public easements within 50 feet of the trees proposed for
removal;

f.

Location of all buildings, structures, pools, parking, and other improvements which are existing or
intended on the lot easements within 50 feet of the tree proposed for removal;
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3.

B.

g.

A grading plan including all areas of proposed cut/fill, and the drainage flow line, if applicable;

h.

Limits of construction line shown, if applicable;

i

Location of all protected trees and thicket boundaries within 50 feet of any construction area,
with a description of the size and types of trees;

j.

The location of all protected tree(s) which are to be removed;

k.

Caliper (four and one-half feet from ground), Latin and common name of tree to be removed;
size of tree to be removed; and

l.

Location of any required replacement trees shown with caliper size and common name of tree.

m.

These requirements may be modified by the Town Administrator or designee as needed to
administer this Article. An aerial photograph may be allowed if it clearly meets these
requirements.

Application for Two or Less Trees. Notwithstanding subsection (A)(2) of this section, a property owner
desiring to remove up to two protected trees may submit a simplified application by submitting a letter
stating the reason for removing the tree(s), and identifying the tree(s) to be removed on a plot plan or
aerial photograph of the site, along with the caliper, species and a photograph of the tree to be
removed.

Authority for Review of Application. Upon receipt of the permit application, the Town Administrator or
designee, based on a recommendation of a landscape architect approved by the Town Administrator or
designee, may take one of the following actions:
1.

Deferral of Decision. The Town Administrator or designee may defer the approval of a tree removal
permit to the Planning and Zoning Commission in their role as Tree Board for any reason. All decisions
made by the Planning and Zoning Commission, in their role as Tree Board, shall be final.

2.

Approval. The Town Administrator or designee shall issue a tree removal permit if it is determined that:

3.

a.

The tree removal permit is compliant with a tree preservation and landscape plan previously
approved by town council; or

b.

The tree constitutes a hazard to life or property which cannot be reasonably mitigated without
removing the tree;

c.

The tree is dying, dead, or diseased to the point that restoration is not practical; or

d.

All reasonable efforts have been made to avoid removing the tree for the development and
removal cannot be avoided.

Refusal. The Town Administrator or designee shall deny a tree removal permit if it is determined that:
a.

Removal of the tree is not reasonably required in order to conduct anticipated activities; or

b.

A reasonable accommodation can be made to preserve the tree.

C.

Appeal of Decision. Any decision made by the Town Administrator or designee may be appealed to the
Planning and Zoning Commission in their role as Tree Board. All decisions made by the Tree Board shall be
final unless an appeal is filed to the Town Council within ten days. A super-majority vote by the Town Council
shall be required to overturn a denial by the Tree Board.

D.

Permit Expiration. Tree removal permits for tree removal issued in connection with a building permit or site
plan shall be valid for the period of that building permit's or site plan's validity. A permit for tree removal not
issued in connection with a building permit or a site plan shall become void 180 days after the issue date on
the permit.
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(Ord. No. 2020-18 , § 8, 8-17-20)

Sec. 14.5.10. Enforcement.
A.

Offense. It shall be an offense punishable by a fine of up to $2,000.00 for any tree removed in violation of
this Article. Each tree removed shall count as a separate offense. Each day the property continues in violation
shall count as a separate offense.

B.

Developer's Agreement. All developer' s agreements shall state that all construction activities shall meet the
requirements of the tree preservation ordinance (this article). The developer, at its sole expense, shall
furnish or cause to be furnished, all labor, materials, equipment, accessories, and services necessary to
maintain all plant materials when and as they become damaged or die. In addition, a three-year maintenance
bond shall be provided for all replacement and existing trees as provided for in this article. Within three
years following the issuance of a tree removal permit, the property for which such permit was issued will be
inspected by the Town. If the inspection reveals that any replacement or existing trees have died or are not
expected to survive, then the applicant shall replace such dead or dying trees within 90 days following
notice. In the event the applicant fails to replace the dead or dying trees, then the penalties provided herein
may be sought by the Town.

C.

Construction Permits. Prior to issuance of a permit to do site work, including a grading permit, a tree survey
and tree protection plan for the development shall be approved. These plans may be combined on one or
more drawings.

D.

Building Permit. No building permit shall be issued unless the applicant signs an application or permit
request, or a statement, that binds the applicant to ensuring that all construction activities shall meet the
requirements of this Article. The Town staff may make a copy of this Article and other relevant town policies
available to the applicant, upon request. Reasonable charges for copies may apply.

E.

Acceptance of Improvements. No acceptance of public improvements shall be authorized until all fines for
violations of this Article have been paid to the town or otherwise disposed of through the municipal court.

F.

Certificate of Occupancy. No certificate of occupancy shall be issued until all fines for violations of this Article
have been paid to the town or otherwise disposed of through the municipal court.

(Ord. No. 2020-18 , § 4, 8-17-20)

Sec. 14.5.11. General Provisions.
A.

Existing Trees. Existing trees shall be preserved and protected pursuant to the provisions of this Article.

B.

Consistency with Other Plan. Landscaping shall be consistent with the Town Development Standards.

C.

Sight Distance Easements at Street and Driveway Intersections. Landscaping must meet the requirements for
sight distance easements as established in the Thoroughfare Plan and the Town Development Standards.

D.

Provision of Open Space and Landscaping. Open space and landscaping shall be provided in a manner
consistent with the following:
1.

Current policies relating to key elements of open space which are embodied in the Comprehensive
Plan.

2.

Open space elements that are located primarily along the floodplain, drainage areas, existing ponds,
unique land forms, scenic vistas, land with slopes in excess of 25 percent, and natural tree thickets.
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3.
E.

All existing trees and ponds within open space zones shall be protected and preserved where possible.
Ponds may be altered or relocated if approved as part of the landscape plan.

Landscape Plan. A landscape plan shall be prepared in accordance with this Article.

Secs. 14.5.12—14.5.48. Reserved.
Sec. 14.5.49. Protected Tree List.
Large Trees
Large Trees
Pecan
Bur Oak
Chinese Pistache
Texas Persimmon
Chinquapin Oak
Western Soapberry
Live Oak
Red Oak
Shumard Oak
Lacey Oak
Cedar Elm
Texas Ash
White Ash
Bald Cypress
Laurel Oak
Post Oak
Sycamore
*Additional trees may be approved as appropriate by the Tree Board.

Small Trees
Bradford Pear
Aristocrat Pear
Crape Myrtle
Vasey Oak
Mexican Plum
Yaupon Holly
Golden Raintree
Southern Wax Myrtle
Redbud
Japanese Black Pine
Rusty "Blackhaw" Viburnum
Shining Sumac
Possumhaw Holly

Sec. 14.5.50. Approved Plant List.
Large Trees (within parking
areas or as street trees)
Bald Cypress
Cedar Elm
Chinese Pistache
Chinquapin Oak
Lacey Oak
Laurel Oak
Live Oak
Mexican White Oak (Monterrey Oak)
Montezuma Cypress
Pecan
Pond Cypress
Post Oak
Red Oak
Shumard Oak
Sycamore
Evergreen Shrubs
(Acceptable for low (5' or
less) screening)
Dwarf Abelia
Dwarf Yaupon Holly

Large Trees (nonvehicular areas)
Bur Oak
Bigalow Oak
Caddo Maple
Durrand Oak
Lacebark Elm
Mexican Sycamore
Texas Persimmon
Texas Walnut
Western Soapberry

Small Trees

Evergreen Shrubs
(Acceptable as noted
for 6' screening)
Red Tip Photinia
Cleyera

Other Shrubs

Carolina Buckthorn
Crape Myrtle
Eve's Necklace
Golden Raintree
Japanese Black Pine
Mexican Buckeye
Mexican Plum
Possumhaw Holly
Redbud
Rusty "Blackhaw" Viburnum
Shining Sumac
Southern Wax Myrtle
Vasey Oak
Yaupon Holly

Possumhaw Holly
Chinese Holly
Created: 2021-03-08 08:44:18 [EST]
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Dwarf Burford Holly
Nellie R. Stevens Holly
Juniper
Japanese Boxwood
Waxleaf Ligustrum
Sumac
Eleagnus
Chinese Photinia
Fragrant Mimosa
"Berries Jubilee" Holly
Abelia
American Beauty Berry
Carissa Holly
Burford Holly
Barberry
"Dazzler" Holly
"Mary Nell" Holly
Autumn Sage
Nandina
Evergreen Sumac
Ground Cover
Asian Jasmine
Honeysuckle
English Ivy
Liriope
Monkey Grass
Vinca (Periwinkle)
Trailing Juniper
Hardy Plumbago
Notes: Plants in italics are preferred due to their lower water as designated in "Landscape Water
Conservation Xeriscape" published by the Texas Agricultural Extension Service. (See http://aggiehorticulture.tamu.edu/extension/xeriscape/xeriscape.html)
Additional plant material may be approved as appropriate by the Tree Board.
(Ord. No. 2017-15, 6-27-17; Ord. No. 2020-18 , § 3(Exh. A), 8-17-20)

Created: 2021-03-08 08:44:18 [EST]
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Mayor and Council
Agenda Item
Memorandum
ITEM TYPE

MEETING DATE:

Action Item

January 18, 2022

PRESENTER:
Richard Olson, Town Administrator
ITEM DESCRIPTION:
Authorize the approval of Task Order #4 with Freese and Nichols to evaluate options for
the Crawford Road Sewer Line
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Town staff has been working with the City of Denton to determine if it is feasible to connect
to the line which they will start constructing in April on Robson Ranch Road. It is staff’s
understanding that this line has already been upsized however it is still not known if there
will be adequate capacity to service the area west of I-35 W. If the City of Denton line
capacity is not available a line along Crawford Road will need to be constructed to provide
service to the area west of I-35W which is called for in the Town’s CIP. The estimated
cost of the Crawford Road line is $2,813,000. Staff has received a determination from
TDEM that CLFRF funds can only be used to rebuild lift station number 1 and points down
stream. Based on the FNI cost estimate the cost to rebuild lift station #1 is $650,000.
Since the City of Denton is right sizing the line along Robson Ranch all of the Towns
CLFRF could be used for the construction if the Council desires. The City of Denton will
need to know if the Town of Argyle is interested in participating in the construction of the
line prior to the awarding of the contact which will occur in February. Town staff has
looked at several of the scenarios being proposed by the City of Denton and believe it
would be appropriate for FNI to evaluate the Town’s options. Attached you will find task
order #4. The scope of work covered by the Task order is to prepare a feasibility study
that evaluates options and alternatives for the proposed sewer line along Crawford Road
versus an alternative regional partnership with the City of Denton where the Town would
pay a prorated share of upsizing the future Creekside Interceptor line. The cost of the
Task order is $14,469 and CLFRF Funds can be used to pay for the cost of the study
FISCAL IMPACT:
Not Applicable
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Proposed Expenditure:
General Ledger Code:
Proposed Revenue:
Budget Amendment Required:
Financial Review Completed by:

$14,469

No

LEGAL REVIEW:
Not applicable.
ATTACHMENTS:
FNI Task Order #4 Scope of work
Cost estimate for Crawford Road Sewer line
Professional Service agreement
RECOMMENDED MOTION AND/OR ACTION:
Authorize the Town Administrator to execute Task Order #4 with FNI
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TOWN OF ARGYLE
ON-CALL PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES CONTRACT
SCOPE OF SERVICES PROPOSAL:
TASK ORDER NO. 4 – Crawford Road Sanitary Sewer Feasibility Study
December 29, 2021
PROJECT UNDERSTANDING:
Freese and Nichols, Inc. (FNI) understands the Project objective is to prepare and deliver the
Crawford Road Sanitary Sewer Feasibility Study for the purpose of evaluating options and
recommending a solution to the Town. This task order or contract supplements the ongoing
execution of the Town of Argyle On-Call Professional Engineering Services defined by the
documents in the professional services agreement executed on 8/16/2021.
I.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Project includes the preparation of a feasibility study to consider and evaluate options and
alternatives for the proposed sanitary sewer line along Crawford Road as outlined in the Town’s
current impact fee study that was prepared by Teague, Nall and Perkins. The study will provide a
recommended option based on comparison of the costs and benefits of a Town sponsored
project to design and construct the Crawford Road sanitary sewer line as contemplated in the
current impact fee study versus an alternative regional partnership with the City of Denton which
would involve the Town funding its prorata share to upsize and discharge into the future City of
Denton Creekside Interceptor line.

II.

TASK SUMMARY, BASIC SERVICES
A.

FEASIBILITY STUDY: Freese and Nichols, Inc (FNI) shall render the following
professional services in connection with the Preparation of the Crawford Sanitary Sewer
Feasibility Study. The scope includes:
1. Evaluate the alignment of the proposed sanitary sewer line along Crawford Road as
shown in the impact study completed by Teague, Nall and Perkins.
2. Evaluate the option of Argyle partnering with City of Denton on upsizing their
Creekside Interceptor line along Crawford Road based on information provided by
the Town. FNI will coordinate with the Town and City of Denton for additional
information needed. FNI will not perform hydraulic analysis as part of this task.
3. FNI will attend up to 2 meetings with the Town of Argyle and City of Denton to
discuss a potential interlocal agreement.
4. FNI will submit one (1) electronic copy (PDF) of the draft feasibility report
summarizing findings, costs and recommendations for the sanitary sewer line along
Crawford Road.
5. FNI will attend one (1) review meeting with Town staff. FNI will address the Town’s
comments and prepare a final feasibility report. FNI will submit one (1) hard copy of
the final report and one electronic copy (PDF) to the Town.

III. ASSUMPTIONS

1 of 2
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On-Call Professional Engineering Services Contract: Task Order No. 4 – Crawford Road Sanitary
Sewer Feasibility Study
December 29, 2021
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A. Time of Completion: FNI is authorized to commence work on the Project upon execution of
this AGREEMENT and agrees to complete the services in accordance with the following
schedule:
1.
2.

Draft feasibility report within 45 days of signed agreement on a date that is mutually
agreed by Owner and FNI.
The final report shall be completed 15 days after Owner and FNI conduct meeting over
draft feasibility report.
If FNI’s services are delayed through no fault of FNI, FNI shall be entitled to adjust contract
schedule consistent with the number of days of delay. These delays may include but are not
limited to delays in Town or regulatory reviews, delays on the flow of information to be
provided to FNI, governmental approvals, etc. These delays may result in an adjustment to
compensation as outlined on the face of this AGREEMENT and in Attachment CO.

B. Compensation
1.

Basic Services: Compensation to FNI (Attachment C) shall be the lump sum of Fourteen
Thousand Four Hundred Sixty-nine Dollars, $14,469.00.

IV. ITEMS NOT INCLUDED IN THE SCOPE OF SERVICES
A. ADDITIONAL SERVICES:
1.

Owner and Consultant agree that the following services are beyond the Scope of
Services described in the tasks above. Any additional amounts paid to the Consultant as
a result of any material change to the Scope of the Project shall be agreed upon in writing
by both parties before the services are performed. Additional Services to be performed by
Consultant, if authorized by Owner, which are not included in the above basic services,
are described as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Design and construction documents production services.
Bid phase services.
Construction phase services.
Preparation of temporary and permanent easement documents and right-of-way
acquisition.
e. GIS mapping services or assistance with these services.
f. Preparing applications and supporting documents for government grants, loans, or
planning advances and providing data for detailed applications.
g. Preparing data and reports for assistance to Owner in preparation for hearings before
regulatory agencies, courts, arbitration panels or any mediator, giving testimony,
personally or by deposition, and preparations therefore before any regulatory agency,
court, arbitration panel or mediator.
h. Assisting Owner in the defense or prosecution of litigation in connection with or in
addition to those services contemplated by this AGREEMENT. Such services, if any,
shall be furnished by FNI on a fee basis negotiated by the respective parties outside
of and in addition to this AGREEMENT.
i. Visits to the site in excess of the number of trips included in Basic Services for
periodic site visits, coordination meetings, or contract completion activities.
j. Providing basic or additional services on an accelerated time schedule. The scope of
this service include cost for overtime wages of employees and consultants,
inefficiencies in work sequence and plotting or reproduction costs directly attributable
to an accelerated time schedule directed by the Owner.

2 of 2
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Rev. 4/19

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
STATE OF TEXAS

§

COUNTY OF DENTON

§

This Agreement is entered into by Town of Argyle, TX, hereinafter called “Client” and Freese and Nichols, Inc.,
hereinafter called “FNI.” In consideration of the Agreements herein, the parties agree as follows:
I.

EMPLOYMENT OF FNI: In accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Client agrees to employ and
compensate FNI to perform professional services in connection with the Project. The Project is described
as Crawford Road Sanitary Sewer Feasibility Study.

II. SCOPE OF SERVICES: FNI shall render professional services in connection with Project as set forth in
Attachment SC – Scope of Services and Responsibilities of Client which is attached to and made a part of
this Agreement.
III. COMPENSATION: Client agrees to pay FNI for all professional services rendered under this Agreement.
FNI shall perform professional services as outlined in Attachment SC – Scope of Services for Basic Services
in a lump sum fee of Fourteen Thousand Four Hundred Sixty-nine Dollars, $14,469.00.
If FNI’s services are delayed or suspended by Client, or if FNI’s services are extended for more than 60
days through no fault of FNI, FNI shall be entitled to equitable adjustment of rates and amounts of
compensation to reflect reasonable costs incurred by FNI in connection with such delay or suspension
and reactivation and the fact that the time for performance under this Agreement has been revised.
IV. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF AGREEMENT: The Terms and Conditions of Agreement as set forth as
Attachment TC – Terms and Conditions of Agreement shall govern the relationship between the Client
and FNI.
Nothing under this Agreement shall be construed to give any rights or benefits in this Agreement to anyone
other than Client and FNI, and all duties and responsibilities undertaken pursuant to this Agreement will be
for the sole and exclusive benefit of Client and FNI and not for the benefit of any other party.
This Agreement constitutes the entire Agreement between Client and FNI and supersedes all prior written or
oral understandings.
This contract is executed in two counterparts. IN TESTIMONY HEREOF, Agreement executed:
Freese and Nichols, Inc.

Town of Argyle, TX

By:

By:
Print Name and Title

Print Name and Title

Date:
ATTEST:

Date:
ATTEST:
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TOWN OF ARGYLE
ON-CALL PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES CONTRACT
SCOPE OF SERVICES PROPOSAL:
TASK ORDER NO. 4 – Crawford Road Sanitary Sewer Feasibility Study
December 29, 2021
PROJECT UNDERSTANDING:
Freese and Nichols, Inc. (FNI) understands the Project objective is to prepare and deliver the
Crawford Road Sanitary Sewer Feasibility Study for the purpose of evaluating options and
recommending a solution to the Town. This task order or contract supplements the ongoing
execution of the Town of Argyle On-Call Professional Engineering Services defined by the
documents in the professional services agreement executed on 8/16/2021.
I.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Project includes the preparation of a feasibility study to consider and evaluate options and
alternatives for the proposed sanitary sewer line along Crawford Road as outlined in the Town’s
current impact fee study that was prepared by Teague, Nall and Perkins. The study will provide a
recommended option based on comparison of the costs and benefits of a Town sponsored
project to design and construct the Crawford Road sanitary sewer line as contemplated in the
current impact fee study versus an alternative regional partnership with the City of Denton which
would involve the Town funding its prorata share to upsize and discharge into the future City of
Denton Creekside Interceptor line.

II.

TASK SUMMARY, BASIC SERVICES
A.

FEASIBILITY STUDY: Freese and Nichols, Inc (FNI) shall render the following
professional services in connection with the Preparation of the Crawford Sanitary Sewer
Feasibility Study. The scope includes:
1. Evaluate the alignment of the proposed sanitary sewer line along Crawford Road as
shown in the impact study completed by Teague, Nall and Perkins.
2. Evaluate the option of Argyle partnering with City of Denton on upsizing their
Creekside Interceptor line along Crawford Road based on information provided by
the Town. FNI will coordinate with the Town and City of Denton for additional
information needed. FNI will not perform hydraulic analysis as part of this task.
3. FNI will attend up to 2 meetings with the Town of Argyle and City of Denton to
discuss a potential interlocal agreement.
4. FNI will submit one (1) electronic copy (PDF) of the draft feasibility report
summarizing findings, costs and recommendations for the sanitary sewer line along
Crawford Road.
5. FNI will attend one (1) review meeting with Town staff. FNI will address the Town’s
comments and prepare a final feasibility report. FNI will submit one (1) hard copy of
the final report and one electronic copy (PDF) to the Town.

III. ASSUMPTIONS

1 of 2
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On-Call Professional Engineering Services Contract: Task Order No. 4 – Crawford Road Sanitary
Sewer Feasibility Study
December 29, 2021
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A. Time of Completion: FNI is authorized to commence work on the Project upon execution of
this AGREEMENT and agrees to complete the services in accordance with the following
schedule:
1.
2.

Draft feasibility report within 45 days of signed agreement on a date that is mutually
agreed by Owner and FNI.
The final report shall be completed 15 days after Owner and FNI conduct meeting over
draft feasibility report.
If FNI’s services are delayed through no fault of FNI, FNI shall be entitled to adjust contract
schedule consistent with the number of days of delay. These delays may include but are not
limited to delays in Town or regulatory reviews, delays on the flow of information to be
provided to FNI, governmental approvals, etc. These delays may result in an adjustment to
compensation as outlined on the face of this AGREEMENT and in Attachment CO.

B. Compensation
1.

Basic Services: Compensation to FNI (Attachment C) shall be the lump sum of Fourteen
Thousand Four Hundred Sixty-nine Dollars, $14,469.00.

IV. ITEMS NOT INCLUDED IN THE SCOPE OF SERVICES
A. ADDITIONAL SERVICES:
1.

Owner and Consultant agree that the following services are beyond the Scope of
Services described in the tasks above. Any additional amounts paid to the Consultant as
a result of any material change to the Scope of the Project shall be agreed upon in writing
by both parties before the services are performed. Additional Services to be performed by
Consultant, if authorized by Owner, which are not included in the above basic services,
are described as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Design and construction documents production services.
Bid phase services.
Construction phase services.
Preparation of temporary and permanent easement documents and right-of-way
acquisition.
e. GIS mapping services or assistance with these services.
f. Preparing applications and supporting documents for government grants, loans, or
planning advances and providing data for detailed applications.
g. Preparing data and reports for assistance to Owner in preparation for hearings before
regulatory agencies, courts, arbitration panels or any mediator, giving testimony,
personally or by deposition, and preparations therefore before any regulatory agency,
court, arbitration panel or mediator.
h. Assisting Owner in the defense or prosecution of litigation in connection with or in
addition to those services contemplated by this AGREEMENT. Such services, if any,
shall be furnished by FNI on a fee basis negotiated by the respective parties outside
of and in addition to this AGREEMENT.
i. Visits to the site in excess of the number of trips included in Basic Services for
periodic site visits, coordination meetings, or contract completion activities.
j. Providing basic or additional services on an accelerated time schedule. The scope of
this service include cost for overtime wages of employees and consultants,
inefficiencies in work sequence and plotting or reproduction costs directly attributable
to an accelerated time schedule directed by the Owner.

2 of 2
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COMPENSATION
ATTACHMENT CO
Compensation to FNI for Basic Services in Attachment SC shall be the lump sum of Fourteen Thousand Four Hundred Item 7.
Sixty Nine Dollars ($14,469).
If FNI sees the Scope of Services changing so that Additional Services are needed, including but not limited to those
services described as Additional Services in Attachment SC, FNI will notify OWNER for OWNER's approval before
proceeding. Additional Services shall be computed based on the following Schedule of Charges.

Position
Professional 1
Professional 2
Professional 3
Professional 4
Professional 5
Professional 6
Construction Manager 1
Construction Manager 2
Construction Manager 3
Construction Manager 4
CAD Technician/Designer 1
CAD Technician/Designer 2
CAD Technician/Designer 3
Corporate Project Support 1
Corporate Project Support 2
Corporate Project Support 3
Intern / Coop
Senior Advisor

Hourly Rate
121
145
165
190
221
253
96
125
146
184
103
133
164
98
117
157
60
175

Rates for In-House Services and Equipment
Mileage
Bulk Printing and Reproduction
Standard IRS Rates
B&W
Small Format (per copy)
$0.10
Technology Charge
Large Format (per sq. ft.)
$8.50 per hour
Bond
$0.25
Glossy / Mylar
$0.75
Vinyl / Adhesive
$1.50
Mounting (per sq. ft.)
Binding (per binding)

$2.00
$0.25

Color
$0.25
$0.75
$1.25
$2.00

Equipment
Valve Crew Vehicle (hour)
$75
Pressure Data Logger (each)
$200
Water Quality Meter (per day)
$100
Microscope (each)
$150
Pressure Recorder (per day)
$100
Ultrasonic Thickness Guage (per day)
$275
Coating Inspection Kit (per day)
$275
Flushing / Cfactor (each)
$500
Backpack Electrofisher (each)
$1,000
Survey Grade Standard
Drone (per day)
$200
$100
GPS (per day)
$150
$50

OTHER DIRECT EXPENSES:
Other direct expenses are reimbursed at actual cost times a multiplier of 1.15. They include outside printing and
reproduction expense, communication expense, travel, transportation and subsistence away from the FNI office. For
other miscellaneous expenses directly related to the work, including costs of laboratory analysis, test, and other work
required to be done by independent persons other than staff members, these services will be billed at a cost times a
multipler of 1.15. For Resident Representative services performed by non-FNI employees and CAD services performed Inhouse by non-FNI employees where FNI provides workspace and equipment to perform such services, these services will
be billed at cost times a multiplier of 2.0. This markup approximates the cost to FNI if an FNI employee was performing
the same or similar services.
These ranges and/or rates will be adjusted annually in February. Last updated 2021.
3022021
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF AGREEMENT
1.

DEFINITIONS: The term Town as used herein refers to the Town of Argyle, Texas. The term FNI as used herein
refers to Freese and Nichols, Inc., its employees and agents, and its subcontractors and their employees and
agents. As used herein, Services refers to the professional services performed by FNI pursuant to the
Agreement.

2.

CHANGES: Town, without invalidating the Agreement, may order changes within the general scope of the
work required by the Agreement by altering, adding to and/or deducting from the work to be performed. If
any change under this clause causes an increase or decrease in FNI’s cost of, or the time required for, the
performance of any part of the Services, an equitable adjustment will be made by mutual agreement and the
Agreement modified in writing accordingly.

3.

TERMINATION: The obligation to provide Services under this Agreement may be terminated by either party
upon 10 days’ written notice. In the event of termination, FNI will be paid for all Services rendered and
reimbursable expenses incurred to the date of termination and, in addition, all reimbursable expenses
directly attributable to termination.

4.

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES: In no event shall FNI or its subcontractors be liable in contract, tort, strict
liability, warranty, or otherwise for any special, indirect, incidental or consequential damages, such as loss of
product, loss of use of the equipment or system, loss of anticipated profits or revenue, non-operation or
increased expense of operation or other equipment or systems.

5.

INFORMATION FURNISHED BY TOWN: Town will assist FNI by placing at FNI’s disposal all available
information pertinent to the Project including previous reports and any other data relative to design or
construction of the Project. FNI shall have no liability for defects or negligence in the Services attributable to
FNI’s reliance upon or use of data, design criteria, drawings, specifications or other information furnished by
Town and TO THE EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW, TOWN AGREES TO INDEMNIFY AND HOLD FNI HARMLESS
FROM ANY AND ALL CLAIMS AND JUDGMENTS, AND ALL LOSSES, COSTS AND EXPENSES ARISING
THEREFROM. FNI SHALL DISCLOSE TO TOWN, PRIOR TO USE THEREOF, DEFECTS OR OMISSIONS IN THE
DATA, DESIGN CRITERIA, DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS OR OTHER INFORMATION FURNISHED BY TOWN TO
FNI THAT FNI MAY REASONABLY DISCOVER IN ITS REVIEW AND INSPECTION THEREOF.

6.

INSURANCE AND INDEMNIFICATION: FNI shall provide Town with certificates of insurance with the following
minimum coverage:
Commercial General Liability
General Aggregate
$2,000,000

Workers’ Compensation
As required by Statute

Automobile Liability (Any Auto)
CSL
$1,000,000

Professional Liability
$3,000,000 Annual Aggregate

The Town shall be listed as additional named insured on the Commercial General Liability policy. Each policy
shall contain a provision requiring that 30 days prior to expiration, cancellation, non-renewal, or any material
change in coverage, a notice shall be given by certified mail to the Town.

7.

TO THE EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW, FNI AGREES TO INDEMNIFY, DEFEND AND HOLD HARMLESS THE TOWN
AND ITS OFFICIALS, AGENTS, AND EMPLOYEES FROM AND AGAINST ALL CLAIMS, DEMANDS, ACTIONS,
DAMAGES, COSTS, AND LIABILITY FOR PERSONAL INJURY OR DEATH AND PROPERTY DAMAGE TO THE
EXTENT THAT SUCH INJURY, DEATH OR DAMAGE IS CAUSED BY, RESULTS FROM, OR ARISES IN WHOLE OR
IN PART FROM ANY NEGLIGENT ACT, ERROR, OR OMISSION OF FNI OR ANY OF ITS SUBCONSULTANTS IN
CONNECTION WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF ITS SERVICES OR FAILURE TO PERFORM ITS SERVICES IN
CONFORMANCE WITH THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, FNI
SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE NEGLIGENCE OF ANY OTHER PARTIES.
SUBCONTRACTS: If, for any reason and at any time during the progress of providing Services, Town
FNI
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8.

determines that any subcontractor for FNI is incompetent or undesirable, Town will notify FNI accordingly
and FNI shall take immediate steps for cancellation of such subcontract. Subletting by subcontractors shall be
subject to the same regulations. Nothing contained in the Agreement shall create any contractual relation
between any subcontractor and Town.
TOWN OWNERSHIP OF DOCUMENTS: All drawings, reports, data and other project information developed in
the execution of the Services provided under this Agreement shall be the property of Town upon payment of
FNI’s fees for Services. FNI may retain copies for record purposes. Town agrees such documents are not
intended or represented to be suitable for reuse by Town or others. Any reuse by Town or by those who
obtained said documents from Town without written verification or adaptation by FNI, will be at Town's sole
risk and without liability or legal exposure to FNI, or to FNI’s independent associates or consultants, AND TO
THE EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW, TOWN SHALL INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS FNI AND FNI’S
INDEPENDENT ASSOCIATES AND CONSULTANTS FROM ALL CLAIMS, DAMAGES, LOSSES AND EXPENSES
INCLUDING ATTORNEYS’ FEES ARISING OUT OF OR RESULTING THEREFROM. Any such verification or
adaptation will entitle FNI to further reasonable compensation. FNI may reuse all drawings, report data and
other project information in the execution of the Services provided under this Agreement in FNI’s other
activities. Any reuse by FNI will be at FNI’s sole risk and without liability or legal exposure to Town, and FNI
SHALL INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS TOWN FROM ALL CLAIMS, DAMAGES, LOSSES AND EXPENSES
INCLUDING ATTORNEYS’ FEES ARISING OUT OF OR RESULTING THEREFROM.

9.

POLLUTANTS AND HAZARDOUS WASTES: It is understood and agreed that FNI has neither created nor
contributed to the creation or existence of any hazardous, radioactive, toxic, irritant, pollutant, or otherwise
dangerous substance or condition at the site, if any, and its compensation hereunder is in no way
commensurate with the potential risk of injury or loss that may be caused by exposures to such substances or
conditions. The parties agree that in performing the Services required by this Agreement, FNI does not take
possession or control of the subject site, but acts as an invitee in performing the Services, and is not therefore
responsible for the existence of any pollutant present on or migrating from the site. Further, FNI shall have
no responsibility for any pollutant during clean-up, transportation, storage or disposal activities.

10.

OPINION OF PROBABLE COSTS: FNI will furnish an opinion of probable project development cost based on
present day cost, but does not guarantee the accuracy of such estimates. Opinions of probable cost, financial
evaluations, feasibility studies, economic analyses of alternate solutions and utilitarian considerations of
operations and maintenance costs prepared by FNI hereunder will be made on the basis of FNI’s experience
and qualifications and represent FNI’s judgment as an experienced and qualified design professional. It is
recognized, however, that FNI does not have control over the cost of labor, material, equipment or services
furnished by others or over market conditions or contractors’ methods of determining their prices.

11.

CONSTRUCTION REPRESENTATION: If required by the Agreement, FNI will furnish construction
representation according to the defined scope for these services. FNI will observe the progress and the quality
of work to determine in general if the work is proceeding in accordance with the Contract Documents. In
performing these services, FNI will report any observed deficiencies to Town, however, it is understood that
FNI does not guarantee the Contractor’s performance, nor is FNI responsible for the supervision of the
Contractor’s operation and employees. FNI shall not be responsible for the means, methods, techniques,
sequences or procedures of construction selected by the Contractor, or the safety precautions and programs
incident to the work of the Contractor. FNI shall not be responsible for the acts or omissions of any person
(except its own employees or agents) at the Project site or otherwise performing any of the work of the
Project. If Town designates a Resident Project Representative that is not an employee or agent of FNI, the
duties, responsibilities and limitations of authority of such Resident Project Representative will be set forth
in writing and made a part of this Agreement before the Construction Phase of the Project begins.
GENERAL CONDITIONS OF THE CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT: Town agrees to include provisions in the General
Conditions of the Construction Contract that require Contractor to include FNI: (1) as an additional insured
and in any waiver of subrogation rights with respect to such liability insurance purchased and maintained by
Contractor for the Project (except workers’ compensation and professional liability policies); and (2) as an
indemnified party in the Contractor’s indemnification provisions where the Town is named as an
indemnified party.

12.

FNI
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PAYMENT: Progress payments may be requested by FNI based on the amount of Services completed.
Payment for the Services of FNI shall be due and payable upon submission of a statement for Services to
TOWN and in acceptance of the Services as satisfactory by the Town. Statements for Services shall not be
submitted more frequently than monthly. Any applicable new taxes imposed upon Services, expenses and
charges by any governmental body after the execution of this Agreement will be added to FNI’s
compensation.

If Town fails to make any payment due FNI for services and expenses within 30 days after receipt of FNI’s
statement for services therefore, the amounts due FNI will be increased at the rate of 1 percent per month
from said 30th day, and, in addition, FNI may, after giving 7 days’ written notice to Town, suspend services
under this Agreement until FNI has been paid in full, all amounts due for services, expenses and charges.
14.

ARBITRATION: No arbitration, arising out of or relating to this Agreement, involving one party to this
Agreement may include the other party to this Agreement without their approval.

15.

SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNMENTS: Town and FNI each are hereby bound and the partners, successors,
executors, administrators and legal representatives of Town and FNI are hereby bound to the other party to
this Agreement and to the partners, successors, executors, administrators and legal representatives (and said
assigns) of such other party, in respect of all covenants, agreements and obligations of this Agreement.
Neither Town nor FNI shall assign, sublet or transfer any rights under or interest in (including, but without
limitation, moneys that may become due or moneys that are due) this Agreement without the written consent
of the other, except to the extent that any assignment, subletting or transfer is mandated by law or the effect
of this limitation may be restricted by law. Unless specifically stated to the contrary in any written consent to
an assignment, no assignment will release or discharge the assignor from any duty or responsibility under this
Agreement. Nothing contained in this paragraph shall prevent FNI from employing such independent
associates and consultants as FNI may deem appropriate to assist in the performance of Services hereunder.

16.

PURCHASE ORDERS: If a Purchase Order is used to authorize FNI’s Services, only the terms,
conditions/instructions typed on the face of the Purchase Order shall apply to this Agreement. Should there
be any conflict between the Purchase Order and the terms of this Agreement, then this Agreement shall
prevail and shall be determinative of the conflict.

FNI
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
STATE OF TEXAS

§

COUNTY OF DENTON

§

This Agreement is entered into by Town of Argyle, TX, hereinafter called “Client” and Freese and Nichols, Inc.,
hereinafter called “FNI.” In consideration of the Agreements herein, the parties agree as follows:
I.

EMPLOYMENT OF FNI: In accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Client agrees to employ and
compensate FNI to perform professional services in connection with the Project. The Project is described
as Crawford Road Sanitary Sewer Feasibility Study.

II. SCOPE OF SERVICES: FNI shall render professional services in connection with Project as set forth in
Attachment SC – Scope of Services and Responsibilities of Client which is attached to and made a part of
this Agreement.
III. COMPENSATION: Client agrees to pay FNI for all professional services rendered under this Agreement.
FNI shall perform professional services as outlined in Attachment SC – Scope of Services for Basic Services
in a lump sum fee of Fourteen Thousand Four Hundred Sixty-nine Dollars, $14,469.00.
If FNI’s services are delayed or suspended by Client, or if FNI’s services are extended for more than 60
days through no fault of FNI, FNI shall be entitled to equitable adjustment of rates and amounts of
compensation to reflect reasonable costs incurred by FNI in connection with such delay or suspension
and reactivation and the fact that the time for performance under this Agreement has been revised.
IV. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF AGREEMENT: The Terms and Conditions of Agreement as set forth as
Attachment TC – Terms and Conditions of Agreement shall govern the relationship between the Client
and FNI.
Nothing under this Agreement shall be construed to give any rights or benefits in this Agreement to anyone
other than Client and FNI, and all duties and responsibilities undertaken pursuant to this Agreement will be
for the sole and exclusive benefit of Client and FNI and not for the benefit of any other party.
This Agreement constitutes the entire Agreement between Client and FNI and supersedes all prior written or
oral understandings.
This contract is executed in two counterparts. IN TESTIMONY HEREOF, Agreement executed:
Freese and Nichols, Inc.

Town of Argyle, TX

By:

By:
Print Name and Title

Print Name and Title

Date:
ATTEST:

Date:
ATTEST:
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